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Thursday, 30 March 1995

THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko) took the Chair at 10.00 am, and read prayers.

PETITION - PHYSIOTHERAPISTS BILL, AMENDMENT
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [ 10.03 am]: I present
the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned, request that the Physiotherapists Bill 1994 be amended to:
1. exempt qualified masseurs from the requirement to register under the

proposed Bill.
2. define qualified masseurs as persons who have attained the Associate

Diploma in Health Sciences (Massage) or equivalent qualification
recognised by the State Employment and Skills Authority

3. permit qualified masseurs to apply massage or heat to the human body in
his/her practice of the profession of massage

4. permit qualified masseurs to provide therapeutic massage to the public,
and ensure the health and safety of members of the public is safeguarded.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 654 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 26.]

PETITION - BAIL ACT, AMENDMENT; PROTECTION FROM SERIOUS
CRIME OFFENDERS

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) [10.04 am]: I present the following
petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned residents of Western Australia demand the right to feel safe
from attack and abuse in our streets, our front lawns and within our homes.

We also feel that to protect us from further attacks the offender in serious crimes
should be detained for as long as is necessary in order to prevent reoffending or
the victim becoming revictimised by the same offender.
We require that changes be made to the BAIL ACT that will ensure there is no
opportunity for an offender of a violent crime to reoffend.
Toughening of restraining orders to ensure there is an adequate deterrent towards
reoffending.
Changes and toughening of parole conditions to ensure that there is a deterrnt
towards reoffending.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideratio n and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 310 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
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The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 27.]

PETITION - ROADS, MARMION AVENUE-YANCHEP AND TWO
ROCKS TOWNSHIPS, FURTHER EXTENSION

MR W. SMITH (Wanneroo) [10.05 am]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
The undersigned residents of Western Australia call upon the State Government
to provide further extension of Marmion Avenue to Yanchep and Two Rocks
townships in the northern suburbs, for the following reasons:
(a) alternative access road in case of emergencies (i.e. Bushfires - when

Yanchep and Two Rocks are completely cut oft)
(b) to give the residents of these two townships an alternative travel route
(c) to boost the tourist access to the areas and hopefully boost trade for local

businesses
(d) .to further assist in decentralisation
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 267 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
'[See petition No 28.]

SELECT COMMITTEE - ROAD SAFETY
Fifth Report on Administration and Coordination of Road Safety, Tabling

MR AINSWORTH (Roe) [10.06 am]: I present the fifth report of the Select
Committee on Road Safety on the administration and coordination of road safety in
Western Australia. I also present for tabling the transcript of evidence relating to that
report. I move -

That the report do lie upon the Table and be printed.
This is probably the most significant report that the committee will bring down.
Although we have already tabled four reports in this place and, during the next 18 months
or so, will be tabling further reports on various road safety issues, this is the key report.
If the recommendations are accepted by government and implemented, many of the other
road safety measures we recommend, some of which the Government has already taken
up, will be much more effective under the new structure we are proposing.
Other States in Australia have increased their road safety performance, reducing the level
of deaths and road trauma generally. That has been brought about by thre things: Better
coordination of road safety programs under a single agency; more intensive anti-drink
driving campaigns; and more funds directed to public education and advertising
campaigns dealing with road safety.
In this State road safety administration is somewhat fragmented; no single body has
responsibility for it. In the minds of the public the police are probably the main body
responsible for road safety, yet a large part of the police role is enforcement rather than
development of road safety programs. The police have little or no involvement in a wide
range of other road safety matters. The Road Traffic Board has had a much higher
profile lately and we commend it on the changes it has made. However, it is still largely
unknown and not understood by the public. Currently it is chaired automatically by the
Commissioner of Police. Although some changes in membership have been
recommended in recent times, the breadth of the composition of members is not as wide
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as it should be. In addition there is Main Roads Western Australia which, by the very
nature of its title, has involvement in the construction and safety aspects of road design
and environment.
It has other roles but it is unable to develop solutions to road safety outside its areas of
direct responsibility. No single Minister has responsibility for road safety. Again, that
means no clearly identified person in the minds of the public has that responsibility. The
committee, therefore, proposes that a road and traffic authority be established. The new
body will encompass the functions of Main Roads and take on the current licensing
functions of the police, as well as Bike West, currently the responsibility of the
Department of Transport. The new body will be responsible for the overall road safety
program in this State. We are not implying that the police role in road safety will be
diminished. This change will allow the police to focus on their primary role of
enforcement of road safety and road rules, and will assist with road safety education - a
very important part of police operations.
The Minister for 'transport will become the Minister for Transport and Road Safety, to
clearly identify the responsible person. A ministerial council will be appointed
comprising the Minister for Transport and Road Safety, the Minister for Police and the
Minister for Health. The role of the ministerial council will be to approve road safety
programs developed by the road safety board. The road safety board will replace the
Traffic Board. Again, the title of the board will more clearly identify the role it will
undertake. In the old terminology the Traffic Board did not clearly identify what the
board was supposed to be doing. That was part of the problem.
The committee recommends that instead of the Commissioner of Police automatically
being the chairman of the new body, an independent chairperson be appointed. The
remainder of the road safety board will comprise the Commissioner of Police; the chief
executive officer of the Roads and Traffic Authority; the Commissioner of Health; the
CEO of the State Government Insurance Commission; a person with experience in road
trauma management; a person with experience in media, public communication and
education; and a person with experience and involvement in local government' s role as a
road authority. The board will also include a person perceived to represent road users
including vehicle drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians. The broader membership of the new
board covers all aspects of road safety - the hands-on issues, and the need to have good
communication throughout the community about road safety matters to raise public
awareness and to reduce the level of road trauma.
The road safety board will recommend to the Minister for Transport and Road Safety
programs and methods to reduce road trauma in this State. One role of the board will be
to increase significantly publicity regarding serious injury crashes in Western Australia.
Currently, in the media or on television, items dealing with road safety, in most cases,
focus on people who have been involved in crashes causing death. However, so many
other crashes occur where people suffer serious injuries, and involve serious implications
for costs to the community, the families and the workplace. Those statistics are not
publicised. The committee's recommendations regarding the new structure not only will
reduce the number of road deaths but also the number of road crash injuries.
The current speed camera program in Western Australia has received much criticism. It
has been seen as a revenue raiser for government, not as a road safety mechanism. The
committee does not completely agree with that suggestion. We recommend that all the
mnoney raised by speed camera infringements, as well as by red light camera
infringements, be directed entirely to the road trauma trust fund. Currently, about one
third of that revenue - $2m - goes to the trust fund. Our suggestion is that the total
money should be directed to the fund towards improvements in road safety, education,
training and enforcement. That process has been successful in other States, where it has
been a contributing factor in the significant reduction in road trauma and road death
statistics. It has saved the community huge amounts of money - far greater than the
investment that those bodies put into programs to reduce road trauma.
The committee suggests that the State Government Insurance Commission, as a major
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third party insurer, have greater involvement in and financial contribution to road safety.
Currently it is involved in road safety matters. We congratulate the commission for that
but, again, in other States the equivalent bodies have invested significant funds in road
safety. The return on that investment has been large, probably around 8:1 or 10:1.
Signflcant savings can occur by investing money on preventive measures in the first
place.
The committee recommends also the appointment of a parliamentary standing committee
of this Chamber to replace the existing select committee. Committee members do not
want to become part of a committee in perpetuity. The members of the committee are
not trying to extend their role in this place. However, where other Parliaments in
Australia have standing committees on road safety, the committees have an important
role in dealing with what can be contentious road safety matters prior to the matters
going to Parliament. To put it simply, it depoliticises many arguments surrounding road
safety matters and enables other States to implement measures which possibly would
have been rejected had they been brought to Parliament by a Government without
consultation with the Opposition and the broader community. The process of the road
safety standing committee, which has dealt with issues outside the Chamber and has
communicated with the public and taken submissions, has allowed those States to
introduce programs, which otherwise would have been contentious, with little or no fuss.
The broader community has accepted the programs, and significant results have been
achieved in the reduction of personal cost and injury from road accidents. The
committee suggests consideration of the appointmeint of a standing committee on road
safety in line with other States for that purpose.
I reiterate that the recommendations in the report do not imply or suggest any criticism of
the existing bodies that deal with road safety, particularly the Police Force. The police
have a very important role in road safety, and that will continue. We are not taking
anything away from the police. We are placing all road safety responsibilities with one
authority and one Minister. The buck will stop with the Minister and that body. All the
other people involved in road safety in the past will continue to be involved under the
umbrella organisation - the focal point of the road safety program. That has worked
elsewhere and I see no reason why we cannot achieve the same results here if our
recommendations are accepted and the structures put in place.
At one stage Western Australia had the best road safety record in Australia. We have
slipped to second, third or fourth depending on the measure used. We have certainly
slipped from our premier position as the safest State in Australia. New South Wales and
Victoria have more than halved their road trauma statistics. We can compete with those
statistics but we must put in place the necessary structures.
I commend the report to the House. I pay tribute to the huge amount of work the
committee has undertaken on the report, aided in a large way by our research officer,
Peter Metropolis; our former committee clerk, Keith Kendrick; and the current committee
clerk - a new person to the Parliament - Peter Frantom. All have been involved in the
report in many ways, and without their help we would not be able to present this report
today. I thank the committee members, and others I have mentioned, for their diligence
and time. I commend the report to the House.
MR CATANIA (Balcatta) [ 10.20 ami]: I support the motion that the report be printed. I
will summarise the main findings of the committee. The committee identified that no
department held responsibility for road safety, although the body generally recognised in
Western Australia as having that responsibility is the Road Traffic Board. The
committee found that that board had shown a lack of leadership and initiative in road
safety, and it should not be supported in its present form.
New South Wales and Victoria showed significant improvements in their road safety
records, whereas Western Australia had dropped from having the best record to being
fourth on the list of States. New South Wales and Victoria improved their road safety
performance through strong anti-drink driving campaigns. Their overall educative
advertising campaigns were bigger and better funded than that in Western Australia and
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they had superior administrative arrangements providing for systematic and coordinated
approaches to road safety. Western Australia has no agency clearly identifiable as
responsible for road safety. The Government and government agencies have not placed a
great deal of importance on road safety. The Police Department, which is generally
regarded as being responsible, did not have the expertise to play a leading role in road
safety campaigns and should remain as the enforcement and educative arm. Due to the
dominance of the police on the Road Traffic Board, its main role was enforcement rather
than education and prevention. The report is clear in stating that the board membership
was inadequate.
Significant changes are recommended by the committee in this report. It recommends
that the responsibility for road safety should be placed within the Department of
Transport. That would bring Western Australia into line with all the other States. The
committee recommended that the road traffic authority be established as a department
and should comprise Main Roads Western Australia, which has a central position in road
safety, the police licensing functions and BikeWest. The committee recommends they be
the authority's core functions. Presently one-third of all money raised by red light and
speed cameras is spent on road safety; the balance goes to consolidated revenue. The
committee recommends that all revenue from that source be spent on road safety.

The committee recommended that statistics on road crashes should not only cite the
number of deaths but also the number of people injured and taken out of the work force.
The committee recommended the establishment of a road safety board to replace the
Road Traffic Board with an independent chairman, and that the Department of Transport
should be renamed the Department of Transport and Road Safety. These are the main
recommendations of the committee, which are endorsed and supported by all committee
members.
The report is a damning indictment of this Government and the Road Traffic Board. It
states that the Road Traffic Board has done nothing to improve road safety and that the
Government has done little to reduce the death and injury rate due to road crashes. The
importance and seriousness of the situation in Western Australia was highlighted by the
committee's second report on road crashes, causes and the extent of the problem in
Western Australia. The committee found that the number of deaths from road crashes
had increased in Western Australia over the past year. There were 211 deaths in 1994
and 11 000 people were injured. The cost to Western Australia, apart from the individual
and family trauma caused, was $lb. Australia-wide the cost is $6b. Road accidents are
the leading cause of death for people under 45 years of age and account for more years of
potential working life lost than all forms of heart disease. For men the effect is more
dramatic and the potential for death and injury from road crashes is greater than any form
of cancer or heart disease. There is an imperative on any Government, or board that is
responsible for road safety to take immediate action not only to be seen to be doing
something, but also to reduce those tolls. This Government has not achieved that. It has
not spent any money on road safety. It has not honoured its promise made prior to the
last election that it would build the two driver training centres to improve driver
standards and change behaviour practices.
Last night this Minister issued a press release with the intention of deflecting attention
from this report which vividly displays the incompetence and irresponsibility of the
Government. Yesterday the Minister stated that this Government would take a heavy
hand to drink driving offenders. That is commendable, but was its action the result of the
Minister knowing that the contents of this report would be damning of his Government's
actions and of the Road Traffic Board? Yesterday the Minister announced a series of
penalties that the Government will implement to deal with drink driving offenders.
While in Opposition the members of the National Party refused to accept higher penalties
when they were proposed by the then Labor Government in its 0.05 blood alcohol
content legislation. Suddenly this Government realises the importance of dealing with
drinking and driving. Mr Speaker, would you call this hypocritical? I am not allowed to
call the Minister or this Government hypocritical, but I am sure the Speaker would.
Yesterday, by coincidence, an incompetent and insignificant road management task force
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in the other House also issued a report on road safety. Members should not send anymoney yet, there is more! The Road Traffic Board issued a report on road safety as well.It finally discovered road safety. It presented the Minister with the "Western AustralianRoad Safety Strategy 1995-2000." All this happened at the same time that the roadsafety committee was bringing down a report that would show this Government'sincompetence and irresponsibility and the Road Traffic Board's lack of action on roadsafety. The Road Traffic Board knew the report would damn it, so it decided it would
bring out a strategy. This all happened in the space of 24 hours.
The committee's report is honest and states that this Government, its departments and itsmain vehicle, the Road Traffic Board, have contributed nothing towards improving roadsafety. The result is that Western Australia now has one the worst records in road safety.During the past two years I have stated in many forums that more police are required.More police are required on our roads, in our suburbs, and in country areas to ensure that
they are able not only to fight crime, but to keep our roads safe.
During the taking of evidence for this report I had the pleasure of being acting chairmanon one occasion. I referred the Commissioner of Police to the two States in Australiawhich had achieved substantial decreases in the death toll due to road crashes; namely,New South Wales and Victoria. I asked why New South Wales, which took a much morelenient approach to road safety than Victoria, which is tough on road trafficinfringements, had achieved virtually the same result. The answer given byCommissioner Bob Falconer was that New South Wales had 13 000 police. Thatstatement from him supports my notion that if more police are available on our roads, adecline in road accidents and deaths will be achieved.
Mr Shave: Everyone wants more police. When did it become your idea?
Mr CATANIA: The member for Melville should not talk about road accidents anddriving cars. I suggest he learn how to drive a car. Maybe if he did so he could be
driving today.
The Minister for Police should accept the commissioner's advice and ensure that thisState's 700 road traffic officers are not reduced. He should accept the committee'srecommendation also that the licensing and vehicle inspection section of the Police Forcenot be privatised, but transferred to the Department of Transport. This will enable theDepartment of Transport through its road safety section, which the committee suggestsshould be established, to protect car safety and driver training. By placing it in the handsof private individuals the Government does not have that control. I hope the Ministertakes on board that advice so the department has the total responsibility for road safety inWestern Australia in line with other States.
Finally, the Minister should immediately endorse the federal road safety strategy. Heshould not be parochial, as his Premier has shown himself to be on various occasions, butshould become part of the road safety strategy in Australia. This will enable our State toobtain the correct advice and to contribute to the uniform road safety measures
throughout Australia.
I thank my fellow committee members for their courage and their bipartisan andresponsible approach to road safety. All the members - the chairman, the member forBunbury, the member for Darling Range and my colleague the member for Perth -showed during the committee's deliberations that they have road safety at heart, and thatparty politics had been put aside. This is evident in the report because it makes somescathing comments about the Government's attitude to road safety. Thbe committee hadthe courage to ensure that these criticisms were brought to the notice of this House. Iapplaud also the expertise and competence of the committee's research officer, Mr PeterMetropolis, who contributed greatly to the fabric of the report and its compilation; and Ithank the previous clerk, Keith Kendrick, and the present clerk, Peter Frantom, for their
able support
The committee has now produced five significant reports to help this Government. Isincerely hope that the recommendations of those reports, particularly this one which
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deals with the administration area of road safety, will be adopted by the Minister.
Although this report may be unpalatable and it may criticise the Government and the
Road Traffic Board, it contains good, solid, logical recommendations by a committee that
has always been bipartisan in its approach. From its travels throughout Australia and
other parts of the world the committee is aware of the importance of road safety and the
importance that this Government should place on it. The Government should allocate the
necessary funds and ensure that road safety is one of the areas on which it concentrates in
this coming Budget. 1, too, recommend that the report be printed.
MS WARNOCK (Perth) [10.36 am]: Obviously my colleague the member for Balcatta
is not a believer in coincidence. I saw it as an example of rare harmony when I read
stories in the newspaper yesterday about the Australian Medical Association and the
Minister for Police, and heard privately about an upper House committee, coming to the
conclusion that the profile of road safety in Western Australia needed to be greatly
increased. This in sum is the substance of this fifth report of the Select Committee on
Road Safety. I anir pleased to be a member of this bipartisan committee, as my colleague
has surprisingly called it after what he said about the report this morning, and I am proud
that it has managed to bring down five reports in a little over two years. That of course is
due to the excellent efforts of our clerks, Keith Kendrick and Peter Frantom, and our
excellent researcher, Peter Metropolis.
I saw this apparent harmony on the subject of the importance of road safety as a rare
thing. In fact, on this side of the House it is extraordinarily rare to find oneself in
harmony with those on the other side. When I read yesterday that the AMA had taken a
tough stand on drink driving - it was almost outdone by the Police Minister's determined
stand, reported on the front page of The West Australian this morning - I realised that
talking tough on the issue of road safety was an idea whose time had come.

Speaking as someone who has been tough on road safety for a long time, I am glad that
we are all headed in the same direction at last. That is my own view after two years on
this select committee and after watching this State's reputation for driving safely go
down the gurgler. It has been a particularly distressing summer on the roads. I do not
need to draw that to anyone else's attention; we have all been watching television nightly
and reading the newspapers. What we see is a distressing summer of almost daily
announcements of serious road accidents and an increasing road toll. The road toll in this
State this year is already atrocious. It is a very serious subject; a tragic waste of human
life which is reflected in a higher death and injury rate than at the same time last year.
There are too many crashes in WA and we all are agreed that we must do something
about it. The question is: What exactly are we going to do? Too many of us continue to
drink and drive and to speed. Most of us in this room would be guilty at some time of
having driven far too fast. Too many think that accidents will not happen to them.

Most of us in this Chamber and most people we know would have been affected badly by
a road crash at some time. We know it can happen to us. It is our job as parliamentarians
to try to find the best way to cut back on crashes as much as possible. As a result of the
investigations of the past two years by this committee there is no doubt that more must be
spent on general education about driver safety. If members listen to any radio program
about driving, they will hear that.
After many months of research and inquiry this committee is convinced that apart from
the things I have mentioned, this State also needs a much better administrative system for
road safety. That in essence is what this fifth report of the committee is about. A single
organisation must take over responsibility for the organisation of road safety, for making
plans to tackle it head on and to give it the importance it deserves. No doubt the police
work extraordinarily hard to try to make us all safe drivers, and I can sense the despair
after a holiday period such as Christmas when police on television say, "We have done
all we can. What else can we do to try to make you safe drivers?" I do not suggest for
one moment they are not doing the best they possibly can, but clearly that is not good
enough as far as our community is concerned. After two years' investigation, one of the
things we feel is lacking is the community giving road safety the importance it deserves.
One way to remedy that is to coordinate the administration of road safety in this State
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much more effectively. We must stop people killing or maiming themselves or others on
the road. Attention must be focused on road safety in a much more up front way.
Although this report contains less sensational matters than others we have brought down,
it does get to the nub of how we can begin to raise the profile of road safety. It is not
suggesting a new and cumbersome organisation that will add greatly to the present cost
of woad safety. It does suggest that by coordinating existing departments and
organisations we can set up a special section whose prime responsibility will be woad
safety. In that way we believe the thrust of road safety activity will be more focused and,
therefore, likely to be more effective. Why do we suggest this? It has worked very well
elsewhere, and we must improve our act in Western Australia. We must lift our game.
Once we were doing better than other States, but now we are not. We axe not exactly at
the bottom of the pile, but we are approaching it and we must do something about that.
We must improve just as New South Wales and Victoria have improved in the last few
years.
Our crash rate has exploded and too many lives are being lost or blighted by injury and
woad trauma. Members might ask, "What has administration got to do with this? Should
we not be talkting about more effective means of prevention out on the woads?" A well
coordinated and directed effort, focused strongly on how best to improve road crash
statistics, is needed to cut the toll. Neither the police nor Main Roads has full
responsibility at the moment and thus, we believe, our effort in Western Australia is
diffused, unlike the efforts in other parts of Australia and some of the countries we
visited. Not only would a special road safety section point up the importance that the
community gives to this issue, but also in a practical sense it would provide a much more
efficient approach to solving the problems on our roads. We must find a way, through
measures like tougher policing, to prevent such things as drink driving and speeding, and
through the better education of drivers and the improvement of our roads we would save
more Western Australians every year. To put all that energy into one body would be a
very important step. It is not the only answer, but since it has been so effective elsewhere
it is a conclusion that was hard to resist after two years of investigation.
If we decide to fund part of the enterprise by putting into it all the moneys raised by red
light and speed cameras, we will really be getting somewhere. At the moment we put in
a third of the money, which is about $2m annually. All the money should go into the
road safety effort through the method suggested in our report. In Victoria all of the $25m
a year derived from the equivalent of the SOIC in Victoria goes into road safety
initiatives. We must do something like that in Western Australia. I am not criticising the
police because I believe they do very well - here I depart from the view of my colleague
the member for Balcatta - with too few Multanovas rather than too many, and relatively
limited RBTs. We are not returning enough revenue to the road safety effort and the
important cause of trying to preserve lives. We must return more revenue as soon as
possible. We must have booze buses, as we previously suggested in another report, as a
visible deterrent to drinkting drivers. We need more Multanovas and red light cameras
returning revenue to the safety effort.
We do not need to increase speed limits on country roads. I probably differ from my
colleagues in the National Party, but an open speed limit or even a greater one anywhere
in Western Australia would be crazy. We need more campaigns to persuade people not
to drive when they are fatigued. We need better training through specially built training
and education centres. Western Austr-alia's record in improving road safety has fallen
very badly behind the records of other States. It seems to me that this calls for urgent
action because woad crashes cost $lb a year, and most of those crashes are due to human
error and bad driving behaviour. The police commissioner likes to refer to road crashes
and not accidents because he says they could have been avoided. I am with him on that
one, although not on every other matter he has raised in the public eye. The committee
believes that changes in road safety administration can make a difference in Western
Australia. That is why we stress that although it is probably not the most controversial
report we have brought down it is extremely significant, which is why we believe these
changes should be introduced as soon as possible.
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Like my colleagues I thank my fellow members of the committee. I have certainly
enjoyed working with them, sometimes to our mutual surprise. I thank the researchers
and clerks of the committee for the work they have done on this report. We are proud
that this is our fifth report.
MR DAY (Darling Range) [10.48 am]: I am very pleased to have the opportunity to
make a few comments in support of this report. Before I do I make the observation that I
have been very privileged to have been a member of this committee over the 18 months
since it was formed. One of the reasons I am happy to have been a member and to have
participated in the committee is the very bipartisan approach that has been adopted on the
issues which have faced us. It has been a constructive committee and there have been no
significant differences - certainly none based on party political lines. To that extent I am
disappointed at the attitude taken by the member for Balcatta in attacking the
Government by using the report as a opportunity to score some political points.
Mr Trenorden: He~is writing a minority report tomorrow.
Mr DAY: The opportunity to write a minority report has passed and, to his credit, he had
no desire to do so. I am well aware that the Labor Party has claimed victory in the New
South Wales election by a very narrow margin. I suspect that has gone to the heads of
Opposition members here and they feel that, through some miracle, they will achieve the
same result in Western Australia. I can assure them that Western Australia is not New
South Wales. If they think they are on track to win an election, which is what it is all
about judging by some of the comments made by the member for Balcatta, they are on
the wrong track.
I reject the assertions that have been made about this Government not taking the road
trauma problem in Western Australia seriously and not taking sufficient action. I know
that the Minister for Police has a strong commitment to improving road safety in this
State as does the Police Department and the Government. Clearly, more police are
required throughout the State and action is being taken by the Government. The member
for Balcatta said that there are about 13 000 police in New South Wales - we were told
that by the Commissioner of Police. It is very impressive that there are about 13 000
police in New South Wales and WA has about 4 500. However, New South Wales has
about four times the population and therefore we would expect it to have a significantly
larger Police Force than does Western Australia.
We have looked at the issue as a whole. It is not directed in any way at the activities of
this Government. We looked at the setup that has existed in this State for many years,
including the setup that existed under the previous Government for 10 years. Nothing in
the report can be construed as being critical of the Government, the Commissioner of
Police, the Minister for Police or the Police Force. This is a serious issue for Western
Australia and deserves to be treated as such.
The report we are presenting is very significant and important. It is the most important of
the five reports that have been presented so far. This year, the road trauma problem is
significantly worse in Western Australia than it was at the same time last year,
particularly the number of fatalities. I am indebted to the Parliamentary Library for
obtaining for me this morning road fatality statistics for the current year compared with
last year. To date in 1995, 56 people have been killed on Western Australian roads. Of
those, 21 were killed in the metropolitan area and 35 were killed on country roads. To
the end of March 1994 - bearing in mind that today is 30 March - 39 people had been
killed. Nineteen were killed in the metropolitan area compared with 21 this year, an
increase of two, but not a dramatic increase. The significant increase has occurred on
country roads where last year 20 had been killed to the end of March compared with 35
this year, an increase of 75 per cent. Clearly, things are not going right as far as road
trauma in this State is concerned because there has been an overall 40 per cent increase in
road fatalities and a 75 per cent increase on country roads. This is a very pernicious
problem which affects all of us in this State. It costs a great deal in social, human and
economic terms - about $lb a year. As well as a problem in the country areas at the
moment, the problem of drink driving seems to be very much to the fore. It was
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reassuring to hear the Minister for Police talk yesterday about increasing penalties for
drink driving as was recommended in our fourth report in December last year. It is also
reassuring to see that random breath testing will be given a higher profile in this State
with the purchase of two booze buses. I congratulate also the Sunday Times newspaper
for the campaign it has run over the last few weeks in an attempt to increase community
involvement in the road toll and make us all much more aware of the problem.
The report presented today follows a lot of thought and consideration. It may not be
comfortable for some people. However, it is well considered and one which we believe,
if the recommendations are implemented, will make a significant difference to the road
trauma problem in this State. It follows discussions that we had with many people in
Western Australia, including existing members of the Traffic Board, and significant
players in the road safety field in other States, particularly Victoria, New South Wales
and Queensland. It became clear to the committee early on that, in Western Australia,
road safety strategies are not coordinated as well as they are in other States, particularly
Victoria and New South Wales. In Western Australia, management of road safety has
been primarily a police issue. Certainly, the Traffic Board has existed for many years in
this State. However, from the comments made to the committee, it has been very much a
police driven issue. The committee formed the opinion that much greater attention
should be given to the education of the public on road safety as well as the other very
important side of the equation, heavy enforcement.
In no way does the report criticise the Minister for Police or the Commissioner of Police.
To a large extent, I believe the Police Force over the years has filled a vacuum in road
safety. Clearly, in the last six to eight months, there have been significant improvements
in the Traffic Board's role. It has undertaken more advertising and is engaging a
consultant to look at its role. Things have improved since the discussion we had with
members of the Traffic Board whose evidence has been tabled today. The committee
formed the opinion that the issue needed to be taken further and that more players should
be involved in road safety in Western Australia than occurs at the moment. In particular,
the committee had in mind the involvement of the Health Department, Main Roads,
people with experience in road trauma, representatives of the community and particularly
people with specific expertise in road safety. At present, the Traffic Board comprises
people who are more representative of organisations than having specific expertise and
there should be a change to that direction.
The main recommendations of the report include creating a Minister for road safety in
Western Australia. That is very important. Having decided upon the overall structure,
we have recommended that the Minister for Transport should also be the Minister for
road safety. In no way does that reflect on the incumbent Minister for Police. It reflects
the overall structure that we have recommended. Perhaps, as a second preference, the
Minister for Police could also be the Minister for road safety as long as it fits in with the
overall structure.
The committee recommended also that the composition of the Traffic Board should be
changed and its name should be changed to the road safety board. We recommended that
the Police Department should be allowed to get on with its important role of enforcement
as well as being one of the key players in the system. I understand that the Police Force
is undergoing an examination of its core activities. I think, on reflection, the
Commissioner of Police will be happy for his department to shed some of its current
activities relating to road safety to other organisations, in particular to the road traffic
authority that we have recommended be formed.
The committee recommended that public education campaigns funding by the State
Government Insurance Commission should be increased, perhaps including contributing
towards the black spot road improvement programs in this State. In Victoria, the
equivalent body, the Transport Accidents Commission, contributes in the vicinity of
$20m to $30m a year to road safety. That has paid financial dividends to that
organisation as well as providing social improvements because it reduces the amounts the
organisation is paying out on claims.
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It is very instructive, when looking at the report in total, to compare our record with that
of other States. The Federal Office of Road Safety produces a monthly publication
which provides significant data on the picture in Australia overall but also on individual
States. I will seek in a moment to have incorporated in Hansard some of the graphs
which appear in the January 1995 edition. The information contained in the report is
entitled "State and Territory trends in fatal crashes". It states -

Annual fatal crashes in each State and Territory - last 5 years.
Each point shows the number of fatal crashes in the preceding 12 months
expressed as a percentage of the comparable figure five years ago.

For Australia the number of road fatalities has decreased to about 72 per cent of what it
was five years ago. In Western Australia the decrease has been about 5 per cent. In other
words, this State's current road fatalities are about 95 per cent of what they were five
years ago. Members should compare Western Australia with New South Wales, where
that State reflects the national scene and road fatalities there are about 72 per cent of what
they were five years ago. The shining example is Victoria, where the number of road
fatalities now is 52 per cent of what they were in January 1990. That is a significant
reduction of almost half in five years, whereas Western Australia's fatality rate has
reduced by only 5 per cent. The implementation of the significant recommendations in
the committee's report will very -much help Western Australia to move in the samne
direction as Victoria.
We need to set proper goals, which is what has been done in other States and in Sweden,
a country which members of the committee visited in July last year and where impressive
results have been attained.
Enforcement is a very important part of the issue, but it is not the only part. Continuing
education should be given serious attention. I am not for a moment suggesting that
enforcement should be reduced; it should be increased, particularly with higher profile
random breath testing and more speed cameras than at present, but appropriately located.
We can and must do more to deal with the horrific road trauma problem, which has a
high social and economic cost. It is time to have an all out assault on the problem. I seek
leave to incorporate in Hansard the documents to which I referred.
[The material in appendix A was incorporated by leave of the House.]
[See page No 463.]
MR OSBORNE (Bunbury) [11.02 am]: As previous speakers have said, road safety
continues to be a major problem for the people of Western Australia and it is costing this
State over $lb each year and twice that much in uncosted disbenefits. If one takes into
account social trauma, loss of family members and those sorts of things, the extent of the
problem in Western Australia is calculated to be in the order of $2b.
Previous reports of the Select Committee on Road Safety have been well received and the
committee is conscious of the fact that it must press on with the task assigned to it by the
Parliament. It does not take a Rhodes Scholar to realise that previous recommendations,
such as children under the age of six wearing a bike helmet, a tighter blood alcohol
content regime and others, have been largely accepted by the Parliament and the
community.
This report touches on a much more invisible difficulty around which the road safety
issue in Western Australia revolves; that is, road safety administration. Like other
committees this select committee travelled to other States and analysed the systems those
States have in place to deal with road safety issues. It paid particular attention to the
systems operating in Victoria and New South Wales. The member for Darling Range
gave clear figures which illustrate the reason that the committee looked especially to
Victoria. That State has achieved a 50 per cent reduction in road fatalities in a five year
period and it is that reduction which Western Australia should seek to emulate.
The committee analysed the systems which operate in other States and found three
significant differences. The other States have put a greater effort into the anti drink
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driving campaign and they have booze buses and a stricter blood alcohol content regime.
In addition they have placed a much greater emphasis on apprehension of drink drivers
and speeding drivers than is the case in this State. The second critical difference we
discovered was that other States have better educational and advertising efforts devoted
to the road safety issue. The Traffic Board of Western Australia has made a stronger
effort in this regard in recent months, since the arrival of the new Commissioner of
Police, and the committee recognises and applauds that. However, it believes the
message still needs to be improved. We need to go beyond focusing on road fatalities
and to look at the number of injuries that occur each year in Western Australia.
Currently, that figure is approximately I1000. If we can understand that the psychology
of an injured person is different from that applying to a road fatality we must understand
that it follows that there must be a different advertising and communication message.
Another thing that needs to be improved is the negativity of the message. It is a simple
and satisfying thing to go into the media with a negative campaign which frightens the
life out of people, but past experience shows that it has a limited effect. The Grim
Reaper campaign created a lot of difficulty for people in the education and marketing
field because they believed it was not a message that would be well received by all
people, particularly young people. One of the great fallacies of communication is that if
one says something often enough a person will respond. It is important to understand
that it is the way people deal with a message that makes a difference to how they behave.
If members have a 15 year old daughter like I have they will be aware that she is not
waiting for someone to tell her to clean her room before she gladly does it. It is not the
repetitiveness of the message, but how a person receives it which makes a difference to
the way the person behaves. The messages going to the public on road safety in Western
Australia have been too simplistic and of only a single sort.
The third crucial difference the committee found between road safety in this and other
States was the different administrative arrangements and that is what the committee's
report revolves around. I will not go through the recommendations again because they
have been sufficiently outlined by the chairman of the committee, the member for Roe,
and others who have spoken. Suffice to say, the committee believes the system should
revolve around a minister for transport and road safety and a road and traffic authority
should be established and should have prime responsibility for road safety. We could
then begin a strategic, codified and cooperative approach to the road safety problem in
this State.
I would like to refer to the performance of the member for Balcatta in this place this
morning. He has betrayed not only the members of the select committee, but also the
conventions of the select committee system and has subverted the processes of this
Parliament.
Mr Graham interjected.
Mr OSBORNE: I am cranked up about this and I will not be interrupted by the member
for Pilbara. The member for Balcatta came into this place with the express purpose of
making a political attack on the Minister for Police -

Several members inteijected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Before I start formally calling members to order I
remind them that we cannot have interjections from both sides of the House at the same
time. The member on his feet is entitled to be heard and if he takes an interjection it adds
to the debate. If he does not, members cannot keep interjecting and making this place
look like a shambles.
Mr OSBORNE: The Select Committee on Road Safety has organised a media
conference after the presentation of this report and I can see what will happen. It will be
predicated on the basis that the whole thing is an attack on the Government, the Minister
for Police and the Commissioner of Police. The member for Balcatta had a couple of
journalists scribbling away during his speech and it was obviously a setup stunt so he
could carry on his ridiculous vendetta with the commissioner, which is outdone only by
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the ridiculous vendetta the member for Pilbara has against the Governor of Western
Australia. It needs to be noted, as the member for Darling Range said, that this
Government established the Select Committee on Road Safety and it is this Minister for
Police who cared enough about the issue to do something about it. I suggest that
members opposite, particularly the member for Balcatta, read the second report of the
committee, entitled "Road Crash Causes and the Extent of the Problem in Western
Australia", because they will find that the problem with road safety in this State did not
start on 7 February 1993.
It started about 10 years ago. The member for Balcatta should hang his head in shame.
The cause of the problem in Western Australia does not reside with this Government and,
like everything else, the solution is being undertaken by this Government and specifically
by the Minister for Police. The Minister should be congratulated because he is trying to
do something about a real problem in Western Australia, which should not be politicised
by members opposite. On the basis of the understandings and conventions of the select
committee system, these matters should not be politicised by members of the committee.
I urge the House to look beyond the behaviour of the member for Balcatta, and to read
and consider the recommendations of the report in the spirit in which they have been
made; that is, a spirit designed to improve road safety in Western Australia and do
something for the benefit of the people of Western Australia by attempting to come to
grips with a real and difficult problem. This problem can be solved if all members in this
place and all members of the community approach it with a spirit of cooperation and
bipartisanship.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie) [11.12 am]: Having listened to the utter hypocrisy of a
Liberal member of Parliament standing in this place talking about the conventions of
select committees, I am compelled to speak to this motion. The member for Bunbury
spoke about the select committee process having been subverted and betrayed, and he
also referred to the understandings and conventions of select committees. What a load of
hypocritical garbage. The mob on the other side of the Chamber when in opposition had
no regard for conventions in select committees or standing committees. They leaked
every bit of possible information to subvert and betray the committee system in this
place. They sought to destroy that system. It is disgraceful for the member for Bunbury,
who was elected to this place in 1993, to speak such absolute garbage and accuse the
member for Balcatta of undermining that process. The member for Balcatta quite rightly
used his place in this Chamber to put forward his view of the road safety situation in
Western Australia.
No matter what the member for Bunbury says, while the Select Committee on Road
Safety has been sitting, this State has suffered a record road toll. The member for
Balcatta has every right to use this forum to respond to this issue. He did not attempt
during the process of the hearings, when the committee took submissions from witnesses,
to leak the information to advantage himself or his party. He has done the right and
proper thing and brought his concerns to this House. The scumbags on the other side of
this House used every possible means, particularly in the years leading to the 1993
election, to betray that committee system. They used every opportunity. Every piece of
information that came to a committee and might advantage the then Opposition ended up
in the hands of people who could use it. The member for Bunbury should never suggest
that members on this side of the House betray and subvert the committee system, because
the member for Balcatta has certainly not done that. He went through the proper process
and expressed his views in a public forum. He did not skirt around and behave as others
have like little rats running around the side of the room leaking information to people to
advantage their own political party. I admire the member for Balcatta for expressing his
views in a very public way.
Mr Catania: I actually praised them for their bipartisan attitude in bringing forward those
revelations. Then they accuse me of telling the truth.
Mr TAYLOR: That is typical of the member for Bunbury. He should never adopt that
high-handed approach about people subverting the committee system. No-one has
subverted the committee system better than members of the Liberal Party, the National
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Party and a few so-called Independents in the years gone by. If members on this side of
the House chose to go down the same route, the Government would certainly know about
it.

Points of Order
Mr C.J. BARNETT: Everyone has been patient in allowing the member for Kalgoorlie to
express his view, as he is entitled to do, but I draw your attention, Mr Deputy Speaker, to
the subject before the House which is the committee's report.
Mr GRAHAM: The member for Kalgoorlie is responding to matters raised in this debate
and allowed by the Chair. A ruling cannot be made that he is not sticking to the subject
matter, simply because the Chair did not rule that subject out of order when the member
for Bunbury raised it. The member for Kalgoorlie should be allowed to continue because
he is responding to matter previously raised in the debate.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am mindful of the fact that the motion before the Chair is
that the report of the Select Committee on Road Safety be printed. Although that motion
has allowed a large number of matters to be raised on road safety - matters which
committee members have had the opportunity to discuss, but which other members in this
place have not had the opportunity to discuss because they have not seen the report yet -
the Chair has adopted a reasonably tolerant view by allowing the member for Kalgoorlie
to make his point.
I indicate to the House that the motion is that the report be printed. Members are now
starting to interject during the debate and we are dealing with a range of matters that are
not strictly within the report. Sufficient time has been allowed for people to explain a
point of view.

D~bate Resumed

Mr TAYLOR: I will not sit in my office and listen on the audio system to a member of
the Liberal Party talk about one of my colleagues and friends betraying and subverting
the committee system, when the only thing the member for Balcatta did was use the
forum of this Parliament to put forward his point of view. As the member for Balcatta
has just pointed out by interjection, he congratulated the chairman of the committee on
the way he conducted the committee. -That is quite different from the forums used by
members opposite when the Labor Government was in office. They destroyed the
committee system in this place by leaking information left, right and centre, and they
used every possible opportunity to undermine not only the committee system, but also
individuals under so-called investigation by that system.
MR BLAIKIE (Vasse) [11. 18 am]: In my brief comments on the fifth report of the
Select Committee on Road Safety, at the outset I acknowledge that Leader of the House
has been exceptionally good in allowing an opportunity for reports to be presented on
Thursday mornings. I compliment him on making that arrangement, which has never
been in place previously. This morning we have seen one of the shortcomings of this
facility. The only motion currently before the House is that the report be printed, and a
motion of that nature should require only one person to move that the report be adopted.
That would give all members an opportunity to read the report and comment on it in
future, if they so desire. You, Mr Deputy Speaker, are a member of one of the
committees which can do something about this situation, and I hope the matter can be
addressed and handled more satisfactorily than at present.
I have not read the report but I understand the general thrust of it. In previous years there
was a Road Traffic Authority in this State, but the Government was advised to
amalgamate it with the Police Force.
I am pleased to see the committee has brought down this report unanimously and has
recommended, in the interests of road safety in Western Australia, that there should be a
road traffic authority separate from the Police Force. I will be very interested to see how
the detail of that will work because it was a highly political issue when it was previously
debated and the police took over all of it.
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Another matter which I believe is very important and should be addressed forthwith is thecommittee's recommendation that a parliamentary standing committee on road safety beestablished. That does not require deliberation by Ministers or anyone else. It can beestablished by a decision of the Parliament. I encourage the chairman of the committeeto move a motion in the House at an early stage to establish that standing committee.
Finally, all members of the committee have indicated their various concerns about roadsafety in Western Australia and the fact that Western Australia is slipping behind all theother States. I too have had concerns about that situation. Considering the density oftraffic here, the design of our roads, the weather conditions and the topography, weshould have a better record than other States. In fact there should be no comparison.However, if wet weather occurs in the coming Easter in Western Australia - previouslywe have had dry Easters - I am concerned the traffic accident rate will increasesignificantly. It is easy for people to say we have fared better or worse with our Eastertraffic accident rates, but the weather circumstances in the various States at the time mustbe taken into account. In light of those factors our road traffic performance is very
unsatisfactory.
I commend the committee for its report and its unanimity. However, I do not commendits members for the way they conducted themselves in the House this morning. Irecommend again to the chairman that at an early stage he should move a motion in theHouse for the establishment of a parliamentary standing committee on road safety. Ithank you Mr Deputy Speaker for allowing me on to speak on this motion which I regard
as important.
Question put and passed.
[See papers Nos 179 and 180.]

PETITION - PHYSIOTHERAPISTS BILL, AMENDMENT
Part Out of Order, Speaker's Ruling

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Strickland): I have the following message from the
Speaker -

I advise members that part of the petition presented by the member for VictoriaPark is out of order and I have asked the Clerk to remove those pages from the
petition. I suggest the member make arrangements to have that part of the
petition presented in another place.

Further to the Speaker's message I believe the member understands and has been advised
of the situation.

MOTION - TIME MANAGEMENT SESSIONAL ORDER (GUILLOTINE)
MR CJ. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the House) [ 11.23 am]: I move -

That for the balance of the present session, unless otherwise ordered, the
following order shall apply -

(a) at any time during the sitting of the House or Committee, the Leader of
the House or a Minister acting on his behalf may move a motion without
notice specifying or varying the specification of time to be allotted to, or
for the completion of, any business or any stages or parts of that business,
but a motion may be moved in Committee only in relation to the business
then before that Committee. Debate on that motion shall not exceed 20
minutes and no member may speak to it for more than five minutes;

(b) when the time allotted to any business under this order has expired, the
person presiding shall put every question necessary to complete the
business in accordance with the time allotted without permitting further
debate or amendment, and shall in the case of a Bill in Committee also put
to the vote any amendments to the Bill proposed by a Minister or
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Parliamentary Secretary, if those amendments appear on the Notice Paper
for that day;

(c) if any other business is before the House or Committee when a time
specified in accordance with paragraph (a) is reached, that other business
shall be interrupted and set down as an Order of the Day for that day's
sitting without a question put and the item of business subject to the time
allocation shall be called upon; and

(d) a closure under Standing Order 158 may not be moved on any question
which is the subject of time allotted under this order.

This is the time management sessional order and it is exactly the same as that introduced
and applied in this House from September last year. This issue has been debated several
times in this House. Time management, as members are aware, is used in one form or
another in virtually all Parliaments in Australia and most Parliaments throughout the
world. Time management has been applied in this House by Governments of the Labor
Party and of the coalition. Just for the record, I remind members of when the former
Leader of the House, Mr Arthur Tonkin, in the Labor Government introduced time
management in 1984 and he said -

We want to move away from that situation and towards reasonable sitting hours;
we do not want to be sitting here after midnight. Thbis is a sensible way of
attempting to see to it that we have legislation facilitated without sitting all night.

In 1987 the then Leader of the House, Bob Pearce, moved a motion to amend Standing
Order No 164 to effectively give time management. At the time he said -

At this time when the Government is trying to not keep staff members in this
place after 11.00 pm and to rub within established times rather than get to the
stage of legislation by exhaustion which has characterised this Parliament in the
past it is necessary to have some constraints on members' speeches in order to get
through the business of this House and allow staff to leave at a reasonable time.

We have had many examples of time management in one form or another applied within
this House. Time management, as I mentioned before, is applied in most Parliaments in
Australia. The most obvious example is the House of Representatives in the
Commonwealth Government where time management is applied on all legislation.
Mr Graham interjected.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I am making the observation. Between 1983 and 1993 during the
time of a Labor Government, 567 Bills were subject to time management in the House of
Representatives. We are not talking about something new or novel. I am conscious, Mr
Deputy Speaker, that you chair the Committee on Procedure due to report this year and
which may present some interim reports. Time management will be referred to by that
committee. r have an open mi-nd about what system may ultimately apply. However, in
the interim it is the Government's intention to continue with the procedures of last year.
I also think it is relevant to remind members that this House will sit extra days and extra
time this year. A total of 67 sitting days is scheduled for this year. Due to the motion
agreed to earlier in the week, Parliament will sit for an additional two hours on a
Wednesday and one hour on a Thursday. I appreciate that members in this House may
have philosophical and ideological positions on time management. However, I remind
them of some facts about time management as it applied last year: Time management in
this form has applied since September last year. During that time it has been applied to a
total of 52 Bills. During the final nine weeks in which time management applied, 55
Bills progressed through the House, compared with only 85 for the year as a whole. It is
also worth noting that under time management, debate was cut short on only six Bills.
All other Bills were concluded within the times allocated.
We are all conscious of the times we sit and the hours we keep and the effect long hours
have on our families. Since time management applied this House has sat later than
midnight on nine occasions and later than 2.00 am on two nights. We all understand that
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traditionally late night sittings occur in the latter part of the year. However, even bearing
in mind that that was the last nine weeks of last year, in the preceding weeks - the first
part of the year - we sat later than midnight on 11I occasions, including five nights later
than 2.00 am. The sitting times during the second half of the year were far less onerous
than the sitting hours in the first half of the year. Time management worked well in that
context.
The most relevant comparison is to look at the year 1993-94 when without time
management this House sat past midnight on 40 occasions, including 12 sittings of later
that 2.00 am.
Mr Kobelke: What was the number of sitting days?
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I cannot quote that, but clearly very high. We now have a greater
number of sitting days than we had last year. The point I am making is that we are sitting
later less often and fewer Bills are being subjected to time management.
As was the case last year, I intend, if this motion is adopted, to advise both the
Opposition and the Independent member of the intended program for the coming week
on the Friday preceding, and following the Cabinet meeting on the Monday I will again
confirmn that program in writing to the Opposition Leader of the House and the
Independent member. In my view, time management has contributed to the efficient
operation of this House, and I hope that when the Select Committee on Procedure reports
we will have further refinements and improvements.
Time management has allowed this House to operate in a more predictable and efficient
manner and it has improved the lives of members of Parliament and their families. While
I accept that members may have a philosophical position of opposing this motion, I hope
they recognise that it is commonsense for it to apply. While I know that time
management is supported strongly on this side of the House, we all know that many
members on the other side of the House also privately support time management.
MR RIPPER (Belmont) [ 11.31 am]: The Opposition opposes the motion moved by the
Leader of the House. We do not use the euphemism time management. We refer to it as
it should be referred to; namely, as the guillotine. I know some members of this House,
particularly on the government side, think this is an old argument and we should just lie
down, roll over and let the Government use its numbers to put this motion through the
House.
The regular use of the Government's numbers to force this motion through does not make
the argument a dead argument. Just because the Government wins every time does not
mean that it is no longer important or not an issue which we should discuss and think
about, because it does bear on the type of House which we should have and the type of
balance which we should have between the Executive in this place and the rest of us.
Will we have a House in which all members can speak freely and fully on items before
them or will we have a House in which members' rights are restricted by the Executive's
use of its numbers in pursuit of its desire to get its legislative program through?
Mr C.J. Barnett: Do you not think that, being fair, the reality is that members' rights to
speak are more often than not inhibited by tedious and repetitive debates? That is the
reality of what restricts members.
Mr RIPPER: I think the Leader of the House is saying the debate is inhibited by debate,
and that seems to me to be a strange position to put. The real point is: Are members able
to speak on any Bill as they wish according to the standing orders of this place and are
they able to use the opportunities which the standing orders provide or will those
opportunities be restricted because the Leader of the House wants to get through the
Government's legislation and wants a certain number of Bills put through each week?
Mr C.J. Barnett: And you like to get home to your children.
Mr RIPPER: Of course I do. I like to get home to my parental responsibilities and spend
some time with my children, but I also like to be able to exercise my responsibilities as a
member of Parliament, which I am elected to do. It bears on the question of whether this
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House will operate in accordance with its traditions, which have not included the regular
use of the guillotine, despite the Leader of the House's somewhat facile attempts to
establish some historical precedent. The question is will we operate in accordance with
those traditions? The question is also what changes will we adopt to improve the
operations of this House, because we have had a royal commission which looked at the
question of accountability? The royal commission said there should be improvements to
the way in which the Executive is held accountable and that the centrepiece of those
improvements should be improvements to the operations of Parliament.
What has happened in this place following that royal commission report? What changes
have we seen? We have seen the rescheduling of private members' time to a less suitable
spot in the parliamentary agenda. We have seen a reduction in the amount of time in this
Parliament which is devoted to private members' business. We have seen the
unprecedented and frequent use of the gag and the unprecedented and frequent use of the
guillotine, and now we have the weekly guillotine which is based on this motion for a
new sessional order, or a reintroduced sessional order, which the Leader of the House has
put before us. Those are the changes that we have seen in response to the royal
commission's call for improved accountability. We have seen no improvements at all.
We have seen no adherence to tradition. In fact, the Leader of the House is taking us
backwards.
Mr C.J. Barnett: You described it as the weekly guillotine but you well know there were
few occasions in those nine weeks when it actually applied. In the vast majority of
weeks we finished the business before the time allotted. It applied to only six Bills out of
55 passed during that nine week period.
Mr RIPPER: The Leader of the House makes an interesting point. I am prepared to take
interjections 'although I did not offer -too many when the Leader of the House was
speaking. I had intended to deal with the point which the Leader of the House raised. He
said not that many Bills were subject to the operation of the guillotine, but of course the
Opposition and all members of Parliament have to take into account the existence of the
guillotine when they decide whether to speak on particular motions, so many
opportunities to speak are lost because the Opposition knows that otherwise another Bill
may be subject to the guillotine. Therefore, it is again a bit facile for the Leader of the
House to say not many Bills have been guillotined because there has been a de facto
reduction in the opportunities and rights of members because they know that if they do
not restrict their debate on a particular Bill, another Bill may get no debate at all.
It is wrong for the Leader of the House to say that the guillotine has had little effect. If it
has had little effect, why have it? If it has not restricted our speaking opportunities, why
have it, because that is the object of the exercise? The Leader of the House wants to
reduce the amount of debate in which the Opposition engages. He wants to reduce the
amount of scrutiny which legislation receives. He wants to change the traditions of this
place: He wants to compromise those traditions. We have had a tradition that members
can use the standing orders as they wish and exercise their right to debate Bills. The
Leader of the House wants to change that tradition.
The Leader of the House wants to have regular use of the guillotine. He attempted to
justify that on the basis of comments made by previous Labor Leaders of the House. He
well knows that one of those Leaders of the House whom he quoted in this debate, Hon
Bob Pearce, made very rare use of the guillotine, and a hallmark of his management of
the House was that he sought to do it by negotiation and discussion and he brought out
the guillotine on only one or two occasions. It may be that the previous Labor Leader of
the House, Hon Arthur Tonkin, had a different view but his experiment in the use of time
management I recall met with strong opposition from the Opposition of the time and was
not pursued for any length of time. In fact, he was replaced by Hon Bob Pearce, who
reinstituted the policy of management of the House by negotiation. I do not think the
Leader of the House can establish any grounds for his approach to the management of the
House. I do not think he can establish any historical precedent for that by quoting Labor
examples, because Hon Bob Pearce managed this place in a way that was very different
from the approach which the Leader of the House is taking.
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Mr C.J. Barnett: What about the Federal Parliament?
Mr RIPPER: I understand that the guillotine is not being used on a regular basis in the
Federal Parliament.
Mr CJ. Barnett: It is used on every Bill.
Mr RIPPER: It seems to me that there might have been a time when the guillotine wasused regularly in the Federal Parliament, but that time has passed.
Mr Graham: The Leader of the House uses the euphemism of time management, part ofwhich is the use of the guillotine. He uses the guillotine and ignores all the other
processes totally.
Mr RIPPER: I appreciate the help offered by my colleague in this matter. I am sure he
will make a formal contribution later.
Mr C.J. Barnett: If you want to go alone, I can understand.
Mr RIPPER: His assistance is much appreciated. The rare use of the guillotine can bejustified, although I would not like to see it happen very often. However, the wholesaleand regular use of the guillotine cannot be justified. The Opposition accepts that theGovernment must get its legislation through the Parliament. Under the standing orderswe will allow the Government to get its legislation through. It will get it through anywayby virtue of its numbers in the House and we will not unnecessarily frustrate theGovernment's legislative program. That is not to say that we will not oppose some Billsvigorously. Where the Government does not have a mandate for a Bill that iscontroversial and where it introduces legislation that is a threat to people's rights, isdraconian or is not based on proper consultation with the community, we will oppose itvigorously. While on the one hand we accept the Government's right to get itslegislation through the Parliament, on the other hand the Government should accept therole of Parliament to scrutinise its activities. The more draconian the legislation, themore it is based on no consultation, the more it threatens people's rights, the more
scrutiny is required.
A way forward for the House is for Leader of the House to demonstrate goodmanagement skills. We appreciate the practice he has adopted of providing writtenadvice to the Opposition of the Government's intention for the forthcoming week in theParliament. We also appreciate it when the Government sticks to that advice. Thatmakes it easier for the Opposition to plan its contribution to the Parliament and reducesthe possibility of misunderstandings and unnecessary tension in the House. We alsoappreciate it when the Government negotiates with the Opposition about the program forthe forthcoming week in Parliament. One of the problems in the past was that theGovernment simply outlined its intentions and the Opposition had to take it or leave it.
Mr C.J. Barnett: That is a little unfair, we have negotiated Bills just this week.
Mr RIPPER: Yes. We appreciate it when the Government negotiates and we criticise itwhen it does not. There are times when the Leader of the House has negotiated, when hehas provided us with written advice and when he has stuck to that advice. Unfortunately
at other times he has not negotiated, has not provided advice about what is occurring orhas not stuck to the advice that he has provided.
Mr Blaikie: Do you have any intentions of at least advising the Leader of the House ofthe moves you will make to assist the better running of the House?
Mr RIPPER: Although the member is out of his chair, I will take the interjection. TheGovernment seems to want to have advance notice of the tactics of the Opposition. I donot think that any Government has had advance notice of the attacks an Opposition wasto mount. We do not have the numbers in this House, but I think we should have someadvantages. The Government has a healthy majority and it can therefore proceed as itwishes. By virtue of its numbers, the Government has a greater obligation to negotiate
with those in the minority in this Parliament.
The weekly guillotine is, in management terms, a blunt weapon, a poor substitute for the
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exercise of other skills which I call upon the Leader of the House to demonstrate on a
consistent basis. Although it is a blunt weapon, it can be used or abused: Its use can be
ameliorated by consultation with the Opposition and by generous time allocations, or it
can be abused by lack of consultation, lack of negotiation and tight time limits.
On previous occasions the Government has argued that the guillotine provides an
opportunity for the Opposition to determine its priorities. Opposition members are not
the only contributors to the debate. The Opposition does not schedule which items will
be debated. It is not the case that, within the parameters set by the guillotine, it is all up
to the Opposition. In fact, Opposition management can be frustrated by the
Government's putting up speakers on a Bill and scheduling Bills for debate which are not
subject to the weekly guillotine but which take up time which could be devoted to those
Bills which are. There are all sorts of ways in which the Government can still maintain
control and further limit the Opposition's ability to scr-utinise legislation beyond the
formal confines of the guillotine.
What is happening is contrary to the traditions of this Parliament and to the
recommendations of the royal commission. We should have reform of the procedures of
this place; however, the Leader of the House has taken us backwards when there is a call
for improvement. The way forward to better operations of this House is for the
Government and the Opposition to negotiate and consult and for the Leader of the House
to do as he has been doing; that is, to provide us with written advice of the week's
program and to stick to that advice. To the extent that there has been an improvement, it
is because of that procedure rather than the weekly guillotine, which we will oppose on
this occasion and every other occasion that it is moved by the Leader of the House.

MR DAY (Darling Range) [ 11.48 am]: I support this motion very strongly because it is
very much a commonsense proposal from the Leader of the House. The other day in the
Press I was interested to see him referred to as the commonsense Minister. This is very
much a commonsense proposal from that commonsense Minister.

The member for Belmont said that the Leader of the House should implement better
management skills. This is an excellent example of good management skills. He also
said that the guillotine was a blunt weapon. It is not a blunt weapon; it is one that has a
great deal of surgical precision and the sharpness of a scalpel.

Time management in Western Australia is here to stay, irrespective of the party that may
be in Government, and despite the protestations of this Opposition. As referred to by the
Leader of the House, it has been in operation in the Federal Parliament for some time.
About 18 months ago on a visit to Canberra I observed it in practice one evening when at
9.30 the time allocated for the Bill being debated expired and the rest of its consideration
was completed very rapidly. Five minutes later, the time allocated for another Bill had
expired, and its consideration was also completed very rapidly. The precedent has been
set in other Parliaments, in particular the Federal Parliament which is dominated by the
Labor Party.
Mr Graham: How can a precedent be set for us in the Federal Parliament?

Mr DAY: It is an example of how time can be used efficiently and productively. I do
not wish to delay the Opposition from having its say, so I will ignore the interjections
from the member for Pilbara.
Mr Graham: Our standing orders do not apply in the Federal Parliament.

Mr DAY: The member has missed the point. The Federal Parliament uses a similar
procedure and it is an example.
Mr Graham: It does not. You are factually incorrect.

Mr DAY: In my view, it does. All members who were elected in 1993 remember the
totally ridiculous hours we were subjected to in our first sitting that year. Routinely, we
were here until 3.00 am and 4.00 am - sometimes later.

Several members interjected.
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Mr DAY: We worked ridiculous hours, and I will address the reason for that in a
moment. Those hours were the norm rather than the exception. These days they are the
exception. I am sure that all members on both sides of the House appreciate the more
reasonable times that we sit now. The ridiculous hours were forced upon us in 1993
because we did not have this management tool and the Opposition engaged in
filibustering; it did not do anything productive.
Several members interjected.
Mr DAY: Working such ridiculous hours is not fair for many people. It is not fair for
the staff of the Parliament It is not fair for the Hansard staff to work until 6.00 am. That
has happened, and it puts staff under great stress. At least some members can grab half
an hour's sleep but Hansard staff cannot do that.
Mr Ripper: The solution is for the House to sit more days. The House does not have to
sit until 3.00 am.
Mr DAY: We sat longer hours last year, and the year before - longer hours than when the
Opposition was in government. We are not afraid of accountability or of appearing in
this House.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr DAY: The member for Belmont knows that Ministers and other members have a
great deal to attend to, apart from their activities in this place. It is not fair for many
people to be here working unreasonable hours. It is not fair on the families of members
of Parliament, particularly those with young families. I am happy to say that many of us
in this place have young families, as the member for Belmont indicated he does. I am
sure that he secretly sympathises with the motion, as does the member for Dianella.
Mr C.J. Barnett: The member for Belmont could well cross the floor on this issue!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr DAY: The Leader of the House has a young family also.
More importantly, not to implement such a measure would be unfair for the public of
Western Australia. The public expects us to operate in an efficient and productive
manner. They do not see any sense in our sitting until 3.00 am or 4.00 am listening to
repetitive drivel. Not all debate is repetitive drivel, I agree.
Virtually every other organisation in the country operates in a similar way, whether they
be parents and citizens associations, sporting clubs or industry associations. They do not
debate matters ad nauseam. They have a commonsense arrangement when all the issues
have been explored and debated. If people cannot make their points in a couple of hours,
they have a problem. When any organisation reaches the stage where all the issues have
been addressed, it puts the issues to the vote. Basically, it uses the guillotine.
This measure was used fairly and sensibly by the Leader of the House last year. Almost
universally, we appreciated the well managed cooperation by the Opposition. Rarely has
the measure been used, but it is important to have such a measure as a management tool
when necessary. I support the motion.
MR GRAHAM (Pilbara) [11.55 am]: I was fascinated to hear the member for Darling
Range draw on his extensive parliamentary career to outline what happens in other
Parliaments. Mr Deputy Speaker, you and I have just returned from taking a look at
other Parliaments, and nowhere were we able to find the use of the guillotine on a routine
basis that stands alone.
The Leader of the House has invented the euphemism "time management". As the
Leader of the Opposition said, we do not accept that. It is a guillotine; it is not time
management. Our standing orders provide a process of time management. I have said
this before, and I will continue to say it: The Chair has a responsibility to deal with
tedious and repetitive debate. The Chair has the authority and obligation, and if the Chair
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chooses not to use it, that is a problem with the Chair not the Parliament. It is not a
standing orders problem. It escapes members opposite that the standing orders set down
the times allowed to debate matters. We have had unlimited debates but the system was
changed when time management was introduced.
We should consider the absurdity of the motion. The Leader of the House cited previous
Labor Party leaders who introduced guillotines, Arthur Tonkin and Bob Pearce. He said
that Bob Pearce introduced the guillotine. That is correct, but as pointed out by the
Leader of the Opposition and me in previous debates, members who were present at the
time will recall that the guillotine was rarely used. A glaring example was the guillotine
of the Budget. Members were filibustering while the Liberal Party sorted out whether to
block Supply in the upper House. That was the political game. The Govemnment of the
day guillotined the Budget. That is not a problem. There was much debate and
argument, and it was a legitimate political strategy using the standing orders.
I turn to the suggestion by the Leader of the House that the Labor Government
systematically used the guillotine when Arthur Tonkin was Leader of the House. He
introduced the guillotine with the view and express purpose of bringing sensible
management to the House and reducing sitting days and hours so that people could go
about their business. That is fine. As the member for Belmont said, the guillotine has a
place. I will come to that later. Let us consider the absurdity of the Government's
position. It seeks to introduce the guillotine to more properly run the business of the
House but at the same time it is extending the sitting hours and the number of days.
Mr C.J. Barnett: The Government has a big legislative program.
Mr GRAHAM: What is the purpose of the guillotine? It is the job of the Leader of the
House to manage the legislative program, not to rort the rules of Parliament because he
cannot do his job.
Dr Haines: If ever you guys get back in you will use the same or a similar system.
Mr GRAHAM: I will deal with the member for Dianella later. Let us look at the
consequences to date of the guillotine in this Parliament. It is not a time management
system; it is not a system for effectively scrutinising legislation; it is not a system by
which legislation is dealt with competently and capably by the Parliament; it is an
institutionalised system where the Parliament is specifically excluded from looking at
legislation and that legislation is deemed to be passed by the House by standing order.
The member for Dianella cannot hold up that as being part of a time management system;
it is not. It is a mechanism for taking legislation out of the Parliament and enforcing its
passage through the Parliament.
One example of the consequences of the guillotine is the recent High Court ruling
invalidating the WA Mabo legislation. Neither House of this Parliament scrutinised the
Land. (Titles And Traditional Usage) Act in this Parliament because it was guillotined.
Was it guillotined for the purpbse of parliamentary efficiency, to end filibustering by the
Opposition, or to suit a political agenda? It was guillotined through this Parliament to
suit a political agenda.
Members of the government back bench had nothing to do with it. They were in the
same position as I was when I sat on the government backbench; that is, the Premier and
his advisers make a political decision; Cabinet is locked into that decision, and if the
backbench is told what the strategy is in the party room they are lucky, but I doubt that
they are told. They probably found out about it when the legislation came through here,
and the media found out that something was going on in Canberra, that there were two
pieces of legislation and a tactical advantage might result if the WA Government got its
legislation through first. The Government backbench should not pretend it is a system of
scrutinising legislation. The cost of this process for that simple piece of legislation that
neither House of Parliament saw was over $4m.
Mr Taylor: It is $10m.
Mr GRAHAM: The cost has increased from $4m to $10m since it was reported in the
newspaper early in the week. I may ask some questions on that. The Leader of the
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House in the efficient running of the House has caused a deficit of somewhere between
$4m and $10m on one piece of legislation. That loss does not take into account all the
delays, frustration and difficulties caused because the Government sat on its hands for
two years. Leaving aside the political and philosophical debate about Mabo, the Land
(Titles and Traditional Usage) Act was a poor piece of legislation simply because the
legislators were not allowed to scrutinise it. There is no excuse for that.
I will deal with the points raised from the vegie patch on the back bench about the
systems that apply. The parliamentary process has a place for the guillotine. I do not
pretend to be an expert, but no-one who has sat in a Parliament or looked at the
parliamentary processes would suggest we should go back to the sixteenth century
system of unlimited time and debate, because it would run on forever. That is where
members opposite very quickly get stuck in debate or make inane inteijections like those
of the member for Darling Range. That is not what happens. Our standing orders do not
allow it to occur.
Mr C.J. Barnett: You could have fooled me.
Mr GRAHAM: With the greatest respect to the Leader of the House, it does not take a
lot to fool him. There cannot be endless debate on a matter. There can be agreement and
arrangement between the political parties on how this Parliament will operate. In other
parliaments in the world and in Australia that is done in a variety of ways - some
informal some formal. As you know Mr Acting Speaker (Mr Johnson), because you
were with me on a trip to Canberra, the Federal Parliament has set up a series of
committees and a second Chamber for the House of Parliament to deal with some of the
fundamental speaking rights. None of those functions exists here.
We have an informal arrangement where the Leader of the Government will meet the
Leader of the Opposition and they will "nudge nudge, wink wink" and it will be all right.
When we were in government I had great difficulty with that. On the odd occasion I
found myself being spoken to severely by Bob Pearce because I refused to be a party to
those deals. If I want to speak on a piece of legislation, I will speak, and my party will
not stop me and neither will any arrangement or deal between the political parties. I have
a duty and an obligation as a member of Parliament to represent my electorate. The
Government of the day or the party of the day does not have the right to take that from
me. It is a simple and fundamental principle of democracy.
The Leader of the House in his press conference after introducing the guillotine last time
said that the Government had to balance out the more efficient use of the Parliament
versus this quaint old notion of democracy. That is where the Leader of the House is
coming from. He believes that the Legislative Assembly in the State of Western
Australia is a quaint old notion of democracy. It is not. It serves a purpose. One of its
major purposes, if not its prime purpose, is to legislate. In legislating it is required at the
very least to examine the legislation. This standing order and this sessional order remove
that systemically. It is not done only when a problem arises. The Government of the day
does not include the back bench, because of a principle I call concentric binding - that is,
the No 1 person in the party makes the decision; he locks in the Cabinet and the party
room and then he has the numbers in the Parliament.
Members opposite are duty bound to support the leader and they must vote for the
guillotine. I accept that, but the Government backbench should not preach to me and
expect me to believe that they are involved in the process, because they are not.
Mr Kierath: The member for Pilbara does not understand the process in our party as
distinct from his own. Ministers must get approval of backbenchers. Your party gives
them a vote but it stacks the numbers.
Mr GRAHAM: Of all the people in this Parliament and elsewhere from whom I would
take some advice and guidance on democracy and parliamentary procedures, it would be
a toss up between the member for Riverton and a house brick as to which one has more
knowledge.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): The level of background conversation is
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making it difficult for Hansard and me to hear. I ask that members reduce the level of
background conversation.
Mr GRAHAM: Leaving aside the political debate on whether I agree with the legislation
- the Minister knows damn well that I do not - the Minister moved through this
Parliament some of the most controversial legislation this State has seen.
Mr Kierath: You will hate to see the next lot that is coming.
Mr GRAHAM: That is fine.
Mr Kierath interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): Order!
Mr Taylor inteijected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! The member for Kalgoorlie will come to order.
Mr GRAHAM: That legislation again was guillotined through this Parliament -
unexamined. It is all right for the Minister to say what the legislation contains; however,
this Parliament formally does not know what is in his legislation because members did
not get to look at it.
Mr Kierath: Talk about filibustering of the worst sort.
Mr GRAHAM: How did the New Zealand Parliament deal with industrial relations
legislation of a similar nature to the Minister's legislation?
Mr Kierath: I did not go to New Zealand.
Mr GRAHAM: Even though I do not like New Zealand's Minister, his politics or his
legislation, he had some guts. He was prepared to take the legislation to Parliament, put
it through the committee system for debate, and publicly enforce it and follow through on
it.
Mr Kierath: He probably had a better quality of Opposition.
Mr GRAHAM: The Minister should not be a smart alec all his life. He was not prepared
to submit himself to public scrutiny. It is a gutless way to pass legislation.
Mr Kierath: You had a deliberate strategy to delay it at all costs. You would not accept
that there had been an election and the Government had a mandate to do that.
Mr GRAHAM: Take a Valium and breathe in deeply. The Labor Party in New Zealand
won an election also, but the Minister's counterpart in New Zealand had the guts to deal
with the legislation. This Minister for Labour Relations did not; he squibbed. The
Minister likes to pretend that he is the tough kid on the block, but Graham Kierath
squibbed.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! The member for Pilbara knows better than to mention
a member by name in this House.
Mr GRAHAM: I withdraw. The member for Riverton squibbed when it came time to do
the tough bit in supporting his legislation. He could not do it; he fell over on the hurdles.
That is the purpose of the guillotine.
I will conclude on how I believe this guillotine should be dealt with. The shadow Leader
of the House is a much more tolerant man that I am. If I were in his position, this
Government, as a consequence of this guillotine, would face every possible
administrative, technical and standing orders use that I could find to delay and impede
any and all legislation so that the guillotine would be used hourly.
Dr Harres interjected.
Mr GRAHAM: The Government introduced the guillotine to avoid having its legislation
scrutinised.
Mr Kierath: Why don't you propose a constructive way of handling business?
Mr GRAHAM: I did, but the Minister was talking instead of listening. It will come as
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no surprise to members that I vehemently disagree with this form of guillotine. I repeat:
It is to a large part aimed at hiding the Government from public scrutiny. The Leader of
the House is incompetent in his job and does not understand the fundamentals of the
Parliament.
DrHaines: Bob Pearce did the same when he was here.
Mr GRAHAM: Bob Pearce did not. Members opposite keep saying that, but the
evidence does not support their argument in Western Australia or elsewhere with a Labor
Government, including the Federal Parliament.
MR KOBELKE (Nollamara) [12.14 pro]: I speak against this sessional order which
clearly is a guillotine. It is not about time management.
Mr C.J. Barnett: It's people like you who make it absolutely necessary. Are you
speaking on our side of the argument, or are you a case study?
Mr KOBELKE: I am able to put forward arguments which get under the skin of the
Leader of the House. His response, therefore, is that one should not be given the
opportunity to speak. That reflects his attitude. If the Leader of the House listens, he
may find there is a little bouquet as well as a criticism in what I will say.
This sessional order is a guillotine which can be used to stop debate in this place. The
figures the leader has given indicate that it has not been used much. It is only with the
passage of time that we will be able to judge the effect of this sessional order. We will
know only then whether it is a Linus blanket which the Leader of the House must hang
on to, and will not be of any great effect, or whether it will be a cosh that he will use to
belt the Opposition over the head to silence it. We will have to wait for the test of time to
see which it is. The Leader of the House had great difficulty managing the business of
the House in a productive way in his first year in government.
Mr Taylor: The first two years.
Mr KOBELKE: I think there has been a bit of improvement, but he certainly has a long
way to go. This is not meant in a party political way. At various times leaders of all
persuasions have had their own degree of success in managing the business of the House.
Without going back through the personalities, there have been leaders of government
business in Labor Governments who did not handle things all that well. However, the
problem is that in Bob Pearce, the last Leader of the House in a Labor Government, we
had a man of outstanding ability, both as a debater and as Leader of the House. He was
able to run the business of the House efficiently without having to apply this sort of blunt
instrument to the way in which this Chamber was conducted.
Mr Kierath: He was ruthless.
Mr KOBELKE: If the Minister wishes to make a speech, he should do so, and tell us
how he cares for people and how he loves the guillotine. The Minister has said on the
public record that he has a leaning for the gallows. I know he would like to pull the rope
and kill people.
Mr Kierath interjected.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister is on the public record as saying that he would not mind if
he personally murdered or killed innocent people.
Mr Kierath: I did not say that.
Mr KOBELKE: Is the Minister apologising for those statements?
Mr Kierath: Get your facts straight. I did not say that. I said that I believed in capital
punishment.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister said that he was willing to be the executioner.
Mr Kierath: I did not say that. Get your facts straight.
Mr KOBELKE: Is the Minister apologising for that statement?
Mr Kierath interjected.
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Mr KOBELKE: When the Minister is ready to apologise to the people of this State, he
might start to have some credibility.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): Order! The member for Nollamara is straying
right off the subject before the House. I ask him to return to the subject before the
House.
Mr KOBELKE: I am happy to. When the Minister is continually interjecting on me, I
do not need or want your protection, Mr Acting Speaker. I will handle the Minister in
my own way by showing up what he is about. If you say that we should return to the
debate, I am happy to do that. I will wait until the next time he interjects and I will
respond again.
This Leader of the House has a dictatorial approach to how business in this Chamber
should be managed. He has the numbers; there is no doubting that. He can crunch
business through using the numbers whenever he wishes. When he first came into the
job he expected that he could simply say what had to happen and everyone would line up
to do exactly what he requested. That is not democratic and it is not the tradition of the
this House. I hope it will never be the way this Chamber operates. We found that we sat
for ridiculously long hours. The member for Darling Range alluded to that in his
contribution.
I went to the trouble of dragging out the figures to 7 April 1994. Up to that stage we had
sat past midnight on 64 per cent of the sitting days compared with the previous four years
of the Labor Government when we sat past midnight on 21 per cent of the sitting days,
which is less than one-third of the amount of the first year and a bit of this Government
with this Leader of the House. Therefore, when he brought in the forms of guillotine -
the preliminary one and type we have now - he said that they would have some effect on
improving the efficiency of legislation going through this House and on a reduction in
late sitting hours. However, the Leader has abused the statistics in the figures he gave in
his contribution to this debate. He indicated that a large number of Bills went through at
the end of the session. If he had compared that with any other years he would have found
that it is the normal process and of course it occurs. The fact that this guillotine was
introduced apparently as a means of controlling time in this House cannot be related to
the fact that more Bills went through at the end of the year. That has been the practice as
long as I have been in this Chamber and, I suspect, it has been in place for a lot longer
than that. The statistics do not have any substance to support his argument.
The other figure he alluded to was that the guillotine had been applied in only six out of
55 Bills. If the Leader of the House is able to manage his business in a more practical
way, why the need for such a guillotine? The clear fact is that when the guillotine was
introduced the Leader of the House did not use it to manage time; in fact, because it was
there we probably took longer to deal with a Bill than if there had not been a guillotine.
If one challenges a party in opposition and says, "These are the constraints we will put on
you", one may expect people to come up to the mark. We would have got through the
Bills quicker without the guillotine. The guillotine effectively challenges the Opposition
by asking, "Are you going to submit to the authoritarian, dictatorial process by which we
will prevent you from contributing to the legislation?" When the Leader of the House
came to managing the guillotine he put in a number of Bills which by negotiation could
have been dealt with in the same time or possibly less - either that or the previous
guillotine was applied to a number of Bills in a way which prevented the proper scrutiny
of the House. A range of Bills was slipped through under the guillotine so that no
contribution could be made to try to improve the legislation.
We pay the price for passing legislation which is badly drafted or defective. Many
examples exist of where we had the opportunity to debate issues and show up the very
poor drafting or instructions which this Government had given to draftspeople in bringing
legislation into this Chamber. One simple example was the planning legislation Bill of
last year where the Minister for Planning had included a provision which required a town
planning scheme to be put in place in 90 days. When it was pointed out to him in the
Chamber and by other interested groups in the community that it would be impossible to
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do it in that time, we were able to make an amendment. When that was put to the
Minister earlier he would not agree to it. It was only through the debate in this House
that we convinced the Minister of the need for the change and thereby improved the
legislation. When Bills are slipped through using the guillotine we are not given an
opportunity to look through the detail of the legislation to try to pick up areas where it is
not workable and cannot be applied or will have to come back for amendment. This
blunt instrument does not promote the efficient passage of legislation. The Leader of the
House would not need it if he discussed it with and consulted this side of the House. I
commend the Leader of the House because he has grown in the job and has been able to
put aside the previous almost fascist, dictatorial attitude and talk to people on this side of
the House and lay down his plans for legislation. Time management is about that and not
this sort of sessional order. It is about putting to the Opposition the Government's
objectives for its business and negotiating with the Opposition to get it through in the
minimum time for the Government. If there is a bit of give and take and a willingness to
accommodate the Opposition in that give and take, as was clearly evident when Bob
Pearce was Leader of the House, one can have the efficient passage of business through
this Chamber, which will not be achieved by this type of sessional order.
Mr Tubby: Bob Pearce became easy to get along with in the management of this House
when you lost your numbers. Before that he was absolutely ruthless.
Mr KOBELKE: The member says that he was ruthless in his debate and his ability to
convince people. However, he did not apply this sort of sessional order to stifle debate in
this place. It was not necessary because he had the ability to manage the business.
Mr Tubby: He put an end to private members' business.
Mr KOBELKE: I will conclude my comments on some details of the sessional order.
Paragraph (a) states -

at any time during the sitting of the House or Committee, the Leader of the House
or a Minister acting on his behalf may move a motion without notice specifying
or varying the specification of time to be allotted ...

We do not have planning through the week. At any time under this sessional order the
Leader of the House or someone nominated by him can move to apply limits and prevent
debate. That is a guillotine, not time management.
Mr C.J. Barnett: You well know that the convention I intend to follow again is that this
will be done at the start of business on Tuesday, which will allow some flexibility.
Mr KOBELKE: I thank the Leader of the House for the interjection, which really
emphasises the point I make. The Leader has been more professional in his management
of the House and his willingness to give notice and enter into some negotiation. That is
not what we have in the wording of the sessional order. We hope that as the Leader of
the House develops and becomes quite good at his job, there will not be the need to have
this sort of sessional order. He has pointed that out. He says he will not behave in the
way the sessional order is worded. If he is to manage the business of the House
efficiently why put in a sessional order worded in a way which allows him to come in
here at any time and lay down the rule of when debate will be chopped off'? He could
take advantage of that to cosh or bash us over the head. One hopes that the Leader of the
House really is growing in the job and that he will be willing to negotiate with the
Opposition to carry business through and, therefore, this sessional order will sit there as
something to comfort him, like a Linus blanket, so that he does not feel he is on his own
and resting on his own ability to manage the House but can fall back on this instrument
when he messes things up. It is our hope that that might be the way we go.
Unfortunately, from our experience over the past two years it is more likely that this
instrument will be used as a cosh to bludgeon the Opposition to try to keep it quiet and
not let it give proper scrutiny to the legislation that passes through this Chamber. If that
is the case, we will have a problem with the proper functioning of democracy in this
Chamber.
Mr C.J. Barnett: I hope you appreciate that there have been occasions when we have
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extended the time when the guillotine would apply to allow the Opposition to complete
its argument. There has been flexibility in the way it has been used.
Mr KOBELKE: That is the point I am making. I think the Leader of the House has
grown in the job. The functioning of this Chamber has improved, although there is a
long way to go. I hope the Leader of the House continues with the improvements.
However, that is not what we are dealing with in this sessional order. It gives the
Government the draconian power to chop off debate whenever it wishes. That is one
reason this sessional order is unreasonable and totally inappropriate. Finally, I
understand that paragraph (b) is exactly the same as that which was in the sessional order
last year. It states -

when the time allotted to any business under this order has expired, the person
presiding shall put every question necessary to complete the business in
accordance with the time allotted.. .

The Presiding Officer will actually move the Bill through the various stages required by
the standing orders. That will allow for more efficiency in how this blunt instrument is to
be used. I was thrown out of this Chamber in 1993 because the previous sessional order
required that the motion be moved by a member of the House - a motion could not be
moved by the Presiding Officer. When I drew the attention of the Presiding Officer to
the fact that he could not move the motion, I was ignored. The House on that occasion
totally disregarded its own procedures. Because I took great offence at that and persisted
with my point, I was thrown out of the Chamber, which is something that I regret.
However, I would do it again if I were certain that the Chamber was riding roughshod
over its rules as it was in that case. This sessional order recognises that. It requires the
Presiding Officer to put the question.
This sessional order would not be required if the Leader of the House had the confidence
to manage the business and the time of this place. We hope he can rise to do that.
Mr Strickland: In a slight way, you have reflected on the Chair. You were thrown out of
the Chamber because you failed to acknowledge the authority of the Chair and did not
take your seat when you were told to.
Mr KOBELKE: I am happy to accept that interjection because I have great respect for
the authority of law. However, when that authority is breaking the law, someone has to
stand up and draw it to people's attention. When those occasions arise, one is put in a
difficult situation. Someone has to call that authority to account because it is
undermining the law that it is expected to uphold.
MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell) [12.33 pm]: It is notable that this guillotine motion is
being moved in the first sitting week of this year. That demonstrates something about
this Government's attitude to the Parliament. There is no evidence of a need for the
sessional order. There is a presumption of a need so that the Executive can roll its
legislation through this place tind this sessional order implements the means to achieve
that in the very first week of the sitting. Some members opposite have justified that on
the basis that all previous Governments have done it. All previous Governments have
not introduced a guillotine motion of this kind in the first sitting week of a year. Even if
they had, we are supposed to have learned some lessons. We are supposed to have
learned the lesson that the royal commission tried to teach us; that is, that the Parliament
must hold the Executive accountable, and that it must scrutinise legislation, scrutinise the
behaviour of the Government, and scrutinise the expenditure of public moneys.
Whatever happened in the past, the royal commission's plea was that Parliament change.
The Executive must learn that it cannot ride roughshod over Parliament. However, this
Government,- in the first week of a new sitting year, is introducing the guillotine.
Guillotines of this kind are not that often applied to general debate. They are not that
often applied to second reading or third reading debates. In the main, they are directed at
the Committee stage of legislation. Yet if members read any of the law reports, they will
find the areas of greatest criticism of the Parliament are the quality of the drafting of Bills
and the quality of amendments that are inserted during the haste of passing legislation
through this place. The most important and lasting thing that we do in this place is pass
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legislation. It is critically important that we deal with that legislation expeditiously and
that we get right the drafting and what the Government of the day is trying to do in that
legislation.
Mr C.J. Barnett: You suggested to the Standing Committee on Legislation something of
that nature and the Standing Committee on Standing Orders and Procedure is now
looking at it.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I am running through my concerns about legislation. Despite the
views of some older members, including the member for Kimberley, legislation is
critically important in a modern society. When we left government, 300 Bills were
awaiting drafting and some of them had been waiting for more than three years. About
three-quarters of the Government's legislative program last year, the year before that and
this year will continue with the development of the legislation that was under way when
we were in government.
Mr C.J. Barnett: In fairness, you would agree that a lot of legislation is the machinery of
government.
Mr D.L. SMITH: There is also a lot of important legislation and I want to deal with that
in a moment. The fact is that no legislation should take three or four years to draft. If it
does, there must be some means for the Opposition to join in the drafting process so that
many of the concerns about the draft are resolved long before legislation gets to this
place. There must be a better way for members to expedite legislation and make sure that
what comes out at the other end is acceptable to the community and the Opposition than
allowing legislation to be stuck in the Parliamentary Counsel's office for three years.
More resources must be given to the Parliamentary Counsel and to training private
practitioners in the art of drafting legislation so that a broader range of skills can be used
for urgent legislation when it is required. In suggesting that, I am not in favour of
privatisation. However, in the drafting of important legislation, we should have access to
outside skills.
It will be difficult for the House to deal with some of the legislation that will come before
it this year. For instance, the House will, have to deal with a complete rewrite of the
Local Government Act. That Act is critically important because it is the basis upon
which local government in Western Australia will operate for many years to come. If a
guillotine motion is applied to that Bill, it is quite possible that we will finish up with a
Bill that will not justly serve the ratepayers, the citizens at large or those who work in
local government, whether they are councillors or paid staff. That is the sort of Bill that
should not be introduced into Parliament in the ordinary run of things.
Immediately on its introduction, a Bill of that size and importance should be referred to a
select committee where those members from both sides and the Independents, where
appropriate, who are critically interested in the issue of local government, can work
through it in a constructive way. They would not be scoring political points, but
considering whether the legislation actually delivers what it is intended to provide. The
members could argue the amendments and produce a report which would target the major
differences between the parties or the major concerns of particular elements of the
drafting of the legislation. If we were able to do that, the House would not be unduly
delayed and the legislation would be subject to the sort of scrutiny that it should be.
Other acts of similar importance may be of interest to some members and I refer to the
land administration, strata titles and other legislation which will come before this House
this year or next year. This legislation will be particularly important to the land
development and conveyancing industries. Those Bills are important to the Western
Australian economy and it is critically important that we get them right both in providing
the services that are required and ensuring the necessary flexibility that is required in a
modern economy so that a range of land developments can be undertaken. Again, it is a
specialised area and it warrants careful consideration by the Parliament. Therefore, it
should be referred to a specialist committee to be dealt with in a proper and workmanlike
manner. If members were prepared to make those sorts of innovative changes, the
Committee stage of Bills would be dealt with much more expeditiously than is otherwise
the case.
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I do not deny there will be occasions when it will be appropriate for the guillotine to be
used. On occasions members on this side, including rme - more frequently than others -
may use the Committee stage in a political way because of their concerns about the
legislation. That certainly occurred with the Mabo, juvenile justice, public sector
management reform and deprivation of the rights of people to claim compensation
legislation. I was so aggrieved about some aspects of those pieces of legislation that I
would have used any means to delay their passage through this place. When those
situations arise the Parliament is quite right to say that the member has made an adequate
protest about the matter and it is now time for the Chamber to get on with its business.
The guillotine must be used judiciously and in the appropriate cases. The fact that
members are elected to this place to represent their constituents should be taken into
consideration and they should be given every opportunity to present those views.
Mr Prince: What you just said contradicted the member for Pilbara.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I did not hear what he said, but I would always bow to his wisdom.
Mr Prince: He said that the Mabo legislation did not have proper scrutiny here, but you
said you delayed it because of your political views.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The Minister is well aware that there were three things wrong with that
legislation: Firstly, legally it is ineffective and those people involved in advising the
Government on it - the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, the Attorney General and the
other legal member of Cabinet - should be ashamed of themselves. They should not have
allowed that legislation to come into this place and then be knocked off 7:0 by the High
Court. It indicates either that they are legally incompetent or that the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs is a big voice in Cabinet which cannot be heard.
The second thing wrong with the legislation is that it has irretrievably branded all
Western Australians as racist. Internationally, within the Australian community and
elsewhere that legislation has forever branded Western Australians as racist. It is that
racist legislation which colours all Western Australians with that apt description given to
this Parliament. It adds to the very long history of legislation which has passed through
this place and which is clearly racist in its intent. I will oppose racist legislation of that
kind by whatever means is available to me.
The third reason the legislation failed is that the guillotine was used in an inappropriate
way. It was used not to move members on from the debate on the short title but to move
them on when they were debating some of the most relevant clauses which, if they had
been redrafted in the appropriate way suggested by members on this side, might have
survived some of the challenges raised against it which led to the High Court voting
against it 7:0. The guillotine must be used in a judicious way. If during the debate on the
title of the Bill the Government gets the impression that the Opposition is wasting time,
by all means it should move the Opposition on. However, it should not move it on when
it is dealing with a critical clause of the Bill which is badly drafted. On almost all the
occasions on which the guillotine was used last year members will find it was used
midway through a Bill. At least half of what were complicated Bills were not scrutinised
by either House of Parliament, and that is a disgrace.
With due respect to the Leader of the House I do not think he has learnt very much since
he has been in that position. The guillotine should not be used in the way it was used last
year. If it is to be used at all it should be used to deal with people like me who continue
to speak at the short title stage, or where it is obvious that time is being wasted. When it
is exercised in a way that allows the passage of legislation to be completely unchecked
by the Parliament, all members in this place are failing in their duty to the people of
Western Australia and to the future litigants in the courts. Notwithstanding the royal
commission's report I do not deny the need for the use of the guillotine. The appropriate
time to use it is towards the end of the session when it becomes obvious how the House is
progressing with its legislative program.
Mr C.J. Barnett: The problem is that we get a concertina effect at the end of the session.
We should spread the legislation evenly throughout the session and not have it bank up at
the end of it.
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Mr D.L. SMITH: The truth is that it did not matter whether it was early or late in the
session; the guillotine was applied in exactly the same way and there was a substantial
passage of Bills through this place without any Committee stage.
Mr C.J. Barnett: If you look at the record at the end of last year, bearing in mind that we
had time management in place for only nine sitting weeks, there was not the same rush as
there had been in the previous year. I hope we do not have any rush this year.
Mr D.L. SMITH: There are two different kinds of legislation. All members are aware
that we defer some of the items on the Notice Paper to the end of the week because they
are not regarded as important. When we talk about a rush of legislation at the end of a
session, we are generally talking about the passage of Bills over which there is no
controversy. The Bills which are controversial - those Bills in which there is a clear
philosophical difference between the views of members on this side and the other side of
the House and about which there is clear angst in the community because of the
possibility of the legislation causing harm to individuals or to society at large - should be
dealt with thoroughily. It is on that type of legislation that the guillotine should not be
used. It should never have been used on the clauses of the Mabo legislation, the
industrial relations legislation or the personal injuries and employer liability type
legislation which came to this place. They were all important pieces of legislation and a
clear philosophical difference existed between the parties. Provided the Government
cannot say that the opposition members are grandstanding it should not apply the
guillotine. If the guillotine is used it should be applied to those clauses where it is
obvious the Opposition is seeking to delay the proceedings of this place. That should
never put us in a position in which we allow whole swags of legislation to go through this
Parliament completely unchecked. Members on this side of the House must learn their
lesson. If they want to debate all legislation, they must decide what is important and
what is not and move through to those clauses that are important. The Opposition
accepts that responsibility.
This guillotine motion so early in the session will allow the Government to ride
roughshod over this place and use its numbers to prevent Parliament from debating
important legislation. In my approach to legislation this year I will attempt to be more
cooperative and expeditious, but I hope at some stage the Government will recognise that
and not feel the need to use the guillotine as frequently as it has been used in the first two
years of this Parliament.
MR BROWN (Morley) [12.51 pm]: I understand the Leader of the House is not keen to
guillotine this debate, but wishes it to end before the lunch break. Therefore, my
comments will be brief. In this matter, we must consider constituents' expectations of
this place and members of Parliament. I have been asked on a number of occasions by
my constituents about the nature of the debate on certain provisions of Bills passed
through this place. I instance the Fines, Penalties and Infringement Notices Enforcement
Bill which went through last year. It was the subject of a guillotine motion and was put
through at the same time as the Firearms Amendment Bill. The member for Balcatta was
keen to speak on the firearms Bill and hence, was keen to have at least an hour in which
to do so. Therefore, debate on the fines Bill had to be curtailed. That curtailment,
because the Opposition had a number of amendments, resulted in an "agreement"
whereby the Opposition moved an amendment; if the Attorney General accepted the
amendment in spirit with different words, it would go through without debate; if the
Attorney General rejected the amendment, the Opposition would speak to the amendment
for about 90 seconds and the Attorney General would reply in about a minute; and, the
matter was then put. It had to be done that way because the guillotine was hanging over
that Bill. It was not a proper scrutiny of the Bill and the very important provisions within
it. I instance one of those provisions: The Law Reform Commission of Western
Australia had recommended that in the case of a person who received an infringement
notice and was unable to meet the cost of that infringement notice within the time
allowed under that Bill, a court officer should examine the financial capacity of that
individual to pay the infringement notice over a period. That recommendation was not
incorporated in the Bill, even though the Law Reform Commission felt strongly about it.
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By virtue of the guillotine, we were unable to debate that point. The Opposition was
unable to scrutinise many other provisions. With regard to that same Bill, very
significant provisions relating to the power of the sheriff, his power vis-a-vis the power
of the police, and the responsibility on that office, were not debated or considered. I was
able to advise one constituent who inquired about that point, only that the Bill had been
subject to the guillotine and, therefore, we were not able to raise that issue in Committee
for detailed consideration. For those very important reasons I oppose this sessional order.
I recently attended a national meeting of the public accounts committees. One of the
eminent speakers at that meeting was Sir Donald Hamer, the brother of the former
Premier of Victoria. He spoke about the role of Parliament and the way in which
Government views that role. As someone with considerable experience as a former
senator, he said that Parliament had some important roles in selecting the Government
after the general election and scrutinising the Executive. However, if members of
Parliament thought they were legislators, they were deluding themselves because
Governments did not accept many amendments to legislation put forward by
Oppositions. He said most times Governments sail over the top of any argument,
irrespective of its merits, and simply put in place legislation determined by the Executive.
It might be a cynical view, but it is reinforced by this sessional order which states that
those in government simply will not be persuaded to an alternative view or listen to an
alternative view, if it takes longer to put than the Government is prepared to allow. That
strikes at the very foundation of the Parliament and the expectation by the public that this
place is here to review, scrutinise and, I hope, pass good legislation in the interests of
ordinary Western Australians. For these reasons - there are others which I will not go
into because of lack of time - I strongly oppose this sessional order.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (25)
Mr Ainsworth Mr House Mr Strickland
Mr C1. Barnet Mr Kieradi Mr Trenorden
Mr Blaikie Mr McNee Mr Tubby
Mr Board Mr Omodei Dr Turnbull
Mr Bradshaw Mr Osborne Mrs van de Klashorst
Mr court Mrs Parker Mr Wiese
Mr Day Mr Pendal Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mrs Edwardes Mr Prince
Dr Hamnes Mr Shave

Noes (18)
Mr K~ Barnett Dr Gallop I& D.L. Smith
Mr Bridge Mr Graham M& Taylor
Mr Brown Mr Grill Mr Thomas
Mr Catania Mr Kobelke Ms Warnock
Mr Cunningham Mr Riebeling Dr Watson
Dr Edwards Mr Ripper Mr Leahy (Teller)

Mr Nicholls Mrs Hallahan
Mr Minson Mrs Henderson
Mr W.Smith Mr McGinty

Question thus passed.

COMMITTEES FOR THE SESSION - JOINT HOUSE COMMITTEE
Member for Bwrbwry Discharged, Member for Mitchell Appointed

On motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -

That the member for Bunbury be discharged from the House Committee and the
member for Mitchell appointed in his place.
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Sitting suspended from 1 .01 to 2 .00 pm
[Questions without notice taken.]

MOTION - SELECT COMMITTEE OF PRIVILEGE ON TRANSFER OF
SENIOR PUBLIC SERVANTS, APPOINTMENT

DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) (2.33 pm]: I move,
without notice -

(1) That a Select Committee of Privilege be established to inquire into and
report. on whether the Premier in an answer given on 30 March 1995 to a
question without notice relating to the role of the Minister for Health in
the transfer of two senior public servants abused the privilege of freedom
of speech by deliberately misleading the House.

(2) The. committee have power to send for persons and papers and to sit on
days over which the House stands adjourned.

(3) The committee report by 13 April 1995.
In Western Australia today we face a major issue that goes to the core of the integrity of
the Government of Western Australia. This issue relates firstly to whether the rule of law
in this State is being applied by everyone including a Minister of State, the Minister for
Health and, secondly, whether Ministers of State and the Premier, in particular, are
deliberately misleading this Parliament about matters related to the transfer of senior
public servants from the Health Department.
I begin my remarks today by quoting from the second report of the Royal Commission
into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters. It states -

... perhaps it is inevitable that there be some distrust shown by Ministers of a
body of officials who are constitutionally obliged not to be politically partisan,
but who nevertheless are required to serve those holding government for the time
being. But it is impermissible for a government to encourage allegiance by
making the Public Service partisan at points of strategic significance.

This matter that the Opposition has been raising in public since 3 March and in
Parliament since it reconvened last week goes to the core of that principle. This is not
just an idle principle that is floating around the body politic of Western Australia and
which was alluded to in the royal commission. This is a principle which was embodied
in legislation that went through this Parliament last year, the Public Sector Management
Act. That Act was quite specific on what the relationship was to be between a Minister
of State and the Public Service. Two sections in that Act are pertinent to this issue. The
first deals with the managerial independence of chief executive officers in staffing
matters. The Act makes it absolutely clear that in matters relating to the selection,
appointment, transfer, secondmnent, classification, remuneration, redeployment,
redundancy or termination of employment of an individual employee, an employing
authority, firstly, is not subject to any direction and, secondly and very importantly, is to
act independently in the carrying out of its duties.
Another section of that Act of Parliament deals with the process that must be followed if
any senior executive is to be transferred. The process is crystal clear. First of all, that
process is to be managed and initiated by the chief executive officer of a department
should he or she be the employing authority. In the case of statutory authorities, it may
be a board. The employing authority must obtain the consent of an agency to which the
person is to go before that person is transferred and, importantly, it must consult with the
senior executive officer who is to be transferred. That is what the law provides.
Since early this month, the Opposition has been asking questions about whether that law
was applied properly, without prejudice, without favour and without inconsistency in this
case. That is the fundamental issue that it has been addressing. What we have found is
that the Minister for Health has been evading- the question about whether he initiated the
relocation of those two senior officers. We know that the Minister had discussions with
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the Commissioner of Health and that, after those discussions, a process began which saw
the transfer out of the Health Department of two senior officers. However, the Minister
for Health will not tell us who initiated the relocation of those officers.
Mr Kierath: I have told you time and again.
Dr GALLOP: No, the Minister has not. I find it very strange that, only days before one
of those officers was transferred from the Health Department, I was invited by the
previous Minister for Health, Hon. Peter Foss, to a briefing - only a day before he was
removed from his position as Minister for Health - on the mental health crisis in Western
Australia. Do members know who was at that briefing and who was in charge of a
strategy to try to deal with the problem? Dr Jan White was at that briefing and was
clearly in charge of the Government's strategy to outline solutions to the mental health
crisis. This Government is tryig to tell us that this person, who, just days before was
playing a central role in a major health issue of the day alongside the Commissioner of
Health, was removed from her position at the direction of the Commissioner of Health.
That story is not believable.
I come now to the part the Premier has played in this matter. The Premier has not
prevaricated or compromised himself. He has said without hesitation that the relocation
of one of the officers, Paul Solomon, was initiated by the Commissioner of Health. The
Minister for Health is refusing to answer the question of whether he or the Commissioner
of Health initiated this transfer. The Premier without hesitation said it was initiated by
the Commissioner of Health. That contradiction in the stories to this Parliament and the
public needs proper resolution. The most effective way of resolving a matter such as that
is to set up a committee of privilege of this Parliament.
I have alluded to the fact that the story of the Premier to the effect that the matter was
initiated by the Commissioner of Health is quite ludicrous in the case of Dr Jan White,
because only days before she was alongside the commissioner plotting a strategy to
handle the mental health services in this State. I find it inconceivable that the
Commissioner of Health should have changed his mind about that officer in a couple of
days. Members on this side of the House believe that when the Minister for Health took
over that portfolio he initiated the transfer of those two officers. Further evidence that
this happened is that the Opposition has been told by numerous people from the Health
Department that on the day all those events occurred and the Commissioner of Health
was under enormous pressure, he said the matter was out of his hands and had been
initiated by the Minister for Health and not him. There is a contradiction in the stories
told by the Premier and the Minister, and those stories sit very uneasily alongside the
important role Dr White was playing only a few days earlier. Secondly, the Opposition
has evidence that the Commissioner of Health at this crucial time said to officers in the
Health Department that it was out of his hands and was being managed by the
Government.
I refer to the third piece of evidence which leads the Opposition to believe this matter
should be referred to a privilege committee. Section 54 of the Public Sector Management
Act clearly sets out how transfers are to be organised in the Health Department. The first
point it makes is that they are to be organised and arranged by the chief executive officer.
What do we find? Firstly, I refer to the case of Mr Solomon. Two days before Mr
Solomon was told he would be leaving the Health Department, the Minister - not the
chief executive officer - wrote to the Premier trying to arrange a position for Mr Solomon
in State Treasury. That was before Mr Solomon had been consulted on the matter, and
the process was conducted by the Premier and the Minister for Health, and not the CEO
of the Health Department. If this matter were being managed by the Commissioner of
Health, Dr Peter Brennan, why did the Minister for Health go to the Premier looking for a
job for Mr Solomon?
I also challenge the Minister to answer the following question in his response to this
debate: Is it not true that in the case of Dr Jan White, he thought when he moved to have
her transferred that she was on secondment from Royal Perth Hospital to the Health
Department of Western Australia? He received a big surprise when he found she had a
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substantive position in the Health Department, because he thought it would be easy for
her to go back to Royal Perth Hospital. Unfortunately for the Minister for Health, Dr Jan
White was not on secondment but was a senior officer in the Health Department. That
provides further evidence that this Government is covering up in the case of the Minister
for Health and the Premier deliberately misleading this House about the events to which I
have referred.
There are many unanswered questions in relation to this issue. We need a privilege
committee to deal with those questions. Firstly, and most importantly, is the Premier of
Western Australia telling the truth when he says the Minister for Health played no role in
this relocation? The second question that must be asked is: Why is the Minister so
evasive on this issue? As the member for Morley said yesterday, the Minister for Health
will usually tell us about all the things he is doing because he takes great pride in the fact
that he is a doer. All of a sudden, on this issue he is mute and the Minister for Health
being mute is like an eclipse of the sun - it happens very rarely. The third question is:
Why was the Minister for Health and not the Commissioner of Health trying to arrange
new jobs for Mr Solomon and Dr White, contrary to section 54(2) of the Public Sector
Management Act? Had agreement been reached with the employing authorities to which
they were supposed to go before they were transferred, as required under section 54(2)(a)
of the Public Sector Management Act? My fifth question is: Were Mr Solomon and
Dr White consulted by the Commissioner of Health before they were transferred, as is
required by section 54(2)(b) of the Public Sector Management Act? It is a very
interesting question, to which I believe this Parliament deserves an answer.
I sumnmarise my argument by saying it is a major issue which goes to the heart of the
integrity of government in Western Australia. It raises the question of whether the Public
Sector Management Act is being properly administered by the Minister for Health. That
matter has been referred by me to the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards. He has
written and assured me that he is looking into the matter. The second issue which has
been exposed so clearly in this Parliament today is whether this State has a Premier who
tells lies and who deliberately misleads the Parliament in the answers he gives in this
House. That question is fundamental; it goes to the heart of the coalition Government
and the Opposition believes the only way the matter can be dealt with is by a committee
of privilege. At that committee of privilege people such as the Commissioner of Health
could be asked what actually happened.
Officers of the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet, including Mr Ian Fletcher, could be
asked what happened. Hon George Cash, the Leader of the House in the Legislative
Council and the Minister assisting the Minister for Public Sector Management, could be
asked what happened. Dr White and Mr Solomon could be asked what happened. If our
Parliament is to be treated with the respect it deserves, this issue must be addressed
forthwith so that we can be secure in the knowledge that Western Australia has a Premier
who tells the truth.

Ruling by the Speaker
The SPEAKER: I am interested in the form of privilege used by the member to request
the right to speak on this issue, and it seems to me a motion such as this could be raised
every day depending on the interpretation of the facts. It is my duty to decide whether a
member is raising a genuine issue of privilege. I am prepared to allow the motion to
proceed at this stage, in view of the gravity of the suggestion made by the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition, but I caution members to be very careful in the use of this procedure.

Debate Resumed
MR BROWN (Morley) [2.50 pml: This matter is of great significance because we have
heard time and time again in this House about the need for government to be accountable.
We have heard criticisms of the former Government and statements about how this
Government will ensure that Ministers maintain proper standards. The accountability of
Ministers has been spelt out in many documents but perhaps none is better than the report
of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters
because the royal commission made it clear that Ministers have a responsibility to be
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accountable to this place for their actions. The sentiments expressed by the royal
commission should not be forgotten in this debate.

Points of Order
Mr CJ. BARNETT: Mr Speaker, I raise this point of order in the light of your
comments. The motion before the House is to establish a committee of privilege to
inquire into whether the Premier has misled the House. The member for Morley is now
starting to recount principles and arguments of the royal commission which may be of
interest but are not relevant to the formation of a committee of privilege.
Mr BROWN: The House, in making a determination on the motion before it, must
consider the importance of the matter. The motion to establish a committee of privilege
is an important matter. The context of my comments is that we have before the House a
matter fundamental to the operations of this House and it goes to the heart of establishing
a committee of privilege.
The SPEAKER: It is difficult to rule on that point of order in the sense that my task is to
determine whether the Deputy Leader of the Opposition has established what I will call
loosely prima facie grounds for the establishment of a committee of privilege. I do not
see anything wrong with the member for Morley making some passing reference to the
matters with which he was apparently dealing. I was a bit distracted because of the
matter. Basically, what the House seeks from members who speak is establishment that
there are good grounds for proceeding to a committee of privilege on the evidence that
has been produced to date.

Debate Resumed
Mr BROWN: Mr Speaker, I will adhere to your ruling. I commend to government
members the second volume of the report of the royal commission, which deals with the
principles of accountability. I know government members have sought to down play the
second volume -

Mr House: It is the first volume that is important so far as you are concerned.
Mr BROWN: A committee of privilege should be established to ensure that the Premier
and the Minister for Health are accountable to this House, because from the answers they
have so far given they have not been accountable; they have ducked and dived all over
the place. The Minister for Health has indicated that he had a discussion with the
Commissioner of Health. He then said in his answer earlier today that the Commissioner
of Health came to him and asked him to assist him to move those people in the Health
Department. The question then put to the Minister for Health was: Were those
discussions initiated by the Minister for Health or by the Commissioner of Health? That
is not a difficult question. It is not as though this meeting took place months ago and one
is unable to recall. The Minister for Health did not answer that question. The Minister
for Health was then asked whether he initiated the suggestion that these people be
moved. The Minister for Health did not say he cannot recall. He did not answer the
question. He prevaricated He talked and talked and sought to slide away from that
question.
These are the questions that should be considered by a committee of privilege: What
took place at the first meeting or at the first part of the meeting? Was it the
Commissioner of Health who organised the meeting? Whose idea was it that certain
senior management staff should be moved? If it was the Mnister's idea, that is clearly
contrary to the views that have been put by the Premier, the comments made by
government members in supporting the Public Sector Management Act, and the so-called
standards which the Government requires of its Ministers.
I am also interested to know whether the Commissioner of Health had initiated any action
to remove such staff before his meeting with the Minister. Had the commissioner
discussed it with the senior management team or raised it with Mr Solomon? Had the
commissioner said, as a chief executive officer might say to subordinate staff, "You are
causing a management problem. You are causing a morale problem. There are
difficulties here. You need to lift your game. I will write to you on this matter and these
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are the things you need to do in order to improve your performance"? If the real position
is that the commissioner was the instrument of this order and it was his idea, one would
expect the Commissioner of Health to raise these matters with the individual concerned;
or did he keep it to himself and not tell his subordinate officers and, in fact, appear to
cooperate with them until his discussion with the Minister and confide only in the
Minister about the difficulties that existed? If that is the way the Health Department is
run, there is indeed some difficulty.
Everything turns on this meeting because had all of the things to which I have referred
happened, there would be some credibility in the Minister's statements, but there is none.
What were the morale problems to which the Premier referred in his answer? Had they
been drawn to the attention of Mr Solomon beforehand; and, if so, how and when had
they been drawn to his attention? Were they not possible to overcome with Mr Solomon
in that position? I suggest none of these things has been explained. There are many
questions. The Premier said he initiated his participation on request from the
Commissioner of Health. Is that right?

Mr Court: Go back to what you said just before that.
Mr BROWN: In the Premier's answer in another place -

Mr Court: You asked who initiated the transfer. I said, "Dr Brennan".

Mr BROWN: Did he convey his desire that he wished to do that?
Mr Court: Not to me.
Mr BROWN: Well, that is interesting! How did the Premier get that information?

Mr Court: Why would he tell me? He is the CEO of the operation.
Mr BROWN: How did the Premier get the information?

Several members interjected.
Mr Court: The member is having trouble with the idea that the Minister talks with the
head of the Health Department. I do not think it went that way when the member was in
government. Our feedback indicates that it was a rare occasion, in those days, for
Ministers to be involved.
Mr BROWN: I asked the question here because the Premier supplied an answer in the
other place.
Mr Court: I answered your question.

Mr BROWN: I give the Premier an opportunity now: How was he advised? Who
advised the Premier of the Commissioner of Health's request?
Mr Court: I will answer.
Mr BROWN: It is another non answer. The Minister for Health slips and slides around
the place. He cannot answer. The Premier is slipping and sliding all over the place. He
cannot answer the question either.
Several members interjected.
Mr BROWN: I wish I were an advocate here because the Premier would be in the
witness box giving evidence. He would not be slipping and sliding around as he is able
to do in this place. Like other people, he would be regarded as an unreliable witness at
the end of the day, without question. He has been asked a simple question and he cannot
answer. One expects a little better of the Premier. We expect him to teUl us how the
request was made. He cannot tell us how. If ever there were a need for a committee of
privilege, it is in regard to this issue. We have a head of government and a Minister,
holding important portfolios, slipping and sliding around, not answering the question and
not being accountable even though the royal commission said they should be accountable
to this place.
As indicated by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, the Public Sector Management Act
precludes Ministers from giving directions about staff. The Premier talked about that
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during the second reading debate on the Public Sector Management Act. Does he
remember his words? Does he remember his platitudes -

Mr Court: Do you say there was a direction?
Mr BROWN: I remember the platitudes expressed by the Government about
accountability -

Mr Court: According to the legislation the CEO cannot even accept a direction on the
matter.
Mr BROWN: I know what the legislation says. It is not a question of what the
legislation says; it is a matter of the Minister's actions. We are both aware that under the
Public Sector Management Act a CEO of any department sits in that position only per
chance of the good grace of the Minister. If the CEO falls out with the Minister he will
be on his way without appeal. The Minister makes that decision, and the head of the
department goes. He is paid for a maximum of 12 months if the contract lasts that long.
The Premier should not try to tell me about the infallibility of the Act. I know the
provisions. This matter is not about the provisions; it is about the Government's
commitment to those provisions and the important question of whether the Government -
particularly the Minister for Health and the Premier - has breached those conditions.
That is the issue, but it can be cleaned up. The unfortunate point is that if straightforward
answers to some fundamental questions were provided by the Minister for Health the
matter would not be raised. If the Minister for Health said that he did not instruct the
Commissioner of Health to move the staff; he did not imply to the Commissioner of
Health that he should move the staff; he took no role in that action; he applied no
pressure or influenced the movement of the staff, and those statements were proved to be
correct, we would not be debating the issue today. He has not said any of that. He has
been asked now about 10 times whether that is the case. He has continually and
persistently refused, each time, to make those statements. What does that tell us? When
someone prevaricates, knowing what the discussion was, and refuses to answer the
questions - not difficult questions technically, but simply requiring a person to rely on
memory about events a little over one month ago - the only conclusion that can be drawn
is that to answer in a straightforward way would be to reveal that the Minister for Health
breached the Public Sector Management Act.
Mr Kierath: I cannot breach the Act. I do not have responsibility for it The CEO has
responsibility, so how can I breach the Act?
Several members inteijected.
Mr BROWN: It is patently obvious. Those words do not answer the question. When
someone prevaricates it means he does not want to answer the question. He does not
want to answer the question because we all know what the answer might be. The
Minister sits there and offers fancy words. Each time he does that he digs his grave a
little deeper.
Mr Kierath: That is wishful thinking.
Mr BROWN: If the Minister has no commitment to the standards that the Government
allegedly supports; if the Minister wants to tough it out and say nothing; if he does not
want to be questioned on the matter, if he does not want to be accountable to this place,
the Government can use its numbers to defeat the proposition. The Government can use
its numbers to blatantly disregard the accountability measures to which it should be
subjected. If that is what the Minister wants to do and if that is what the Government
does as a result of this motion, if the Minister continues to refuse to answer the question,
the Government will stand condemned. Members opposite should never come back to
this place and talk about accountability. Please, members opposite, do not insult us in
that way. Members opposite have taken the high moral ground on the basis of the report
of the royal commission. On that basis, members opposite should maintain some
standards. If they do not maintain the standards in the report they will have no grounds
on which to criticise the former Government - this Opposition.
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Mr Wiese: You like to think that is true.
Mr BROWN: It is true, Minister. I hope, maybe forlornly, that the Minister for Health
will answer the question. However, after two days, I am not very hopeful. I am not
hopeful either that the Government will support this proposition. However, if the
Government chooses not to support it, it will stand condemned because today this
Government will make a decision to turn its back on accountability. It will set new
standards for itself. If the proposition is not supported, if the Minister refuses to answer
the question, those standards are in the gutter.
MR KIERATH (Riverton - Minister for Health) [3.10 pm]: The Opposition is getting
pretty desperate when it moves a privilege motion such as this. However, I am more than
happy to use this opportunity to put the facts clearly on the record. One of the reasons
members opposite have themselves in such a bind is that they have not thought through
the questions they wanted to ask. They have their questions wrong. The only member
who has asked me a question and seemed to understand it was Hon Jim Scott in the other
place. He at least got his questions right. The pathetic Opposition in this place has been
sniffing around the edges, asking slanted questions, and I have been answering those
questions. I cannot help it if members opposite cannot get their questions right in the
first place, but they should not turn around and blame me for their own incompetence.
This motion gives me the perfect opportunity to put it all on the record and show up
members opposite for what they really are. The member for Victoria Park was good at
quoting the Public Sector Management Act. He did not make clear that the Act states -

In matters relating to -
(a) ... transfer, secondment ...
(b) the classification of a particular office, post or position,

in its department or organization, an employing authority is not subject to any
direction given, whether under written law or otherwise, by the Minister of the
Crown responsible for the department or organization, but shall, subject to this
Act, act independently.

Clearly, under the legislation the chief executive officer has the ability to say no to a
Minister. If a Minister expresses a point of view, the chief executive officer has the
legislative right - even if the Minister has the political will to do something - to say that
he cannot have anything to do with it. I have admitted that I have had discussions with
the Commissioner of Health on a range of matters. I made it clear from day one when I
was sworn in as Minister for Health that one of those matters was my dissatisfaction with
the performance of the bureaucracy. The Commissioner of Health in this matter is
clearly the employer. Neither I nor the commissioner acted illegally. The
commissioner - not the Minister - effected the transfer of Solomon and White.
I turn to the heart of what members opposite really want to know. Hon Jim Scott asked a
series of questions about this matter, but in short he wanted to know whether it was an
initiative of the commissioner, and when it occurred. The reply was that the decision to
relocate Mr Solomon was made by Dr Brennan after a discussion with the Minister for
Health on 14 February. There is nothing secretive about that; I am being very open. I
cannot be accused of being silent. How much more specific can I be? When Hon Jim
Scott asked why this occurred, the reply was that it was done to restructure the senior
executive of the Health Department. When I was sworn in as the Minister I said clearly
that I had problems with the bureaucracy of the department. There is no question of
keeping anything from them. Hon Jim Scott asked when this relocation occurred, and
was told that Mr Solomon was notified by Dr Brennan of his relocation on 17 February
1995. 1 had a discussion with the Commissioner of Health on 14 February. The
responsible authority to discuss matters with the staff is the commissioner. I cannot help
it if under the Act he has not discussed it with the staff.
Mr Brown: So you had a discussion before with the staff? It was your initiative. You
have put yourself right in it.
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Mr KIERATH: I will come to that.
Mr McGinty: You're guilty. You put your foot in it.
Mr KIERATH: No. I am just telling members that on 14 February I met with -

Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Day): Order! 'Me Minister for Health has the call. It is
impossible for me, for most members and, I suspect, Hansard to hear him.
Mr KIERATH: The disappointing thing about the logic of the Opposition is that it is so
desperate that it will grasp at any straw. All I said was that I had had a discussion with
the commissioner on 14 February. When I asked the commissioner, in response to a
question from a member in another place, when he had a discussion with the staff
member concerned, he replied that it was on 17 February.
Mrs Henderson: It took three days.
Mr KIERATH: Obviously it was not as a result of my direction, as members opposite
find. That is plain for everybody to see.
Hon Jim Scott then asked why this person was transferred. The reply was that the
retention of Mr Solomon in the Health Department after it was decided that he was to be
relocated would cause morale problems. The commissioner told me that in proceeding
with this transfer he did not want to keep this person in the Health Department because it
could cause morale problems, and he asked whether I could assist in the transfer. I asked
what he meant by that. He asked whether I could assist in having the person transferred
to another department. Following the commissioner's request to me, I wrote to the
Premier. There is nothing secret about that. I am happy to table the letter, I had it tabled
in the other place. I am very open and honest about that request. Members opposite can
laugh, but I am more than happy to put my signature to things. In their day things were
done with a nudge, nudge and a wink, wink. They never put their signature to anything
in writing. If I had done something wrong, why would I put it in writing? Members
opposite must grow up and get better at this rather than carrying on with this sort of
pathetic, half-baked attempt to show something.
The Public Sector Management Act makes it clear that the decision to relocate a staff
member rests clearly with the chief executive officer, not with the Minister. The Act
contains nothing to prevent the CEO from seeking the assistance of the Minister in the
pursuit of these duties. He did that. It is important to lay that on the table. I initiated
discussions originally with the Commissioner of Health and with all the CEOs at the
major teaching hospitals. I meet them weekly. I repeat: The meeting was between the
commissioner and 1. We discussed reform - the lack of it or otherwise; the direction the
department was travelling; and why some of the reforms had not occurred and who was
to blame for that.
The member for Victoria Park admitted in this House that he had a briefing from one of
those people. He said that that person was in charge of the mental health strategy. I have
not found one person in this State, apart from one bureaucrat, who said there was not a
crisis in mental health. I am prepared to answer for my actions, and I assume that
anybody in those positions would be prepared also to answer for their actions.
I had a range of discussions on a variety of matters. I have no intention of disclosing in
this place what I discuss at confidential meetings in my office with those people because
the meetings are called on the basis that they are confidential. It is a confidential
exchange of views and information, without fear or favour. Unlike members opposite, I
would never betray that trust: I honour my commitments. If there is an outcome from
those meetings, I take action, and I am more than happy to account to this House or to
anybody else for my actions.
Here we have a desperate Opposition which has performed a cheap political stunt. I
agree with the Speaker~ If the Opposition must resort to privilege motions to get a case
up when it could easily move an amendment to the Address-in-Reply, what a desperate
Opposition it is. It is bankrupt of ideas for anything else. It has no idea what it is doing.
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It is important to consider what has happened to these two officers of the department who
the Opposition complains were treated badly. No-one was sacked. In fact, I understand
that the two officers have sought a severance payment. They have decided to find
themselves another job. They had not been sacked; they still had a job and were still
being paid. The commissioner as the CEO decided to restructure the head of department.
It is important to understand that. I have said on the public record that I thought there
were too many bureaucrats. On occasions minutes came up to me with five
countermanding signatures on them.
Dr Constable: On what date did he resign? On what day did you decide to restructure?
Mr KEERATH: If the member had not been wandering around the corridors but had been
in here, she would have heard that I had discussions with the commissioner on 14 April.
I asked him on what day he had had discussions with Paul Solomon and he said that it
was 17 February.
Several members interjected.
Mr KIERATH: These people opposite have asked smart alec questions. In the other
place Hon Jim Scott asked the right questions and I answered in complete detail. I
cannot be held responsible for the incompetence of the mob opposite. No-one has been
sacked. There was a restructuring. It is the right of any Government to restructure.
There will be more because I intend to put a team of three people into the Health
Department to restructure it again. If the Opposition comes here with a privilege motion
every time there is a restructuring in the Health Department, we will have them every day
of the year. The whole basis of the Public Sector Management Act is that there should be
restructuring from time to time because of the permanency of employment. It is also true
that in my role as Minister I am pretty keen and I ask a lot of questions, some of which
are curly and hard. I ask people if they think that certain people are performing and so
on. I have asked those questions about a whole range of people. I have asked, "Are you
satisfied with the performance of the people you are with?" I will continue to ask
questions tomorrow, next week, next month and next year.
As members opposite know I am not shy -in giving an opinion. Sometimes part of the
deal of meeting with CEOs is to exchange opinions, and most are anxious to hear what
the Minister may think and want to know what are his opinions. That is a perfectly
natural position to be in. I would want to know if I were in their position. There is
certainly nothing to hide about that. I will continue to ask curly questions of them and
indicate my opinion on issues that I feel are important. At the end of the day all the
members here, the Government and the Premier hold me accountable for my actions. I
have always been accountable and I always will be accountable; so members opposite
should not come that one with me. If we believe the member for Victoria Park for just
one moment - and I have to say that I do not - and if he really had a problem by thinking
that I had breached the Public Sector Management Act which he knows so much about,
what would he do? If it were really thought that I had breached the Act, the Act contains
appropriate remedies. If anyone thought that I had breached that Act, he could approach
the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards who is responsible to these Houses of
Parliament.
Dr Gallop: That is what I have done.
Mr McGinty: He is very worried about what you ame doing.
Mr KIERATH: We hear the admission by the member for Victoria Park.
Mr Court: He said the commissioner was very worried about what Mr Kierath was
doing.
Mr McGinty: He is worried because of this political interference in the public sector.
We are seeing a repetition of the problems that occurred in the past.

Mr Court: You said that the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards was worried.
Have you seen him?
Mr McGinty: He has before him a complaint that he is investigating that this Minister -
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Day): Order!
Mr KIERATH: I am happy to face the investigations of the commissioner. Members
opposite quote the Act, and the person responsible under the Act is investigating, if we
take the word of the member for Victoria Park. If that is happening, why waste the time
of this Parliament?
Mr McGinty: You have dabbed in the Premier. You have told untruths to the Premier
and now he is guilty of misleading the Parliament.
Mr KIERATH: The Leader of the Opposition should do himself a favour and obtain a
copy of the Hansard and read through the chronological events. By the Opposition's
own admission it has initiated an appropriate remedy if it thinks I am guilty of any wrong
doing. If I were in its position and half smart I would at least wait for the Commissioner
for Public Sector Standards to hand down his report before I moved. If I failed I would
move a privilege motion to try to get the Minister some other way. This has been a
blatant waste of time. Whatever I thought has nothing to do with it.
Dr Gallop: You thought Jane Reid was on secondment.
Mr KIERATH: It is interesting that the member for Victoria Park raises that matter. The
only person who said that to me was the Commissioner of Health.
Dr Gallop: So what.
Mr KIERATH: If the member were a Minister and one's CEO told him something, what
would he do? I rest my case. If the Opposition has evidence of some wrongdoing, by all
means stand me up and I will take the shots. The Opposition cannot hang me for being
open and honest.
Dr Gallop: Why did he have cause to tell you that, Minister? It was because you told
him, "She has to go." That is why you were mistaken.
Mr KIERATH: I have openly acknowledged that I had discussions about a range of
people, issues and performances. I have never kept it a secret.
Dr Gallop: Yes you have. You told us it was confidential.
Mr KIERATH: I said, if the member will listen carefully, that nothing in the Act
precludes my asking questions or expressing my opinion. I will say again - just to get it
clear - that I will do it tomorrow, the day after, next month and next year. If I do not do
that I will be failing in my duties and my oath of office. This privilege motion is a
desperate attempt by the Opposition to beat up something.
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!
Mr KIERATH: As a result of people looking at the Health Department there more than
likely will be further restructuring. The Public Sector Management Act allows for that in
a number of different ways. The Act quite clearly provides that the CEO has the right to
employ people. The important crux here where the Opposition has been caught out is
that it does not preclude me from asking questions about individuals, policies,
performances and reforms. It does not prevent me from asking any question. It does not
prevent me from giving an opinion on any matter. For the benefit of the member for
Victoria Park, I indicate that most people at senior levels want to hear the views of their
Minister.
For the benefit of the member for Thornlie, [ indicate that in my first two weeks as
Minister my CEO said, "I have seen more of you as a Minister in the first two weeks than
I did of my previous Minister in two years." Is that not interesting? Members opposite
are upset because I actually communicate with the senior officers and indicate to them
the direction the Government expects them to take. Members opposite cannot handle that
because they failed when they were in office and they did not properly carry out their
responsibilities.
[The member's time expired.]
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MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie) [3.31 pm]: I find the arrogance of the Minister for Health
to be quite breathtaking and extraordinary. Most of his speeches and answers to
questions are of a similar ilk and I can only suggest to him that next time he makes a
speech he do so standing in front of a mirror so that he knows what we have to put up
with. I can cope with the arrogance that goes with superior intellect, but I - and I am sure
members on both sides of the House feel the same - find it difficult to cope with the
extraordinary, bombastic arrogance of this Minister when he talks about public servants.
He gives the impression that he will put them in a corner and ask questions and if he is
not happy with the answers he will sort them out, and if they are not performing he will
send them on their way. His attitude is extraordinary.
This motion, unfortunately, is aimed at the Premier. Quite clearly the Premier has been
drawn into a web of intrigue which has been created by the Minister for Health, who is
also the Minister for Labour Relations. I will tell members how this has come about:
There are a few people in the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet who are of the view,
and have been for some time, that the Western Australian Health Department needs
sorting out; in other words, someone needs to sort the bastards out and let them know
who is the boss! I know that some people have held that view for many years and I have
no doubt that what has happened in this instance is that those people have got hold of this
Minister and told him that his targets are White and Solomon. He has been told to get rid
of them and that the right people will be found to take their place. He has been told to
give Brennan the message that he is on his way as well and this will give him the
opportunity to supposedly start in his new position with a clean slate. He has been told
not to worry about the careers or the health and wellbeing of the people involved. The
upshot is that he has been told to tell Brennan that White and Solomon are on their way
out. However, one mistake was made. The Minister was told not to worry about White
because she was on secondment from Royal Perth Hospital and she could be sent back
there. As for Solomon, who is a senior person in the finance side of the Health
Department, a job can be found for him. They scurried around and the job they found for
him is not in mainstream Treasury, but the little office of state debt within that
department where he is accountable to nobody and he can go nowhere. It is a lateral
arabesque, as Don Dunstan would have described it. In other words he is moved
sideways, stays at the same level and does nothing of any consequence. Any public
servant worth his salt or who has a bit of pride will not cop that treatment from a
Minister.
This Minister, as the new Minister for Health, is tough and at a meeting on 14 February
he told Brennan that White and Solomon were on their way. He probably did not tell
Brennan at that meeting that he would follow. The Minister told the House today that
there could not have been any relationship between what happened at the meeting on
14 February and what happened to White and Solomon because it was not until 17
February that they were told they were on their way.
Mr Kierath: That is not what I said.
Mr Brown: What the Minister actually said was that when he spoke to the Commissioner
of Health on 14 February he told him he had spoken to him on 17 February.
Mr TAYLOR: That creates a little problem! On 15 February the Minister wrote to the
Premier asking him to provide a job for Solomon. His suggestion to the Premier was to
fit him into the office of state debt at the Treasury. He is a brilliant Minister, he came up
with a solution of his own accord! The Premier wrote back to the Minister on 16
February saying that was all right and he thanked the Minister for his request; not the
request on behalf of the Commissioner of Health. What happened is that a nice little job
was found for Solomon. In this case the Minister went straight to the Health Department,
at the request of bureaucrats outside that department, and gave his riding instructions to
the chief executive officer. One complication arose because the Minister said that he did
not tell the CEO to get rid of Solomon and White. How is it that the CEO told the
directors at their meeting that White and Solomon were out the door because the Minister
told him to see to that?
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Several members interjected.
Mr TAYLOR: It is not my view. What will need to happen is that not only the CEO, but
also everyone else who attended that meeting will need to be involved in a conspiracy of
lies to protect the Minister. The bureaucrats in the Health Department do not have any
love for the Minister and they will tell the truth about his involvement. The Minister has
broken the provisions of the Public Sector Management Act and he has tried to cover his
tracks.
I will take the Minister back a little further because before he realised he had made a
mistake he was, as he was here today, once again the arrogant Minister, full of bravado -
he debated me on radio and was telling everyone that he had sorted out the bureaucracy
in the Health Department. Now he finds that he did not quite sort them out the way it
should have been done legally. The great problem he has created has become a problem
for the Premier and I would not like to be in the Minister's shoes when the Premier has a
word to him later tonight. The Minister has put the Premier right in it by trying to cover
up his tracks on this issue. As soon as the Minister found he was in trouble he tried to
confuse the issue. He has not answered questions in this House and he will not get away
with it. He has got away with it before and he probably will get away with it today
because the Government will use its numbers to make sure that committee of privilege is
not established. However, the Opposition will not let the Minister get away with this. In
the past he has got away with naming people who did not know they were being targeted.
In the end, people with the same breathtaking arrogance as the Minister are brought to
heel and that is what will happen with this Minister.
The Minister has no concern for the hurt he has caused to dozens of people; in this case
to two people. He always thinks he is right, no matter what. I do not know what is the
Minister's long term aim and I do not know whether he knows. However, the Minister
believes that whatever he says or does is right. However, in this case, the Minister is
wrong. He has mistreated people badly, he has not told the truth to this House and he has
buried the Premier up to his neck in it. It is a fiasco on his part. Although the matter

mig ht be ticking around in his head at the moment, I am sure a few of his colleagues will
say that Kierath has got them into trouble again, only this time it is not just generally in
trouble; this time he has got his Premier into trouble. He has sunk the boots into the
Premier, albeit accidentally.
Mr Kierath: Prove it.
Mr TAYLOR: Does he deny the scenario of events I have painted here in the past 10
minutes?
Mr Kierath interjected.
Mr TAYLOR: The Minister was given that portfolio as a head kicker because some
people did not believe Minister Foss was doing the job of sorting it out. The Minister as
much as said so himself. The way he spoke about Minister Foss was extraordinary. If
we talked about one of our colleagues like that, we would probably get a whack in the
mouth. It is a wonder Mr Foss did not whack the Minister in the mouth.
Mr Kierath: I did not insult him.
Mr TAYLOR: The Minister said Mr Foss did nothing and was misled.
Mr Kierath: I did not.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Day): The Minister, Order!
Mr TAYLOR: The Minister has the hide to say he did not insult his ministerial
colleague. It is breathtaking.
Dr Gallop: He tells everyone.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Or-der! The member for Kalgoorlie has the call. There has
been an excess of cross-Chamber exchanges in the past three quarters of an hour or so
and it is time to bring those to an end.
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Mr TAYLOR: It is clear the tyranny of numbers will have a say on the outcome of this
debate; it will not go away. The Opposition expects that Digby Blight will do his job in
the way it should be done and he will question everyone involved in this unfortunate turn
of events for the two individuals involved. In the end it will cost the Minister dearly, and
deservedly so.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Premier) [3.42 pm]: I oppose the motion. There is an
ideological opposition to just about any change that happens inside Government. It doesnot matter in which direction we go, the first thing the Opposition will say is that that is
not the way to go.
Dr Gallop: It is the rule of law we are talking about.
Mr COURT: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition asked whether the chief executive
officer was given direction or whether he acted independently. Members opposite have
been told he was not directed and that he acted independently.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr COURT: The Minister made that admission. The Health Commissioner decided he
wanted to transfer Mr Solomon.
Dr Gallop: Did he not make that decision?
Mr Brown: How does the Premier know that?
Mr COURT: The only outstanding question concerns where he can be transferred.
Mr Brown: How do you know?
Mr COURT: The Commissioner of Health told us.
Mr Brown: He told you?
Mr COURT: Yes; whether members opposite like it or not, hundreds of people get
transferred. When transferring someone from one area to another there must be a place
where that person can be transferred. I understand that Mr Solomon is a class 5 officer,
one of the most senior positions in the Government. One of the few places in which there
wvould be a position with his financial background and the like would be in Treasury. It
is normal for a request to be made to see whether a vacancy exists or whether a person
can be fitted into that sort of agency.
Members opposite may not like it, but considerable change is occurring inside the public
sector. If every time change occurs- members opposite want to ask the Minister what he
said at a meeting and what happened after that meeting, they must be having withdrawal
symptoms. We have responsibilities as Ministers that members opposite were not
prepared to carry out when they were in government.
One of the most fundamental responsibilities they would not accept was collective
responsibility for their Cabinet decisions. If members opposite have a concern with any
of the processes that go on inside the public sector, they can go to the Commnissioner of
Public Sector Standards and initiate an inquiry or ask him if he will carry out an inquiry
into the complaint.
Dr Gallop: We did that on 3 March.
Mr COURT: That is the appropriate action. A chief executive officer has acted
independently; he was not given direction and we have gone through a perfectly proper
process concerning the transfer. I oppose the motion.
MR RIPPER (Belmont) [3.45 pm]: As my colleague the member for Kalgoorlie has so
clearly and eloquently said, the Minister for Health has dropped the Premier right in the
muck by getting him to state in Parliament that the Minister had no role in the transfer of
Mr White and Mr Solomon. The Minister has left the Premier out to dry because he has
refused to give the one answer in this Parliament that would protect the Premier's
position; that is, the answer to this question: Who, on 14 February in the meeting
between the Minister and the commissioner said White and Solomon should go? That is
the answer the Minister will not give, despite being asked on numerous occasions in this
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House. As he will not give that answer he has hung his own Premier out to dry. The
question is: Who was responsible in that meeting for the Valentine's Day massacre? If
the Minister can answer that question, there will be no need for a committee of privilege
to determine whether this Premier has been untruthful in his statements to the House.
The Minister will not answer that simple question and members of his own back bench
know he has been squirming and equivocating on that matter. It is because the Minister
will not answer that simple question that we have had this debate today and the reason
that this House should establish a committee of privilege.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Mr Bridge
MrBrown
Mr Catania
Mr Cunningham
Dr Edwards
Dr Gallop
Mr Graham

Mr Ainsworth
Mr C.J. Barnett
Mr Blaikie
Mr Board
Mr Bradshaw
Mrt Court
Mrs Edwardes
Dr Hames
Mr House
Mr Johnson

Ayes (2 1)
MrGrill
Mrs Henderson
Mr Kobelke
Mr Marlborough
Mr McGinty
Mr Riebeling
Mr Ripper

Noes (29)
Mr Kierath
Mr Lewis
Mr Marshall
Mr McNee
Mr Minson
Mr Omodei
Mr Osborne
Mrs Parker
Mr Pendal
Mr Prince

Mrs Roberts
Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Taylor
Mr Thomas
Ms Warnock
Dr Watson
Mr ay (Teller)

Mr Shave
Mr W. Smith
Mr Strickland
Mr Trenorden
Mr Tubby
Dr Turnbull
Mrs van de Klashorst
Mr Wiese
Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)

Pairs

Mrs Hallahan
Mr M. Barnett

Question thus negatived.

Bill introduced, on motion
first time.

Mr Nicholls
Mr Cowan

TITLES VALIDATION BILL
Introduction and First Reading

by Mr Prince (Minister for Aboriginal Affairs), and read a

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY

Motion
Resumed from 29 March.
MR GRAHAM (Pilbara) [3.51 pm]: I will address my comments to the speech given
by Hon Mark Nevill in the Legislative Council on 16 December last year. That speech
took some three and a half hours and addressed the select committee report of the
Legislative Assembly Select Committee on Wittenoom, which I chaired. As members
will know, I am not the kind of person who hides behind the Speaker for protection.
However, that speech raised some serious questions and made some serious allegations.
Therefore, Mr Speaker, I advise that I will not take interjections from either side of the
House and I seek the protection of the Chair in that regard.
Hon Markc Nevill made some serious criticisms of the report of the Select Committee on
Wittenoom. He said that I as Chairman was dishonest and had acted dishonestly, that the
report was misleading, that parts of the report were slanderous, that there were breaches
of privilege in the Legislative Assembly, and that the report contained gross errors. None
of those statements is true, and in the time available to me I will attempt to deal with
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those points. I would normally let that sort of criticism go to the keeper and let the report
ride, but Hon Mark Nevinl also criticised staff of the Parliament and the research officers
who worked on that select committee. I am big enough and ugly enough to look after
myself and if people want to criticise me or a committee that I chaired, I am happy for
them to do so, but to criticise staff is uncalled for and I do not accept any of the criticisms
that have been made of the research or parliamentary staff.
Hon Mark Nevinl referred in the first part of his speech to the tailings in the town and
said -

Of course, the tailings are owned by the Crown. However, the select committee
failed to state that in its report when it was clearly evidence given to it by the
assistant Crown Solicitor.

The report states at page 15 -

These tailings became the property of the State Government when some of the
leases were surrendered and others were forfeited for the non payment of rent .. .
These events took place between August 1979 and January 1984, and the
committee received evidence that the companies responsible were the Hancock
Group of companies, CSR and its wholly owned subsidiary Midalco.
The Department of Minerals and Energy confirmed that companies associated
with the mining of asbestos who had caused the problem, were not able to pay
their leases and the problem of the tailings was transferred to the Crown ...

It goes further to condemn the behaviour of those mining companies and recommends
that the Government take some action against those people. No sensible person would
make the point that the select committee did not know or failed to state in its report that
those tailings were the property of the Crown; they were then and they are now.
Hon Mark Nevinl stated also that it was beyond his understanding how the committee
could recommend that the town be kept open and cleaned up only in those areas where
visitors go. The committee made no such recommendation. The committee
recommended that the town not be cleaned up but that where specific hazards occurred
the Government clean up sufficiently to acquit its duty of care obligations, not only
where visitors go but also where the residents in the town live. That is a legal
responsibility of the Government which the Government is honouring and is obligated to
honour.
Hon Mark Nevinl quoted John Young, the assistant Crown Solicitor, when he talked
about the risk of mesotheliomia from visiting the town of Wittenoom. That is the
fundamental question in regard to Wittenoom. There are two schools of thought about
this question: Firstly, there is a threshold level below which asbestos does not constitute
a health problem, and that is the view which CSR supports; and, secondly, there is no
safe level of exposure to airborne blue asbestos fibres of respirable length. The second
view is supported by every health authority in the world, including the World Health
Organisation, the International Labour Organisation, WorkSafe Australia, the State
Health Physician and the National Health and Medical Research Council, and that is the
view which I support. John Young is quoted by Hon Mark Nevinl as saying -

I certainly do not cavil with the conclusions of the Nevill report that the risks of
mesothelioma are low, whatever that might mean - we have had that debate on
that issue - and those risks can be further reduced.

However, there is a glarng omission in the speech of Hon Mark Nevinl because Hon
Alannah MacTiernan asked John Young -

What do you mean by "do not cavil with" it?
He replied -

Generally, I do not have a difficulty with the fact that the risks are very low,
whatever "low" might mean. I am not a health expert, and I cannot pretend to be.
However, as a lay person familiar with the matter, the risks are low.
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That is illuminating in itself but the assistant Crown Solicitor then goes on to say -

Nevertheless, I anm concerned that the Nevill report does not really address the
implications of the inevitably increasing disturbance of tailings, both in the
township and in the gorges. This disturbance will be associated with any
increased population, either temporary or permanent. Obviously, if greater
numbers of tourists visit the area, a greater support infrastructure is needed
resulting in a greater number of long term residents.

When those paragraphs are inserted in the evidence given by the assistant Crown
Solicitor, we can only come to a totally different point of view. People can question why
they were left out of the speech in the Legislative Council. That is not my business. My
business is to correct the record. I make this point and will return to it later. The
question of the State's liability and the actions that the State must take must be dealt
with. In that same argument the Legislative Council speech addresses the cleanup of the
town and argues that because the State was involved in spreading the tailings, the State
should clean them up. If it were that simple, it would have been done years ago. It is not
that simple; it is a complex question.
The select committee that I chaired made the point that there was a problem in
Wittenoom. That has been accepted and recognised by everyone who has ever looked at
Wittenoom. The area cannot be cleaned up to the extent that it acquits the State's
liability in the future. The State must take concrete steps to reduce its future liability by
diverting traffic out of the town. Cleaning up the town simply does not absolve the State
Government from its liability. It is part of it, but not all. The State Government has a
duty to warn. The State has done a good job in response to the select committee. The
document entitled "Self drive tours within WA" is a promotion for tourists to visit
Wittenoom. It was put together by the Western Australian Tourism Commission and
endorsed by the Premier. Not only does it actively encourage people to visit Wittenoom
but also someone in the Tourism Commission involved in putting this publication
together solicited business in Wittenoom. That is not the behaviour that the courts will
take into account in future as discouraging people from visiting Wittenoom. It is the
exact opposite of what the Government should be doing. I could make a cheap political
point, but I will not. Those people in the Government who had an abiding interest in
matters pertaining to Wittenoom should correct that, and do so quickly.
Hon Mark Nevill chaired a committee which, during the term of the previous
Government, put together a report. He was assisted by a research officer named Alan
Rogers. One of the points made by Mark Nevill in his speech is that the criticism of the
report that he and Alan Rogers put together is extremely sparse. When the Labor Party
was in government it rejected the report done by Hon Mark Nevill, as was the case when
it was in opposition. The Asbestos Diseases Society has rejected it. The Liberal and
National Parties when in opposition rejected it, as is the case now they are in
government. I do not think that I have to say too much else about the report done by Hon
Mark Nevill. It is devoid of support in Western Australia.
An important part of his report was the calculations on the risk involved. In his speech
Hon Mark Nevill goes- to great lengths to criticise public health officials, Paul Psaila-
Savona and others, because they said that they did not know how the risks were
calculated. In doing his report Hon Mark Nevill drew on the knowledge of Nick de Klerk
who works at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, who is a scientist of world renown, as is
Dr Musk. There is no argument from either side of the debate about the quality of those
two people. They are world renowned experts. In evidence to my committee there was
some talk with Nick de Klerk about some diseases. Incidentally, one of the authorities
quoted in the'Nevill report, and cited as an international scientific authority, was a letter
to the editor written by Alan Rogers to a newspaper in the eastern states. The transcript
states -

The CHAIRMAN: It shows that it plateaued out at 1 990 and just continues to
fall down to 2 020. Your evidence suggests that we still have a lump coming
down at us.
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Dr de Kierk had produced to us a scientific paper that was at odds with the Nevill-Rogers
report. On our questioning about that, the transcript said -

Dr de KLERK: Yes. I would disagree with that one there. I mean that method he
used is not based on any recognised scientific -

Dr MUSK: Given that those people up there were mainly younger than the
people who worked there, because a lot of them were children, and so they are
still going to be alive to experience the risk longer, we would expect that to be
somewhat to the right of that peak. The peak in that one should be to the right of
the peak in the - but far lower down.

Mr PRINCE: Can I just ask, you used descriptive words as funny, specifically in
what way?

"Funny" was used to describe the calculations done by Nevill and Rogers. The transcript
states -

Dr de KLERK: Funny is probably the wrong word anyway.
Mr PRINCE: I take it you disagree with the method.
Dr de KLERK: Yes, yes.
Mr PRINCE: And you prefer the method you have used?
Dr de KLERK: Everyone else uses, yes.
Dr EDWARDS: So it is not just standard epidemiological method?
Dr de KLERK: No, it is not.
Mr PRINCE: Is it a statistical analysis method that is used anywhere else in any
other site?
Dr de KLERK: I have never seen it used anywhere else.
Mr PRINCE: So this is a unique use as far as you are concerned.

This is the crux of the matter -

Dr de KLERK: Yes. It is basically just an arithmetic calculation ... it is similar
to the methods CSR used to show that we would not get any more mesotheliomna
after 1990.

The calculations in the Nevill-Rogers report are based on the same method used by CSR
in the court cases. I ask any thinking person in Western Australia to give credence to
which set of calculations should apply. All of the expert witnesses who came before the
committee were asked who was who in matters of asbestos. I have no particular axe to
grind with Alan Rogers, who is a man of some standing and repute; however, he should
not be put in the category of independent expert. He is a paid professional witness for
CSR in litigation against people with asbestos related diseases - no more, no less. He is
an advocate for the company which caused the problem. Nevill's is a quite
comprehensive, although inaccurate speech. One of my major concerns relates to the
allegations that were made about some impropriety between the select committee and the
Press.
The allegation made in the Legislative Council is that in some way, shape or form,
someone on the select committee released evidence given to the committee to the Press in
breach of the standing orders of the Legislative Assembly. I gave evidence presented to
the select committee to the Press. I did that for a reason and within the rules. The very
first meeting of that select committee, to the eternal credit of its members, unanimously
carried a motion that the proceedings would be open and public.
From that day on there were no closed meetings, apart from the deliberations of the
committee. The Press were and are interested in matters relating to Wittenoomn. One of
the leading prosecutors in Australia, John Rush QC, produced to the committee some
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important evidence by way of submission in an A4 arch lever file. That file and his
written submission were handed to the Press because they asked for it, and our standing
orders allow for that to happen.
I will go into one of the key issues, and something that makes me most angry after all
that has been said and done on Wittenoom. Our report states that ABA used tailings
around its buildings in Wittenoomn and also state housing commission homes. The
speaker in the Legislative Council said about that statement -

That is patent nonsense. Australian Blue Asbestos had three blocks of land in
Wittenoom, and I am not sure there were any buildings on them. The report
states that ABA used tailings around its buildings; I do not know how it
substantiates that. It also states that ABA used tailings around the State Housing
Commission homes. No such thing occurred. The State Housing Commission
had its own contractors who brought tailings in and put them around the town, yet
this report -

He is referring to a report of the Legislative Assembly.
- quite gratuitously and wrongly blames ABA. I do not know where it got the
evidence about ABA using tailings around its buildings in Wittenoom. I do not
think it had any buildings in Wittenoom.

I will make this comment and substantiate it with another source which emerged after my
committee report. We based that statement on evidence from the engineer who built the
town of Wittenoom, from the Geraldton Building Company and from a range of people.
I will refer to a recent court case in New South Wales - Vivien Olson v CSR Limited. At
the time that lady was dying of mesothelioma. Let us go through what the court says
about the town of Wittenoom - not what Larry Graham says. The court's decision
states -

The fact is that housing within the town was, to a large extent, constructed by
ABA, and employees of ABA and their families lived in these houses, and of
them, those who paid rent, paid it to the State Housing Commission. It is
conceded by the defendants -

CSR is the defendant.
- that ABA was involved in some services in the township upon which residents
were dependent. It is conceded that ABA provided tailings, left over from the
milling process, from dumps within the gorges where mines had been or were in
operation.
There is no dispute that tailings were brought to the town and were used to form
roads and footpaths and were spread upon the land surrounding houses, which
otherwise would have been affected by sharp rocks and uneven surfaces. Tailings
were used for the construction of the airport, to cover the playground of the
school, to surface the yards surrounding the hospital and church. Residents were
able to request that tailings be brought to their homes and these would come in a
truck, usually with the insignia of ABA upon it, and distributed.

The judgment contains rock solid, concrete evidence that has been accepted by the
courts. It is not evidence that is disputed, but evidence that CSR accepts as fact: CSR
spread the tailings in the town of Wittenoom. It was not the State Government. The
judgment continues -

In my view these documents reveal that each defendant -
That is CSR And its front company Midalco Pty Ltd.

- had an undoubted role in the establishment of the town of Wittenoom; in its
maintenance, in its appearance, and in its operation.

It continues -

There is no doubt that tailings transported from the mines and mills in Wittenoom
and Colonial Gorges were deposited on the roads, footpaths, recreational areas ...
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Members can see the pink tabs attached to this decision. Each one is a reference to
evidence given, admitted and accepted undisputed in the court that CSR was the guilty
party in spreading the asbestos. It is inconceivable that someone in the Legislative
Council has said that the report of the Legislative Assembly "quite gratuitously and
wrongly blames ABA". The report of the Legislative Assembly has been totally
vindicated in the courts of Australia. The committee was 100 per cent correct.
There was a question of whether similar circumstances had arisen to those in Wittenoom
where an entire town had been built on blue asbestos. That was objected to by the
speaker in the Legislative Council. The speaker's researcher came to us and quizzed us
on exactly that question. Mr Rogers who is the "expert" was unable to tell us of a town
anywhere in the world in a similar condition to Wittenoom. He pointed us to two white
asbestos mines in New South Wales, and blue asbestos being mined in South Africa, but
he was unsure of the circumstances in South Africa. As the "expert", Mr Rogers was not
able to produce the name of any town in which, for example, when the water mains were
excavated, blue asbestos tailings were used as part of the base for the Water Authority's
trenches. Nowhere in the world has blue asbestos been used in the construction of the
town from below ground up to the very roofs. Again the evidence that has come out
since the committee reported has totally vindicated its argument.
Another serious allegation about our report is that we were unprofessional in that we
reported anecdotal evidence. We drew attention to the deaths of Aborigines who worked
with asbestos or travelled through the region. In its report the select committee referred
to that as anecdotal evidence, and it was criticised for that. I stand by that 100 per cent.
That is an extremely important issue. We raised it on the basis of evidence given by the
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority and newspaper reports. Since then a further three
Aboriginal people have died as a result of exposure to asbestos, and currently their
proceedings are being heard in the courts. The committee's report was spot on. We
would have been totally unprofessional had we given that as concrete evidence and
attributed it in any way other than anecdotal evidence.
The committee was severely criticised by the speaker about our findings on the
Wittenoom caravan park. He said -

It is slanderous to say in a report that a caravan park is built on tailings. It was
built on gravel.

I have a statutory declaration, which I am not allowed to table, but I will leave on the
Table for members. It says -

During the period of my management of The Gorges Caravan Park Pty Ltd from
August 1971 to November 1972 I have attended to considerable restructuring of
the Caravan Park and adding several new bays.
During that period Mr Barney McKenna who was the Managing Director of The
Gorges Caravan Park Pty Ltd ordered several truck loads of blue asbestos tailings
to be spread around the Caravan Park. Mr Arthur Davis delivered those tailings
from the mine site tailings dump and spread them with a front end loader.

Again, our report was disputed after the event. Do not dispute it with me because the
evidence now has been provided and it is being tested daily in the courts. The
Government is on safe ground in acting on the select committee report on Wittenoomn
because that report was done professionally and properly and the evidence supports the
recommendations and the conclusions.
Apart from all of that, there is no way I could stand in this place as a Western Australian
citizen and give any support to a company like CSR which in 1995 is still using the legal
tactics it designed in 1965 to delay and procrastinate, and to prevent people suffering
from terminal diseases from reaching a solution to their cases.

Amend~nent to Motion
Mr GRAHAM: I move -

That the following words be added to the motion -
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but we regret to inform Your Excellency that rising crime, in particular
armed robbery and burglary, is increasingly placing the quality of life
enjoyed by Western Australians at risk and that public confidence in this
Government's ability to combat crime has evaporated due to the
Government's failure to -
(a) adequately resource and staff the Police Force in accordance with

its election promises;
(b) reform gun control laws;
(c) take a strong stand against domestic violence; and
(d) establish public confidence in the Attorney General's

administration of the Justice Ministry.

MR CATANIA (Balcatta) [4.22 pm]: I am sure members will hear in the words of the
amendment echoes of the many complaints they receive in their offices from members of
the community who have been robbed or assaulted, or whose family members and friends
have been robbed and assaulted over the past 12 months. -On top of that there is the
added pain when they ring their local police station and receive the response, "Sorry sir,
sorry madam, we are understaffed. We won't be able to get there for a couple of hours.
Is the matter serious? Has anyone been hurt? We may not be able to get there until
tomorrow." Members can imagine the fear if those people are elderly because that age
group is even more fearful of the crime problem that exists today. Many elderly people
do not venture outside their homes after dark. That basic freedom has been withdrawn
from them because of the refusal of this Government to increase the size of the Police
Force.
Government members interjected.
Mr CATANIA: I will read the details of a telephone complaint I received only yesterday.
A gentleman rang my office and said that a man, a woman and a small child had tried to
get into his home. He chased them down the driveway, but when they came back he
phoned 000 just after 1.00 am. He did not get any response. About 4.00 am he again
dialled 000 without response. It was 10.00 am when he decided to ring his local member,
the member for Peel, who said he was surprised at the lack of response and that the man
should contact my office, The gentleman stated that prior to phoning his local member's
office he had telephoned the Minister for Police who told him to phone his local member.
The man's wife stated that she was disgusted it had taken all those hours and they had not
heard or seen a policeman. She felt the police response had deteriorated badly because
12 months earlier when someone had tried to break into their home and they had phoned
000, the police had come around a short time later. I get that sort of complaint
continually in my office.
Mr Johnson: Not every day.
Mr CATANIA: I did not say it was every day, but certainly once or twice a week. I am
sure other members receive similar complaints.
Mr Johnson: Occasionally. Let us tell the truth.
Mir CATANIA: Many people do not report crimes against their property. They have
become accustomed to the frequency of crime. There are areas that suffer more
frequently from crime, and some people state to me that they do not bother to report it,
especially property damage or theft, because when they ring the police station they are
told that unless a very expensive item has been stolen the police will not get around to
doing something about it for many months.
In saying that, I am not directly criticising the police. I reiterate what I have said before.
The police need assistance and greater numbers. I am sure government members have
criticised me over the last two years for constantly requesting more police, more
resources, better equipment, and better pay for police officers. They say the arguments I
put forward are simplistic and do not offer the entire solution. I agree. However, more
police would be a significant factor in the equation. It would mean less crime. It is also
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a significant factor in the prevention equation. Again I request the Government heed that
concern, not only mine but also that of many people in the community.
Let us look at one area that I am sure is of concern to all members here, and to members
of the community. I refer to armed robbery. The statistics show there were 258 armed
robberies in Western Australia in the year to June 1994. Of those, 66 have been solved,
and 35 arrests have been made. This year, since 1 January, there have been 95 armed
robberies, which is double the normal rate at this time of the year. There are 18 officers
in the armed robbery squad, and four or five are on duty at any one time - certainly not
enough officers to tackle the growing problem.
The Firearms Act is totally deficient. This Minister promised us it would be amended
and that the gun laws in this State would be the toughest in Australia. He has often said
that they are already the toughest in Australia and that he will make them even tougher.
In one case it was a year between the time that a gun was used in a robbery and the
person being charged with murder a month ago. That gun was obtained virtually by legal
means. The person became a member of a gun club and was able to obtain the firearm
although he had a record for armed robbery in another State. We still do not see any
amendments to the Firearms Act which will give criminals the message that they will be
dealt with more harshly than they are now if they use a firearm in the course of
committing a crime. A premium should be added to that person's sentence. If the
sentence for an offence is five years, that person should be sentenced to serve a further
three years. We have been told by the Minister for Police that will happen. However, as
with the penalties relating to drink driving that he announced yesterday, it will probably
take another two years. We were advised that most of the police stations in this State are
below strength to handle the crime that occurs in those areas. That causes me great
concern. When I am advised that the number of court orderlies - the police who are put
in the 'courts to protect the people and officers of the courts - have been cut and
dangerous drug dealers are able to escape from holding cells at the Central Law Courts, I
am concerned. When I am advised that the senior sergeant in charge of a regional police
office in a major country town had to shut the station for 1.5 hours while he attended a'
visiting magistrate as a police orderly, I am concerned. There is cause for concern
because there are not enough police officers in Western Australia. Of the 3 000 or so
police officers in the metropolitan area, only about 350 are on duty at any one time. That
causes me concern.
Members are all aware that four local government authorities - the Cities of Melville,
Gosnells, Rockingham and Mandurah - have promoted the employment of private
security agents to protect their ratepayers. They have all suggested that their ratepayers
be levied so that they can employ security agents to try to provide protection for those
ratepayers. When a government member, the member for South Perth, says that the law
and order policy of this Government has failed and asks the Government to fund in the
Budget the employment of private security agents, we know something is wrong; we
know that government policy has failed. Instead of funding private security agents and
privatising our Police Force, why do we not fund more police officers? They do the job
better and they are more professional.
People use statistics to support both sides of the argument for more police. However, the
annual report of the Police Department of 1994 states that instances of aggravated assault
have increased by 30 per cent, instances of theft and burglary have increased by 15 per
cent, and 11 per cent of crimes are solved. I went to the Parliamentary Library today and
obtained copies of the front pages of local newspapers from around the State including
metropolitan newspapers. I obtained front page articles only from January 1995 to last
week. A total of 55 front pages of local newspapers in this State in that period carried
articles about crime.
Mr Taylor interjected.
Mr CATANIA: I wonder whether, while he was there, he met the residents of Kalgoorlie
and told them he would provide more police.
The face of crime in Western Australia is reflected in the first article which appeared in
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the Kalgoorlie Miner under the heading "Another Hannan Street bashing". The front
page articles I obtained include another that appeared in the Mandurah Telegraph which
carried the heading "Vandals take toll on city finances". A further article that appeared
on the front page of the Mandtsrah Telegraph carried the heading "Police move to curb
city's drunken louts'. An article on the front page of the Guardian Express carried the
heading "Police crackdown on Northbridge". A further article carried in Mandurah's
Coast~al Districts Times carried the heading "Alcohol blamed for big increase in city
assaults". An article in The Geraldton Guardian carried the heading "Payback after riot
fails to eventuate". That riot was caused by vandals in Geraldton. There are some good
headlines including the headline that appeared in The Geraldion Guardian under the
heading "Police boost ranks to turn crime tide". An article on the front page of
Mandurah's Coastal Districts Times before Christmas carred an article under the
heading "Theft victims face a lean Christmas". I could go on and on. Over that
Christmas period, many people experienced criminal activities including robbery and
assaults and faced lean Christmases. If those headlines are added to the headlines that
appeared in 10 front page articles in The West Australian in that time and the many
thousands of articles that appeared in newspapers around Western Australia in which
people expressed their concerns about crime, we should all be concerned.
The crime problem in Western Australia is huge. It does not matter what anyone else
tells us. The Minister for Police and this Government should be establishing 24-hour
stations in areas where there have been population increases and there are problems.
Areas like Rockingham and Busselton should have 24-hour stations. Entertainment areas
such as Northbridge should have 24-hour posts. We should flood our streets with police.
Police being visible on our streets is a deterrent against crime. We should have a police
transport squad to ensure that public transport is safe in the same way that we have water
police and mounted police. A mobile squad should be attached to areas that have a high
incidence of crime.
Scotland Yard in London has 44 000 police. I am aware that London is a huge city, but
the response time by police in that city is 15 minutes. In fact, they try to take less than
15 minutes when responding to trouble. That should be a direction for us to follow.
There are 1 .7m people in Western Australia and 4 200 police officers and the average
response time is two hours. If Scotland.Yard can respond in less time in London, I do not
see why that cannot happen here. All we have to do is to increase the numbers in our
Police Force. That will reassure the people who are concerned in the community,
especially the elderly, and will help allay those concerns.
MR BROWN (Morley) [4.40 pm]: I support the motion and in my comments I will
concentrate particularly on the sentence in the amendment which calls for public
confidence to be established in the Attorney General's administration of the Ministry of
Justice. My comments are important in the context that allegations have been raised with
me that I must raise in this House. Those allegations are serious matters which go to the
core of the administration of the Ministry of Justice. This State needs a good prison
system - a system with integrity that is properly staffed. In particular, it needs a system
that holds the confidence of those staff because if it does not have integrity, the
confidence of its staff; and high morale, we face the prospect of serious flaws in the
system. If there are flaws in the corrective services division of the Ministry of Justice,
we place the public at risk in many ways, including the prospect of escapes, high
recidivism rates, management problems in prisons, and the list goes on. The concerns I
raise today do not emanate from a small group of malcontents in the service. They come
from a wide cross-section of people who have taken the step of telling me their views and
concerns about the corrective services division. It is knowledge in this House that
previously I have called for a judicial inquiry into the corrective services division of the
Ministry of Justice, and I repeat that call today.
The issues I will raise today about the corrective services division, time permitting, are:
Firstly, the unlawful intimidation of a prisoner, secondly, nepotism in staff selection
processes; thirdly, plummeting staff morale; fourthly, prison staff being placed at undue
risk of harm and injury; fifthly, unsubstantiated allegations being made against prison
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staff by the Government; sixthly, political manipulation of the inquiry process conducted
by the Ministry; and, finally, inappropriate procedures and methods used to investigate
alleged breaches of the Prisons Act and regulations. One of those issues by itself is
significant; together they paint a disastrous picture of the manner in which this division is
operating. I am cognisant in my address that a number of officers of the corrective
services division have been charged with offences under the Criminal Code; hence, I do
not intend to refer to the incident which gave rise to those charges or discuss that matter.
It is before the courts and the courts will make a determination on the matter. I will go
through some of the information provided to me which I view with concern.'
The first relates to intimidation of a prisoner. I have been advised that reports have been
submitted to the Ministry of Justice claiming that a senior ranking officer in the Ministry
of Justice used a firearm to intimidate an Aboriginal prisoner while that prisoner was in a
maximum security prison. I would like to know when the Attorney General responds to
this debate - assuming she will respond to the debate - whether such reports have been
submitted. If they have, are they being investigated, who is investigating them, and
where is the matter at present? If the information provided to me is correct, it is indeed
an alarming situation. Hence, I raise it in this place because it is a matter of great
seriousness of which Parliament should be apprised.
The second matter concerns what could be seen as the political manipulation of Ministry
of Justice inquiries. Members will be aware that in October 1994, two high level
inquiries were initiated by the Director General of the Ministry of Justice under section 9
of the Prisons Act. It was publicly claimed that these inquiries had been initiated to deal
with a number of matters, including threats of intimidation and rorting by prison officers
at the Canning Vale and Casuarina prisons. Section 9 inquiries are very serious. I
understand that four such inquiries have been held since that provision was inserted in the
Act in 1981. Two of them were recently initiated. They are important inquiries because
under that section of the Act any person in the Ministry of Justice can be questioned.
That person must answer every question put to him or her, and does not have the right to
remain silent. Hence, that normal right at law to protect oneself is removed. The Act
also contains a provision that information provided by virtue of a section 9 inquiry cannot
be used against the individual compelled to give it. Those inquiries were initiated in
October, and at the end of October the Director of Public Prosecutions indicated that he
was coordinating three separate inquiries; that is, the inquiries into two prisons under
section 9 of the Prisons Act, and a police inquiry into various charges that had been made
against prison and ministry staff. Assurances were given at that time that, although there
would be coordination, the conduct of each of those inquiries would remain separate. Of
course, there is good reason for each of them to remain separate, because the nature of
inquiries under section 9 is administrative, and inquiries by the police relate to criminal
activities. The degree to which information can be extracted under section 9 is far greater
than that available to police in ordinary questioning. On that basis the inquiries went
ahead.
I am advised that three months after the event, in January 1995, three superintendents
received a notice pursuant to section 81(1) of the Public Sector Management Act in
connection with a suspected breach of discipline. They were required to give a written
explanation of that matter by 10.00 am the next day. I am advised that the
superintendents' response to this notice was a letter stating that pursuant to section 81(1)
of the Public Sector Management Act it is a requirement that they be given a reasonable
opportunity to respond, and pursuant to regulation 15 of the Public Sector Management
Act it is also a requirement that they be given all the relevant details of the circumstances
of the alleged breach of discipline in order to prepare a response.
That was on 11 and 12 January. On 13 January the superintendents received further
letters which reiterated the information that was required. On 14 January an article
appeared in The West Australian. It is interesting how this happens. The article stated
that the director general was reported to have asked three senior Ministry of Justice
officers for an explanation about alleged misleading statements. This is the prisons
inquiry, not the police inquiry. On 16 January the officers were summoned to the office
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of the person carrying out the inquiry under section 9 of the Prisons Act. They duly
complied with the summons. On arrival at the office they were surprised to see a number
of police officers present. They were handed a summons relating to criminal matters. To
make it worse, when the superintendents left the office of the inquirer they faced a
television camera because someone had contacted Channel 7 to ensure that the officers
were filmed as they left the building. Fortuitously a note written by a television
journalist regarding where the interview was to be held, and some other details, was seen
by someone else. The two issues here are: First, the two inquiries should be separate,
for very strong reasons. However, they are merging. Second, presumably someone who
knew there would be a story - and there is not much of a story if three officers go to a
meeting - tipped off the media.
Mr Bradshaw: It is not uncommon.
Mr BROWN: It is not. However, as this is an inquiry which is supposed to be
considering the facts, not a political agenda, it raises a range of very serious questions.
Mr Bradshaw: It happened in other cases last year.
Mr BROWN: In the court, maybe.
Mr Bradshaw: It was to do with cameras turning up at police raids.
Mr BROWN: I will not debate the matter. I wish to deal with some other matters.
I am advised that at Casuarina Prison the unit management system does not work simply
because of the current management style and attitude, and the fact that the system has
changed so many times. In the short history of Casuarina Prison, we have seen five
superintendents, each with different methods, and each change of superintendent
resulting in an administrative overlay built on the last one. I am advised that morale is at
breaking point because of constant staff shortages and pressure on officers to fill the
gaps. Recently Casuarina Prison held 500 prisoners. It was built to accommodate 360
prisoners. That is an indication of a need for additional officers in each unit. The local
administration has agreed to appoint one additional officer but no additional officers for
the prison. Officers are now called in on their days off. The situation has reached
breaking point for the officers.
It is a matter of concern that the minimum staffing levels for safety purposes are not
being observed. Real concern exists among the staff that they will be subjected to injury
because of those problems. I am advised also that there are health problems. The high
muster has caused tension. Countless assaults on officers have occurred, and pressure
has been brought to bear to not report the assaults because that will upset prison life and
create tension in an already difficult situation. It has been put to me that Casuarina
Prison is in crisis. While all that is happening, the section 9 inquiry has been going on
for five months, and all sorts of allegations have been made such as prison officers
rorting sick leave, being involved in drugs rings - the director general made that
allegation - and prison officers standing over other prison officers. All sorts of
allegations poured out about five months ago. The inquiry went on for five months and
has been wound up. Some police charges have been made regarding one incident. Some
disciplinary charges have been made regarding an incident which was made public before
the inquiry started. However, we have not heard anything about all these allegations.
Mr Bradshaw: There should be an inquiry.
Mr BROWN: Yes, but no statement has been made that an inquiry has been held into
these matters and the allegations were wrong. There has been no statement that we owe
an apology to the prison staff because they were not rorting sick leave -
Mrs Edwardes: Not now, with the reform package in place.
Mr BROWN: We have heard no apology for the slur on anyone's character, no apology
for the allegation about involvement with drugs, and all the other things. While all this
pressure has been placed on prison officers, the inquiries have been going on.
Unfortunately I have run out of time. A range of other issues needs to be addressed.
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When I get another opportunity I will go through them. Each matter to which I referred
at the outset can be shown to be causing serious concern in the corrective services
division of the Ministry of Justice -

Mrs Edwardes: It comes from a few.
Mr BROWN: Is the Attorney General happy for that remark to be placed on the record?
I bring these matters to this Parliament, and to the Attorney General, to be fixed;
otherwise the Attorney General will wear the consequences.
DR WATSON (Kenwick) [4.59 pm]: I support the amendment and address specifically
that section which deals with domestic violence. I take this opportunity to address some
of the issues in the report which relate to police responses. Members will remember that
on 1 February a young woman, Nada Faggetter, was shot by her estranged husband, who
then turned the weapon on himself and killed himself. Two days later as a result of
extensive reports in The West Australia my office received many telephone calls from
women who reported that their spouses were threatening them that unless they toed
whatever arbitrary line it was that they thought fit for them to toe, they would meet the
same fate. The women had contacted the police in the past or in the previous 48 hours,
but none was satisfied with the response. Nada Faggetter had also contacted the police
many times. Of course, she was not satisfied with the responses either, neither were
members of her family.
The Womens Refuge Group of WA that day also received an overwhelming number of
calls from women reporting the same kind of terrifying experience. It is history now, but
within a week Labor Party women organised and conducted a phone-in for people to talk
about police responses to call outs in these circumstances; experiences related to
applications for restraining orders; police responses to reported threats on women's lives;
and reports of gun ownership and police response. I was able also to take 10 questions
from the original survey conducted in Western Australia in 1985 and do comparisons
between figures over the decade.
The Australian Institute of Criminology's 1990 report on violence in Australia makes the
observation time and again that the area of violence in which police can make a
difference is domestic violence, or spousal assault. The report states that perhaps the
greatest contribution the police are in a position to make about violence is in the area of
domestic violence; yet the results show that in Western Australia over 10 years,
satisfaction with the police response to notification of violence has dropped. In 1985,
65.49 per cent of women were dissatisfied with the police response compared with 74.29
this year. When we consider the laying of assault charges, which is the appropriate
response to any other criminal assault, we find that the proportion of charges laid by
police has decreased since 1985. In 1985 police laid 40.74 per cent of charges, but in this
survey laid only 32.35 per cent. The victim in 1985 laid 59 per cent of the charges and in
this year's survey, laid 50 per cent.
One of the reasons police give for their reluctance to lay charges is that the woman
withdraws it. However, that assertion did not stand up in this survey. I acknowledge the
fault in both surveys. In a phone-in we will get biased samples. That is explained in this
report. Nevertheless, the same kinds of women telephoned in 1985 and in 1995. Of the
27 charges laid for or by the women who telephoned in 1985, only two were withdrawn
by the women, and in 1995 out of the 34 charges laid, only 7, or one-fifth, were
withdrawn. Eighty per cent of women in 1995 are quite happy that the charges have been
laid or they are content to follow the procedures. I will not canvass those procedures in
this debate because I want to talk about police responses.
In the same way as the member for Balcatta pointed to the fact that people often give up
phoning the police to report theft or break in, so do these women. There are different
overall reasons for that, but when it is analysed it can be seen that it is because of the way
the police respond to these reports of violence against the women. I will refer to a couple
of anecdotes and make this underlying observation: It seems to be difficult for police to
deal evenhandedly with the kinds of male perpetrators involved. It is difficult for police
to deal with other police officers who are perpetrators of violence; with professionals,
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such as doctors and lawyers; with people they know, as they do in country towns; and
with people who they see as having a higher occupational status, such as business people
or perhaps politicians. One woman told us that it took 10 months for the police to
respond appropriately to her plea for assistanc *e. She was told that she would be charged
with being a public nuisance. It took an assault with a strangulation which hospitalised
her for four weeks for the police to take her seriously. For 10 months she had tried to get
assistance, but when she was literally nearly murdered, the police responded.
The police do not keep records of incidents of the people who are involved in these
assaults. They make snide and trite comments. In the end some women give up
contacting them for assistance. By the same token, other women phoned us and said that
their partner was too violent for them to contact the police; that if they contacted the
police and tried to have their partner charged, or obtained a restraining order, his violence
would escalate and they would be worse off than they were now. Those women walk on
egg shells in their relationships.
One of the things that alarmed the people who took the phone calls - it certainly alarmed
me when I analysed the information we received - was the number of women who were
walking on egg shells because they lived in a violent relationship where the man owned a
firearm or had access to one. Of the 165 valid calls we took, 47 of those men, or 29 per
cent, had licensed and unlicensed firearms in the house. Some of them had three, six or
10. I cannot imagine why anyone in the metropolitan area needs a firearm in the house.
Mr Wiese: Why do they not report the unlicensed firearms? If they say they are
unlicensed that would deal with the situation.
Dr WATSON: They do report unlicensed ones. Let me tell the Minister what happened
to one woman who reported one. This was some 18 months ago. The woman, who lives
on a farm, had obtained a restraining order. She asked the police to remove four firearms
and keep them at the station. They were delivered to the estranged husband in town. He
continues to stalk her.
Mr Wiese: Those firearms were not unlicensed. If th ey reported unlicensed firearms
they would be dealt with.
Dr WATSON: Does the Minister not realise that when they are reported immediately
their lives can be threatened? The police refused to send someone to collect two guns
from the house of a terrified woman. She was invited to take them to the station and did
so wrapped in towels in an airlines bag on the bus. That was the only way she could get
them out of the house. She left her husband that day but he still stalks her. I bring this to
the attention of the House because these people live in all our electorates and this is very
common.
I am pleased that when I went to the Chief Magistrate and the Commissioner of Police
they were open to all the recommendations made and said they would see what they
could do to imrplement them. I do not want to be party political in this huge community
issue. We will have to respond in a way which will fix the problem. I was glad those
two men saw it in that light. I took with me to the Commissioner of Police a letter
written in his absence by a senior officer in response to a letter which I had written to the
commissioner about firearms and their control. I made an appeal to the Commissioner of
Police to cross match a list of those with gun licences with men known to have
restraining orders. It would be some sort of start to have a check on the number of men
known to be violent who had ready access to firearms.
The unlicensed ones are another issue, but the police should be empowered to check with
the women and men as a matter of course. The man who wrote to me said that unless
there was an indication that firearms may be used by any party involved in domestic
disputes police could be accused of infringing on the civil rights of the person licensed to
possess firearms. It is not a civil right but a privilege to have a firearms licence. The
commissioner was quite perturbed by the way in which that statement was made. One of
the recommendations that I made in response to the findings and content of this survey
was that police policy on domestic violence should be published and disseminated not
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only through the force but also throughout the community. People have a right to know
how police will respond to a call for assistance.
Another aspect is the reporting and recording system that should be established which
has two vital aspects: One is the establishment of a database so that we have some
knowledge of the level of this problem and the other is to identify women at high risk.
All those murdered women have a history of call outs and separation and very often
incidents which involve the use of firearms and other weapons. There was a high
ownership of knives, machetes and nunchakus and those sorts of weapons. Incidentally, I
am alarmed to see an advertisement produced quite frequently in The West Australian
weekly magazine for a John Wayne knife. It says that John Wayne was a man of the
Wild West who always carried a knife and that one could aspire to be like John Wayne.
Just think about that. Why would anyone want to carry a knife? Another thing that
pleased me when meeting the Commissioner of Police was in relation to the
recommendation to give priority and immediate attention to protect women who reported
a breach of restraining order or where the man threatened or had used firearms or other
weapons. He was prepared to put out an internal memo to that effect. As far as firearms
control is concerned, the member for Balcatta, myself and others have had much to say
on that. I will be continuing to advocate that no-one in the metropolitan area at any rate
needs to have a firearm in his house. We have heard to our cost how vulnerable the
storage containers can be.
A march will be held on Saturday of this week to commemorate the lives of the women
and children in Western Australia who have been murdered after having experienced this
kind of assault. So far this year I understand that eight women and four children have
been murdered by spouses, either from a married or de facto relationship. Since 1
February two more women have been killed. One man has been charged with the murder
of his young de facto and another is in court now. It is a very common crime. I applaud
the way in which the judges of the Court of Criminal Appeal only this week emphasised
that it is not only the victim who must get the message of support but also the whole
community. The judge said that because of justifiable and rising community concern
about violence and threats of violence within domestic relationships the courts must
provide protection to the victims and send out the message that such behaviour will not
be tolerated. The man in question was convicted of a threat to kill his former de facto
wife, stealing with violence and threatening to kill a police officer. He was released on a
$1 000 good behaviour bond, but the judges said it put undue emphasis on the matters
personal to Leucus. I am sure the irony of that will not be lost. The judge also said both
the complainant and community are entitled to see that courts will grant them protection
by properly punishing the offender and letting it be seen that this type of conduct is not
acceptable, not only generally but also in personal relationships. Justice Kennedy said
that offences could not be regarded as concerning only the two individuals involved. It is
not a private matter. For 10 years I have worked hard on the kinds of policies and
decisions that Governments should make to send a clear message to the community that it
is not a personal matter. How our Premier and our Attorney General can say this week
that such matters are personal is beyond my comprehension, and I am angry about it for
all women out there. The judges this week have sent a very clear message. The judges
said that the original judge had ignored the need to punish and deter perpetrators and
others. The Attorney General should listen to that.
MR WIESE (Wagin - Minister for Police) [5.20 pm]: I had intended commencing my
remarks by saying that not one of the three Opposition members who have contributed to
this debate said anything positive about the achievements from the changes withi the
Police Force in the past two years. I can no longer say that because in the last two
minutes of the member for Kenwick's speech she did say something positive; that is, that
judges are now starting to view matters associated with domestic violence. I am glad she
said something positive because the previous two speakers certainly did not.
Dr Watson: This is meant to be a positive exercise.
Mr WIESE: I am glad to hear that. We heard from members opposite a continuation of
their ongoing campaign to denigrate everything that the Police Force has been doing in
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the community over the last two years and even before then. In his contribution to this
debate the member for Balcatta did not make a single acknowledgement of the very
impressive and positive changes that have been put in place by the Police Force in the
last two years, particularly the last 12 months.
Mr Catania: Can you tell me some of them?
Mr WIESE: Yes, I will run through some of them.
It must be highlighted that the Opposition has an ongoing campaign to paint a picture of a
community which is under attack - a community in which there is no safety and in which
the lack of police resources is contributing to a lack of law and order. It is time that
members opposite acknowledged that Western Australia is still one of the safest States in
Australia. If one compares Perth with other major cities around the world, it is apparent
that the people of Perth are living in a safe society. I have actually heard members from
both sides of the House say privately that people in this State do not know how lucky
they are when one sees what is happening in other countries. It is time that the
Opposition acknowledged this. I am not trying to downplay the situation in the
metropolitan area and Western Australia generally. I admit that there has been an
upsurge in crimes against property and, to some degree, there has been an increase in
violence. I am pleased the Police Force is addressing these problems and is having
positive results. What is happening in this State is no different from what is happening in
other countries. In fact, this State is a long way behind the rate of the increase in
violence and crime in other countries.
The Opposition also tries to paint an adverse picture about armed robberies and other
types of violence. It'is a serious problem and the cause of this sort of crime can be
attributed to the availability of drugs in the community. If members opposite accept that
drugs are a major cause of violent crim~es, why do some members opposite continue to
call for the decriminalisation of drugs?
Mrt Catania: Who is saying that?
Mr WIESE: One of the members of the Labor Party from the other place, whom I will
not name, constantly says that and it shows a total lack of appreciation by members
opposite of what is causing the problems in the community.
Mr Catania: The Opposition does recognise that drugs are behind a lot of crimes.
Mr WIESE: I am pleased to hear the member say that.
I will not dwell on domestic violence, which was raised by the member for Kenwick,
because the Attorney General will refer to it. It would have been interesting if the
member for Kenwick had said that the Police Force has greatly improved its handling of
domestic violence and that it has a better appreciation of this subject. The Commissioner
of Police has acknowledged that the force still has a long way to go in this area. The
position of women has improved greatly compared with what it was four years ago, and
that can be attributed to the change in the community perception of domestic violence. It
can also be attributed to the way in which young officers are being trained at the Police
Academy. I am sure there will continue to be an improvement in that area and with the
initiatives taken by the' Commissioner of Police that will happen. I would love to hear
some acknowledgement of that by members opposite.
Dr Watson: There is acknowledgement of that in the report.
M~r WIESE: I accept that. The member for Kenwick referred to the role the Family
Court plays in contributing to ongoing domestic violence, especially the vicious violence
which sometimes results in family members being killed. That question needs to be
addressed, and I am disappointed that the member for Kenwick did not address it. It is a
factor that should be taken into account.
I return now to the motion, which deals with the zesourcing and staffing of our Police
Force, and fulfilling an election promise. I will quickly run through some of the
achievements of this Government. The increase in funding to the Police Force over the
past two years has been very positive. The Government's first Budget increased funding
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by $17m, and further funding over and above that was provided throughout the year in
the form of $lm for urgently needed equipment and $1.5m for upgrading some of the
appalling facilities in which police officers were working. The Opposition has not
acknowledged that. The current Budget increased funding to the Police Force by 9.2 per
cent or $26m. The amount expended on the capital works program for the Police Force
has doubled. The Government has made a commitment to provide $52m over the three
years for equipment and upgrading of both metropolitan and country stations. An
allocation of $4.5m has been made for an additional 100 civilian staff to be employed in
the Police Force. None of these things has been acknowledged by the Opposition, but
they are major achievements over the past two years. They represent substantial
increases in the allocation of finances and resources to the police service. Those
allocations should be compared with what happened under the previous Government.
The achievements of this Government should be acknowledged and put in the public
arena. Members opposite should acknowledge some of those changes.
The Opposition has refused to acknowledge that the Government's commitment to put an
extra 800 police officers on the streets of Western Australia is being honoured. Quite
frankly, I think it gets up the noses of members opposite that the Government will
achieve its target. Over the next two and a half years 800 police recruits will go through
the academy. An additional 500 police officers will be on the streets of Western
Australia, as a result of that initiative alone. The Opposition has never acknowledged
that. The other reality is that the commitment to employ an additional 300 civilians in
the Police Force and to take 300 police officers away from desk and administrative jobs
and put them on police duties, has never been acknowledged by the Opposition. The first
100 of those civilians are virtually in those positions and the next 200 will be in place
over the next two years. That should be acknowledged by the Opposition. That promise
will be achieved.
I give an example of how dishonest the Opposition is in this matter. It has said the
Government has not kept its promise. The Government promised that the additional
officers would be employed in the Police Force at the end of its first term of government.
It is a total and absolute untruth - and one of many - for the Opposition to suggest the
Government has not kept that promise. Among the other initiatives that have been put in
place and acknowledged by the community time and again is the independent patrol
group. This has been one of the most successful, positive initiatives in Western
Australian policing, I venture to say, over the past 20 or 30 years. It is having an
enormous impact. The people in areas such as Northbridge, Fremantle, Leederville,
Kwinana, Rockingham and Mandurah publicly acknowledge the good work being done
by the independent patrol group.
A positive result was also achieved in Geraldton when extra police were sent there to
deal with a particular situation. The mobile facility, the crimestopper initiative, was
another first in Western Australia. Does the member for Balcatta know the telephone
number of the crimestopper facility? Have any members opposite publicly told people to
use this facility? It is one of the most positive initiatives put in place in Western
Australia over many years.
Mr Catania: Put more police on the streets.
Mr WIESE: That is exactly what the Government is doing. The member for Balcatta
spoke about 24 hour stations and flooding Northbridge with police. The police are
dealing with Northbridge but they are not in that area on a permanent basis. That would
be totally and utterly stupid. They are used in that area as needed and that is the
advantage of the independent patrol system. The police can deal with the existing
situation and then be diverted to other areas where they are needed. The Opposition,
however, is calling for police officers on permanent fixture who will stand and watch the
people pass by. That is absolutely ridiculous.
The capital improvements effected by this Government should also be acknowledged.
The Forrestfield station is already under construction. The plans are approved for the
Kwinana station, tenders have been called and it is proceeding. The plans are drawn for
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the Scarborough station and it will go to tender in a month or so. Last year a new policestation was built at Carnamah. Not a single acknowledgment by the Opposition of the
work done by the Government in addressing those initiatives was made.
I now refer to the other part of the motion dealing with gun control. No doubt themember for Balcatta will now start bleating because I will talk about the fantastic job his
Government did not do when in office. In 1982 the Dixon committee examined firearmslegislation in Western Australia. It made a number of recommendations for changes to
the firearms legislation in this State. In 1985, the Porter report dealt with exactly thesame question but still the Government of the day did absolutely nothing. By 1991 theLabor Government was coming under increased pressure. What did it do? It set up theFanderlinden committee, which worked for two years and made no recommendations
during the period of the previous Government. No changes were made to firearmslegislation during the 10 years the previous Govern-ment was in office, despite the factthat at the beginning of its term it had a major, comprehensive report recommending
major changes to firearms legislation. The only thing the previous Government did was
to raise the penalties in 1987 for a few firearms offences. What a response, when it had areport containing 30 or 40 recommendations and had done nothing about it.
That is the record of the previous Government. This Opposition is now criticising the
current Government because it is moving forward on the question of firearms control.Last year it addressed one of these important issues in firearms control when it amended
the legislation with regard to guns and domestic violence. Under that legislation thepolice have the power to remove firearms from a house when they believe somebody
could be at risk. The member for Balcatta knows the real situation in relation to firearmslegislation, but he is totally dishonest when he goes into the community and comments
on this legislation.

Withdrawal of Remark
Mrs ROBERTS: The Minister for Police referred to the member for Balcatta as being
dishonest. I ask that he withdraw that remark.
The AC1TING SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): Generally speaking, the terms used toindicate someone's dishonesty are somewhat shorter. I did not hear the comment aboutthe member for Balcatta, but I am sure the Minister for Police knows what he said about
him and will withdraw if asked to.
Mr WIESE: If it needs to be withdrawn, I will withdraw it.
Mr Catania: It should be unqualified.
Mr WIESE: I will give an unqualified withdrawal, if that hits a sore point with the
member.

Debate Resumed
Mr WIESE: He has been untruthful in dealing with some of these matters. I refer to the
Mdland Gun-Mart and the so-called loophole the member bandied around in the media
about two weeks ago. The member for Balcatta failed to mention that the Midland Gun-
Mart is not typical of situations in the general community; it is a one-off commercial
operation and, more importantly, the Police Department has implemented changes to
ensure that the type of situation to which he referred will not reoccur in the Midland Gun-
Mart. Irrespective of whether the fact that the member for Balcatta would not put those
points in the public arena is dishonest or untruthful, that is the situation and it should
cause concern to every member of this House when talking about the Opposition's call
for reform to gun legislation.
MIRS EDWARDES (ingsley - Attorney General) [5.41 pm]: I also speak against the
amendment. There is no crisis in the Western Australian prison system as has been made
out by members opposite. I can understand full well that the member opposite, given his
former relationship with the Prison Officers Union, is probably a very close and personal
friend of some of the small group of officers who may be concerned at the moment about
some of those inquiries. I can understand the member opposite raising the baton on their
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behalf. However, the overwhelming majority of prison officers are loyal, hardworking
men and women who carry out a very difficult and sensitive job. As far as we are
concerned there is no major staff shortage or any incidence of significant misconduct by
prisoners. The incidence of drug use is low as evidenced by the recent random breath
tests. The level of participation by prisoners in development and treatment proirams is
high; the suicide rate of prisoners is low compared with other jurisdictions; and the
turnout rate of staff is good. The rorting the member for Morley said was occurring with
sick leave is not possible under the reform package. The Government amended the
award and such rorting can no longer occur. The reform package was conducted without
any staff disruption, and is working very well.
The member referred to the increasing need for beds. The Government is already
moving to extend prison accommodation to meet requirements with additional bed space
at Roebourne and Greenough and there are plans for the eastern goldfields. The director
general described the Western Australian prison system as stable and well managed. The
section 9 inquiries, have been completed and a report is now being prepared. The police
inquiries into allegations of corrupt activities by Corrective Services staff is continuing.
The Director of Public Prosecutions, as I indicated last year, is overseeing these
investigations and reporting to me. As the Premier said in October last year, the police
have asked if we can allow them to complete their investigations. When we get that
information we will take the next step. Any establishment of a judicial inquiry to be
accepted by this Government will not be on the recommendation of the Opposition, but
rather on the recommendation of the DPP or the Commissioner of Police.
Members opposite have referred to things that have been said. Last October people
looked at what had occurred over the past 10 years. I need only refer to the editorial in
The West Australian of 9 February which reads -

It has been well known that a "purple circle" of officers has had a pervasive and
disturbing influence on the prison system for many years.
The Government could well expect many voices to be raised in a call for a
judicial inquiry into the prisons system if there was any evidence of political
tampering with the police and the internal inquiries now under way.

There will be no political tampering with the police, the DPP or those internal inquiries.

Mr Brown: How do you explain that incident to which I referred?
Mrs EDWARDES: The Prison Officers Union raised some matters. Is the member
talking about the firearm situation?
Mr Brown: How do you explain that officers were required to report to the officer
conducting the section 9 inquiry and that when they arrived, unbeknown to them, police
officers were there? Prior to their reporting on that day, comments had been made by the
director general to the media that officers faced the prospect of being charged. When
they arrived on that day they were not charged under the Prisons Act; they were faced
with police charges and a camera was conveniently waiting to film them when they were
leaving.
Mrs EDWARDES: I ask the member opposite the same question: How does he explain
some of the stories of last year when police turned up to search premises and the Channel
9 crew was there?
Mr Brown: It is not the same question.
Mrs EDWARDES: Here, we are talking about the fact that inquiries are ongoing; the
police are continuing their investigations; and some matters are before the court. Thbe
Opposition, rather than complaining about this, and raising the baton on behalf of a select
personal group of friends, should be thanking us and applauding the actions of the
director general. If members opposite have any allegations of wrong doing they should
be taken to the DPP. Members opposite should not make accusations in this place which
are totally incorrect.
Mr Taylor interjected.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): The member for Kalgoorlie will not interject
from outside his seat.
Mrs EDWARDES: Some of those allegations go back to the time of the previous
Government and should have been investigated at a much earlier time. The domestic
violence matters have been properly addressed by the Minister for Police and by
statements about the establishment of the domestic and family violence task force under
the chairmanship of the member for Swan Hills, June van de Klashorst. The member
opposite has raised some matters which are of interest to the member for Swan Hills
which she can take on board.
MR BOARD (Jandakot) [5.48 pm]: I am disappointed that the Opposition missed the
speech I made in the Address-in-Reply yesterday.
Mr Riebeling: We did not understand it.
Mr BOARD: If the member likes I could do it again for him.
Mr Leahy: We will read it in Hansard.
Mr Kobelke: Making the same mistake twice does not correct it.
Mr BOARD: The member for Nollamara has learnit from that, has he?
I raised yesterday the subject of law and order, which cuts across the whole of the
community'and each and every one of our electorates. If ever an issue needed a
bipartisan approach in order to resolve it and to which the people in our communities
want the Government and the Opposition to offer workable solutions, it is law and order.
Mr Riebeling: You said you would fix it at the last election; you would put on 800
coppers, but you have put on only 14.
Mr BOARD: Within two years we have made significant changes. The Attorney
General has just listed some of the changes. I could talk for a considerable time about the
legislative changes made in the past two years.
Mr Riebeling: You should reflect on the crime rate.
Mr BOARD: I do. If the member studies the crime rate, as I have, he will see that itdropped in 1994. The member for Balcatta talks about changes his party tried to
implement over 10 years. What changes occurred in those years?
Mr Riebeling: Massive; I could not list them all.
Mr Kobelke: We increased the Police Force and brought the crime rate from one of the
worst per head in Australia to equal best.
Mr BOARD: My electorate is a good gauge of what has happened. We have had an
extension to the Brentwood Police Station and additional resources. I mentioned to theMinister yesterday that there is only one police station there and we are working on that
issue. Members opposite should ask the community and the police officers whether they
feel this Government is doing something about law and order.
Mr Kobelke: I do; they tell me they have no confidence in the Government.
Mr BOARD: I get those people in my electorate office every day. They give credit to the
Government for what it is doing, although they would like faster action - and we are
working on that.
Mr Kobelke: I am talking about officers resigning because they have no confidence in
what the Government is doing. They are resigning at the rate of 20 a month.
Mr BOARD: That is not so.
The ACTNG SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): Order!
Mr BOARD: I implore the Opposition to think about the fact that this issue cuts across
politics and we should be working together on it. We should be praising the police for
what they are doing, working with the Minister about the solutions for the community,
and working with the new juvenile justice teams to ensure they are effective.
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Mr Riebeling: They are not being set up in Karratha.
Mr BOARD: What was there before?
Mr Riebeling: How many charges were laid in Karratha? Only six in the past 12
months?
Mr BOARD: Does the member know why? It might have something to do with the new
cadet corps there.
Mr Riebeling: The Commonwealth did that.
Mr Catania: Does the member for Jandakot have a crime problem in his area?

Mr BOARD: There is a crime problem in every area.
Mr Catania: Do you have meetings in your electorate office about this matter? Are
people concerned?
Mr BOARD: Yes, I do.
Mr Catania: And what do they argue? More police.
Mr BOARD: That is what we are doing.
Mr Catania: Your constituents ring me and tell me that they want more police.

Mr BOARD: We should all be working together because this issue cuts across all sides
of politics. The community does not expect the Opposition to use it as a point scoring
exercise. I do not think there is mileage for any side on this issue. There is certainly no
mileage for the victims of crime or for the police being tarnished for the way they go
about their job. There is no satisfaction in that for anybody. Let us work together on this
issue.
Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (20)
Mr M. Barnett Mr Grill Mrs Roberts
Mr Bridge Mrs Henderson Mr Taylor
Mr Brown Mr Kobelke Mr Thomas
Mr Catania Mr Marlborough Ms Warnock
Mr Cunningham Mr McGinty Dr Watson
Dr Edwards Mr Riebeling Mr Leahy (Feller)
Mr Graham Mr Ripper

Noes (27)

Mr Blaikie Mr Kieratli Mr Shave
Mr Board Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith
Mr Bradshaw Mr Marshall Mr Strickland
Mr Court Mr McNee Mr Trenorden
Mr Day Mr Minson Mr Tubby
Mrs Edwardes Mr Omodei Dr Turnbull
Dr Hames Mr Osborne Mrs van de Kiashorst
Mr House Mrs Parker Mr Wiese
Mr Johnson Mr Prince Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)

Pairs

Mrs Hailahan Mr Nicholls
Dr Gallop Mr Cowan
Mr D.L. Smith Mr C.J. Barnett

Amendment thus negatived.

Motion Resumed

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Marshall.
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LAPSED BILLS
Restoration to Notice Paper - Council's Message

Message from the Council received and read acquainting the Assembly that it had agreed
to its request that consideration be resumed by the Council on the following Bills at the
same stage they had reached in the previous session -
1. Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Taxing) Bill
2. Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Western Australia) Bill
3. Financial Agreement Bill
4. Occupational Safety and Health Legislation Amendment Bill

COMMMIEES FOR THE SESSION - STANDING COMMITTEE ON
ESTIMATES AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
MacLean, Hon lain, Appointment, Council's Message

Message from the Council received and read advising that Hon lain MacLean had been
appointed to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Hon Bruce Donaldson.

House adjourned at 5.59 pin
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS ACT - EMPLOYER PROSECUTIONS
16. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Labour Relations:

(1) How many employers have been prosecuted under the Workplace
Agreements Act since 1 December 1993?

(2) What was the nature of each prosecution?
(3) How many prosecutions have been successful?
(4) What penalties has the court imposed on employers found to have

breached the Act?
Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) The Department of Productivity and Labour Relations has prosecuted one

employer under the Workplace Agreements Act since 1 December 1993.
(2) The prosecution was in breach of section 70(1 )(e) of the Workplace

Agreements Act "Dismissal, etc, because of refusal to enter into
agreement".

(3) This prosecution was successful.
(4) The employer pleaded guilty and the court imposed a fine of $1 000.

HOSPITALS - KING EDWARD MEMORIAL
Menopausse Clinic, Funding and Staff

54. Ms WARNOCK to the Minister for Health:
(1) How much funding is being provided for the King Edward Memorial

Hospital menopause clinic this year?
(2) How many full time staff are employed?
(3) How many volunteers?
(4) Does the Government have an ongoing commitment to the menopause

program?
Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) Menopause services are not normally costed as a separate entity and it is

not possible to separate out those costs specifically generated by the
menopause service. The costs of running the menopause clinic is
estimated to be $5 000 per annum.

(2) No permanent staff are employed fully in the menopause service.
Currently one menopause clinic per week is conducted at KEMH. The
clinic is staffed by one specialist obstetrician/gynaecologist, one specialist
endocrinologist, one general practitioner with an interest in women's
health, and one resident medical officer. The clinic is also staffed by three
nurses and receives -support from a dietician and a counsellor.

(3) The number of volunteers is not easy to give. The menopause support
group operates two days per week and is run by volunteers. including
dieticians, counsellors, telephone staff and people with an interest and
knowledge in this area of women's health.

(4) Yes. Improvements to the currently provided menopause -services being
considered are -

(a) installation of a bone densitometry service;
(b) a full time counselling service;
(c) improvements to the clinic facilities; and
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(d) consideration of the creation of a clinical coordinator position.
JANDAKOT AIRPORT - DEEP SEWERAGE

72. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Minister representing the Minister for Water
Resources:
(1) What steps are being taken to provide deep sewerage at Jandakot Airport?
(2) What is the Water Authority's response to the expansion of facilities at

Jandakot Airport without provision for deep sewerage, given the airport's
proximity to the Jandakot water mound?

Mr McNEE replied:
The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -

(1) Thbe Water Authority is not taking any steps to provide deep sewerage to
Jandakot Airport. However, the Water Authority has adequate capacity
within the surrounding sewerage system to accommodate flows from the
airport, subject to the provision of a private pump station and pressure
main.

(2) Thbe authority continues to seek to influence the Commonwealth
Environment Protection Agency's environment impact assessment process
to ensure that any further development at the airport site is consistent with
policies and standards applied elsewhere in the Jandakot underground
water pollution control area. The Water Authority also continues to
provide advice as to the ground water protection standards in respect of
existing facilities. I believe the Commonwealth should ensure that its
agencies observe state environmental laws and will continue to press this
view.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT - RESCHEDULING AND REROUTING COMPLAINTS
87. Mr RIEBELING to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

How many complaints have been received by the Mivnister in the last 12 months
regarding the rerouting and rescheduling of public transport services?
Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

The information requested requires considerable research and I am not prepared
to commit resources at this time. If the member can be more specific with his
request, I will investigate further.

HOMESWEST - COMPLAINTS AGAINST CONTRACTORS; FIRING POLICY
88. Mr RIEBELING to the Minister for Housing:

(1) How many written complaints has Homeswest received in the last 12
months, by region, about -
(a) fencing contractors;
(b) general repair contractors;
(c) gardening contractors?

(2) What are the main complaints made about these contractors?
(3) What is the average waiting period for repairs?
(4) What is the policy in regard to the firing of Homeswest contractors who

are not-performing up to standard?
Mr PRINCE replied:
(1) This information is not easily retrievable and would require extensive

research.
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(2) The main cause for complaints are tenants' unrealistic expectations of the
work being performed, some delay in the supply of materials and
excessive storm damage.

(3) All maintenance requests fall into one of the following categories with the
majority of work being undertaken within those time frames -

Emergency three hours
Priority 48 hours
Routine 14 days.

(4) The principles of natural justice are followed in all cases of contract
defaults or breaches. At the time of sign up contractors are issued with a
schedule of rates and specifications which includes the conditions of
employment.

HOSPITALS - GRAYLANDS
Staff Shortages; Psychiatrist Vacancies

89. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:
(1) Are there any staff shortages at Graylands Hospital?
(2) If so, how many?.
(3) How many unfilled psychiatrist positions are there?
Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) 7.7 psychiatrist positions

1.0 occupational therapist
2.0 occupational therapy assistants
1.0 pharmacy assistant

(3) 7.7 unfilled psychiatrist positions.
MAIN ROADS WESTERN AUSTRALIA - ALBANY HIGHWAY, WIDENING,

SETTLEMENT WITH OWNERS OF BENTLEY VILLAGE OVER LAND
RESUMPTIONS

93. Dr GALLOP to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
(1) .Has Main Roads received a response to its offer for settlement with the

owners of Bentley Village, 1196-1198 Albany Highway over land
resumptions required for the widening of Albany Highway?

(2) If not, what is the current status of negotiations?
Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Transport has Provided the following response -

(1) Main Roads Western Australia made a revised offer on 21 February 1995.
Since then a further issue relating to landscaping has been raised by the
owners, and Main Roads is preparing landscape proposals for
consideration by the body corporate. Subject to agreement there appears
to be no reason why settlement could not be effected.

(2) Not applicable.
HOSPITALS - PARABURDOO; TOM PRICE

Northern Health Authority Inquiry
95. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:

(1) Has the Northern Health Authority completed an inquiry into the
management and role of Paraburdoo and Mt Tom Price Hospitals?

(2) If yes, what proposals are outlined in the report?
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(3) If the hospitals are to be governed by a board, how will members of the
board be chosen?

Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Seven options -

Maintain status quo
Consolidation of existing inpatient facilities to better match levels
of anticipated demand
As above, plus multiskilling
As above, plus non-clinical contracting
During low patient census (December-January) restrict the role of
Paraburdoo Hospital to providing 24 hour nursing post/accident
and emergency services with inpatient admissions to Tom Price.
Upgrade Tom Price Hospital and convert Paraburdoo Hospital to a
nursing post, medical centre and community health facility
Upgrade Paraburdoo Hospital and convert Tom Price Hospital to a
nursing post, medical centre and community health facility.

(3) A community based steering committee has been established which will
publicly call for nominations for membership. The steering committee
will receive and prioritise nominations prior to forwarding to the Minister
for Health, who will make recommendations for appointment to the
Governor via Executive Council.

HOSPITALS - DAY ONLY SURGERY, USE
120. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:

(1) What is the frequency of the use of day only surgery in the State's public
hospitals?

(2) Does the Government intend to increase the use of day only surgery?
(3) If yes, what protocols will be developed for discharge?
Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) In the 1993-94 financial year there were 26 113 admissions for day only

surgery in the state public hospitals.
(2) Yes.
(3) For clinicians and most patients, discharge planning is part of routine care

and requirements following hospitalisation for day surgery are minimal.
However, several groups of patients are known to require complex post-
hospital care including the services of one or more community agencies
and/or the training of an unpaid carer. It is these groups of patients for
whom discharge planning is a priority.
The~ Healt Department's current policy regarding discharge planning is
outlined in policy guidelines launched in September 1992. On the basis of
these guidelines, all state public hospitals have been required to develop
and implement, in conjunction with their admission policies, effective
discharge planning procedures.

DOCTORS - BETTER PRACTCE PROGRAM FOR DOCTORS
(COMMONWEALTH), FUNDING EXPENDITURE

122. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:
(1) How is money from the Federal Government's better practice program for

doctors spent in Western Australia?
(2) Does the State Health Department play a role in determining priorities and

allocating funds?
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Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) This program is administered by the Federal Government.
(2) No.

ABORIGINAL SOCIAL JUSTICE - TASK FORCE REPORT
Recommnendations 49-86, Progress

123. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:
What progress has been made in respect of recommendations 49-86 of the Report
of the Task Force on Aboriginal Social Justice?
Mr KIERATH replied:
Implementation of the social justice task force recommendations continues to be a
high priority of the Health Department of Western Australia and in particular the
Aboriginal health policy and programs branch. Twenty-nine of the 37
recommendations (recommendations 49-86) have been implemented. Of the
remaining recommendations, considerable progress in implementation has been
made in negotiations with mainstream health care purchasers and in consultations
with the principal stakeholders - Aboriginal communities, government
departments and Aboriginal organisations.

HOSPITALS - FREMANTLE
Alma Street Centre, Beds; Services

136. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:
(1) How many beds are located at Fremantle Hospital's Alma Street centre?
(2) How many beds are currently occupied?
(3) What is the full range of services for which Alma Street was planned?
(4) Are they all being utilised?
(5) If not, why not?
(6) How many staff are currently working at Alma Street?
(7) Of the above, how many are psychiatrists?
Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) 50 acute adult beds

16 psycho-geriatric assessment beds.
(2) 50 adult beds.
(3) Services planned include -

Adult acute inpatient (including approved beds under Mental
Health Act).
Adult outpatient services and adult community services.
Adult day hospital.
Consultative/liaison to Fremantle Hospital and health service and
community agencies.
Child and adolescent services
Triage and on-site psychiatric emergency assessment.
Training of health professionals.

(4) Services not currently operational -

Psycho-geriatric assessment.
Child and adolescent.

(5) Reference (4) above -

Awaiting negotiation of funding levels with South Metropolitan
Health Authority - anticipated resolution should allow service
commencement soon after 1 July 1995.
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Premises in process of refurbishment; staff being recruited and
progressively taking up their positions. Service commenced on an
interim basis on 20 March 1995.

(6) FIB
Psychiatrists 5.5
Medical officers 1.4
Resident medical officers 3.0
Registrars 5.5
Nursing 74.0
Community mental health nurses 6.0
Patient support 18.0
Allied health 12.5
Clerical support 9.83

(7) 3 full time psychiatrists
4 half time psychiatrists
2 sessional psychiatrists (1 x 4 sessions, 1 x 1 session)

HEALTH POLICY - STATUS
139. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is the State Government health policy still based upon "Western
Australian Government Health Policies', June 1993, and "Management
Reform in the Western Australian Health Services : Discussion Paper",
June 1993?

(2) If not, what changes in direction have been made?
Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) No.
(2) However, the Government still supports the broad thrust of these two

health policy documents, particularly with its commitment to -
(a) the best possible patient care; and
(b) the most efficient management that can be achieved in public

health.
However, some important changes in direction have been instituted,
specifically -

(a) an increased emphasis on the contracting-out of services,
especially tendering for non-core or support activities for which
strongly competitive markets already exist in the private sector,

(b) a fundamental review of mental health;
(c) a stronger emphasis upon enterprise level bargaining for employers

and employees in the health industry; and
(d) an investigation into employment levels in the Health Department.

HOSPITALS - BENTLEY
Mills Street Centre, Beds; Services

140. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:
(1) How many beds are located at Bentley Hospital's Mills Street centre?
(2) How many beds are currently occupied?
(3) What is the full range of services for which Mills Street was planned?
(4) Are they all being utilised?
(5) If not, why not?
(6) How many staff are currently working at Mills Street?
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(7) Of the above, how many are psychiatrists?
Mr KIERATh replied:
(1) 50 adult psychiatric beds.
(2) 32.
(3) Inpatients

Day hospital
Outpatients
Community follow up
Rehabilitation.

(4) Yes - limited capacity.
(5) Not applicable.
(6) Nursing 72.00

Clerica. 6.50
Allied health 14.70
Hotel 13.00 (incl. two waiting redeployment from

Heathcote)
MTCE 1.00
Medical consultants 2.30

registrars 4.00
Total 113.50

(7) 2.0 Full time
0.3 Sessional
4.0 Registrars

HOSPITALS - MT HENRY
CAM-SAM Funding (Conwnnwealth)

141. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:
(1) When will Mt Henry Hospital be converted to CAM/SAM funding by the

Commonwealth?
(2) Can Mt Henry Hospital meet the needs of its patients by CAM/SAM

funding?
(3) Will the State Government be providing supplementary funding to

Mt Henry over and above that provided by the Commonwealth?
Mr KIERATH replied:
(1) Provisionally I May 1995, subject to satisfactory completion of the

negotiations with the Commonwealth.
(2) It is recognised that a number of Mt Henry Hospital residents have special

needs which may require services above those which can be funded with
CAM/SAM benefits. An independent study is currently under way to
assess the additional care requirements of residents of metropolitan state
government nursing homes which exceed those which can be met in a
commonwealth funded nursing home or hostel.

(3) The State Government will allocate funds in respect of residents who have
additional care needs.

HOSPITALS - KING EDWARD MEMORIAL; PRINCESS MARGARET
Conracting out Services

147. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:
(1) Has King Edward Memorial Hospital/Princess Margaret Hospital

contracted out any services in the last 12 months?
(2) If so, what services have been contracted out?
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(3) What process was followed in contracting out these services?
(4) Will the Minister guarantee that contracted services now being provided

are cheaper than the in-house services they replaced?
Mr KIERATH replied:
The answers provided below relate solely to instances in the last 12 months where
services were performed in-house by hospital staff and have subsequently been
contracted out.
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) Inter-hospital service for the collection and distribution of blood

specimens.
(b) Production of corporate/clinical slides for demonstration/seminar

purposes.
(3) In accordance with State Supply policies.
(4) (a) We insist that the services are better or cheaper.

(b) When the individual producing slides resigned from the hospital,
the opportunity was taken to examine the contracting out of such,
services. Outsourcing the production of slides is now carried out
on an ad hoc basis. The evaluation of these arrangements will be
undertaken within the next three months.

In addition to the above items, there are several other services which have been
contracted out, which were either carried out on an ad hoc basis by hospital staff
and demand has subsequently increased substantially, or are new services, where
no specialist staffing resources are available in-house. Such examples include PC
training and computer hardware maintenance. Contracting out avoided the
necessity to increase existing hospital staff numbers. Again, contracts were let
following normal State Supply policies.

ROAD FUNDING - UNTIED GRANTS
Grants to Local Government, Minister's Policy

213. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
(1) Does the Minister agree that funds allocated to roads as untied grants

would be preferable?
(2) What is the Minister's policy in relation to grants to local governments?
Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following reply -

(1) The member asks if untied grants for roads would be preferable.
Preferable to what? If the member means preferable to no funds, then the
answer is, of course, yes.

(2) Federal funding should be increased. If the member is referring to a
review by the Federal Govemnment of local government funding for roads,
I hope she joins with me in supporting this principle.

TAFE - COMMERCIAL AND SECRETARIAL COURSES, ENROLMENTS
242. Dr WATSON to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Education:

(1) How many and what proportion of Technical And Further Education
enrollees are studying commercial and secretarial courses?

(2) Of them, how many and what proportion are women?
(3) Has the Carine facility for teaching these units closed?
(4) If no, is there any intention to close it?
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(5) If so, why?
(6) If not, why are students being enrolled at Joondalup?
(7) Does the Perth TAFE college continue to offer basic commercial and

secretarial courses?
(8) If not, why not?
(9) To which campuses would students normally enrolling at Perth for such

courses be directed?
Mr TUBBY replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -
(1) 2 583 students as at semester 1, 1995 representing 5.8 per cent of all

enrolments.
(2) 2 379, or 92.1 per cent.
(3) Yes.
(4) Not applicable.
(5) The management of the North Metropolitan College considered that

adequate provision was being made for this study area at the Balga and
Joondalup campuses.

(6) Not applicable.
(7) Perth TAFE Campus is presently offering a certificate level course in

office and secretarial studies under a tendering agreement with the
Department of Training.

(8) Not applicable.
(9) Leederville.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

SOLOMON, PAUL - RELOCATION FROM HEALTH DEPARTMENT
32. Dr GALLOP to the Premier:

Will the Premier confirm the answer given on his behalf in the Legislative
Council that the relocation of Paul Solomon from the Health Department was "not
at the request of the Minister"?
Mr COURT replied:
It was at the request of Dr Peter Brennan.

FIRE BRIGADE - FREMANTLE AND WELSHPOOL, SECONDARY
APPLIANCES WITHDRAWAL; INCREASED RISK CLAIMS

33. Mr DAY to the Minister for Emergency Services:
Are claims by the United Fire Fighters Union and the member for Balcatta that
communities in Fremantle and Welshpool gazetted fire districts are at risk due to
a decision made by the WA Fire Brigades Board correct?
Mr Catania: They sure are.
The SPEAKER: The member for Balcatta, order!
Mr WIESE replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
The campaign currently being run by the firefighters union is appalling. It is
directed at frightening those most vulnerable in our community and should be
condemned by every person in this Parliament.
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Mr Graham: You stand up for us and give us a report. It is either an operational
matter or a report.
Mr WIESE: Does the member feel better now? The reality is, on advice directly
from the Fire Brigade Board, there is no increased risk to the community as a
result of this decision to temporarily withdraw secondary appliances from
Fremantle and Welshpool.
Mr Catania: They are the front-line appliances.
Mr WIESE: They are not the front-line appliances. That shows how little the
member for Balcatta knows about the portfolio he is shadowing. Those
appliances have been temporarily withdrawn from those two stations to provide
firefighters with the essential training they need to enhance their skills and to
provide a better service.
Mr Catania: What a poor excuse.
Mr WIESE: That is exactly what is taking place to enable those firefighters to
undergo essential training. It is aimed at making -them better firefighters and
allowing them to be promoted to district fire officers. Of all people who should
be supporting extra training for its members, the union is running a campaign
against it. The Fire Brigade Board selected the months of April to September for
the training on the basis of the statistical evidence that, during those months, there
is a decrease of approximately 32 per cent in the number of incidents.

Mr Catania interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Balcatta.

Mr Catania: There are fewer buahflres.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formnally call to order the member for Balcatta.

Mr WIESE: Another matter that should be brought to the attention of the House
and the public of Western Australia is that the metropolitan fire district has an
initial response time to incidents of six minutes. That response time of six
minutes will be maintained throughout this skills enhancement training program
period. The Western Australian Fire Brigade's mobilising procedures have been
tested over many years and ensure that two fire trucks are despatched to every
property fire, rescue incident and hazardous material incident, and that will not
change during this period.
Mr Graham: Well read! You have a deep understanding of the issue.

Mr WIESE: That is right. I hope the member has learnt something. During the
times when these two machines are temporarily withdrawn, two persons who
would normally be on those machines will go to the first appliance - that is, the
initial response appliarice - so that appliance will carry extra crew to any of the
fires which it attends. Therefore, there will be additional firefighting personnel at
the fire scene.
Mr Catania: So which crew will be given training? There must be some
withdrawal of service when you are training.

Mr WIESE: The member for Balcatta should have got the message by now. If a
major incident occurred, WAFB resources would be sent to that incident from all
the centres surrounding it. If an incident occurred in the area normally serviced
by Fremantle, units would go there from Claremont, O'Connor or Spearwood. If
an incident occurred in the area normally serviced by Welshpool, units would go
there from Kensington, Canning Vale and Maddington. I assure the House that
these actions will not decrease the services that are supplied to the community.
Mrs Henderson: For how long will you continue?
Mr WIESE: For as long as it takes to get the message across to members
opposite.
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Mr McGinty: You should be wound up now and told to sit down. This is an
abuse of the Parliament.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the Leader of the Opposition,
and I ask the Minister to begin to conclude his answer.
Mr WIESE: I certainly will, Mr Speaker. This campaign, which is directed at
frightening people, is abhorrent to most Western Australians. A circular was sent
out -

Mr McGinty: Sit down! You are wasting the Parliament's time. You are a
disgrace of a Minister. You have been on your feet for too long.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr WIESE: A circular was sent out by the United Firefighters Union of Western
Australia on 5 September last year -
Mr McGinty: This is a disgrace.
The SPEAKER: Order! I have asked the Minister to begin to conclude his
answer, and I ask those members who are giving vociferous support to that point
of view to curtail themselves briefly because I have asked the Minister to
conclude.
Mr WIESE: The circular to its members states -

In the meantime members are advised they are directed to decommission
any appliance that is effected by Brigade instruction to reduce crewing
levels below agreed standards.

The union directed its members last year to decommission firefighting vehicles in
those circumstances.

SOLOMON, PAUL - RELOCATION FROM HEALTH DEPARTMENT
34. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:

Was the Premier telling the truth in his answer provided to the Legislative
Council and confirmed today when he said that the relocation of Paul Solomon
from the Health Department "was not at the request of the Minister" and was at
the request of the Commissioner of Health; in other words, that the Minister did
not request the relocation?
Mr KIERATH replied:
For the benefit of the member for Victoria Park, I had a discussion with the
Commissioner of Health who told me what he intended to do. He came back tome and asked for help in transferring a person out of the Health Department. He
felt that if that person stayed, it would be bad for morale. I then wrote to the
Premier seeking his help. In discussions with the Commissioner of Health, he
said that the person is very senior and the only appropriate place where he could
possibly be placed is the Department of Treasury, which is under the Premier's
control. At his request I wrote to the Premier seeking assistance, and the Premier
assisted in that matter.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS - ABS FIGURES
35. Mrs van de KLASHORST to the Premier:

Has the Premier seen the extremely worrying latest balance of payments figures
released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics this morning and could he
comment on those figures?
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Peel.
Mr COURT replied:
The deficit remains historically high and should not be treated lightly by members
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opposite. The current account deficit is currently at 5.5 per cent of gross domestic
product. The banana republic kicks in at 6 per cent of GDP. We are getting quite
close to what the Prime Minister predicted on a previous occasion.
Mr Marlborough: It doesn't worry the people of New South Wales. They got rid
of you lot over theme.
Mr COURT: What vote did the Labor Party get in New South Wales?
Several members inteijected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Pilbara.
Mr COURT: The Labor Party won government in New South Wales with 48 per
cent of the vote.
Western Australia is running very large trade surpluses. We are warning the
Prime Minister that new investment will slow down if he continues to put
obstacles in the way of the industry that we are trying to develop in this State. Anl
I can say to the Prime Minister is that these results *are coming through with the
Western Australian economy performing and firing well. He had better be careful
about the policies that he introduces that will stop that growth in investment.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - LAND INFORMATION
SERVICES BUSINESS, PRIVATISATION

36. Mrs ROBERTS to the Premier:
I refer the Premier to a recommendation from the executive team at the Water
Authority of Western Australia dated 3 March 1995, of which I have a copy,
detailing proposals for privatising the authority's land information services
business. The recommendations show that privatising this business will not save
any money at all. In fact, it will cost an extra $1 15 000 a year. Not only that,
more than 27 full time employees will be sacked.. The recommendation states -

The review did not indicate any significant cost benefit to the ...
Authority - in fact a notional cost of $115,000 per year ...

The Premier is wasting millions of dollars by indulging his ideological fetish for
privatisation - .
The SPEAKER: Order! The material that the member has just provided in that
question, which is similar to a question that she raised yesterday, is far too
extensive. It is not appropriate to our form of questioning. I will allow the
member to go on, but suggest that in future, examples that contribute to the
question, as she sees it, not be included.
Mrs ROBERTS: [ thank you for your guidance. Mr Speaker. As I was saying,
the Premier is wasting .millions of dollars by indulging his ideological fetish for
privatisation with his plans to sell off the construction branch of the Water
Authority. Why will the Premier waste another $115 000 a year and sack another
27 people when it has already been shown that there will be a net cost to the
consumer?
Mr COURT replied:
I am not aware of the specific proposal. Perhaps the member should ask the
Minister responsible for the Water Authority in order to receive an answer.
Several members interjected.
Mr COURT: She seems to have a complete antagonism towards privatisation.

Mr McGinty: If it costs more will you go ahead?
Mr COURT: Are members opposite afraid that someone will sell the Australian
Labor Party?
Several members interjected.
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Mr COURT: No-one could sell the ALP because they would find someone had
already bought it!

ROADS - SOUTHERN FREEWAY, EXTENSION TO MANDURAH
37. Mr MARSHALL to the Minister for Planning representing the Minister for

Transport:
Residents in the Murray-Mandurab area continue to praise this Government for
the southern freeway extension to Thomas Road. How long will it be before the
freeway will be extended to Mandurah?
Mr LEWIS replied:
Mr Speaker -
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Cockburn.

Point of Order
Mr RIPPER: The Minister should begin to answer the question or sit down, or we
should move to the next question.
The SPEAKER: That is not a point of order. We continue to have too many
interjections today, as we did at times yesterday - although some of those
interjections were excellent. It is the practice at times that the Minister wait, but
now the Minister should continue.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! Minister, if you do not begin to answer the question I
will take action. Order! I call the Leader of the Opposition to order.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!

Questions without Notice Resumed
Mr LEWIS: I am happy to answer the question. It is reasonable for a Minister to
expect to be able to answer a question without being drowned out by interjections
by the Opposition -

Mr McGinty: Get on with it! You have been told to get on with it!
Mr LEWIS: I will get on with it when I feel like it.
Mr McGinty: You will get on with it now or you will be sat down.
Mr LEWIS: The Leader of the Opposition will not sit me down.
The SPEAKER: Order! I direct the Minister to answer the question.
Mr LEWIS: Provision has been made for the reservation for the road in the
planning stage; that is, both the local district plan and the region scheme.
Construction to Folly Road is programmed to be completed by 2001.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Pilbara.
Mr LEWIS: The timetable for the further extension has not been fixed.
However, if the Opposition were prepared to support the State Government
approaching the Federal Government for approval of additional road funds, the
extension to the freeway could be brought forward.

SOLOMON, PAUL - RELOCATION FROM HEALTH DEPARTMENT
38. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health:

I refer to the Minister's previous answer when he spoke of discussions between
himself and the Commissioner of Health. Who initiated the proposal to relocate
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Paul Solomon out of the Health Department? Was it the Minister or the
Commissioner of Health?
Mr KIERATH replied:
I answered this question yesterday, but for the benefit of the member for Victoria
Park I will answer it again. The only person who has that power is the chief
executive officer, the Commissioner of Health, Dr Peter Brennan. I answered that
question yesterday, I have answered it again today, and I will answer it next week
if the member cares to ask me again. [ said yesterday that I had discussions with
the Commissioner of Health over a range of issues. In terms of restructuring he
wanted that part of his department transferred to another agency, of which he is
not the CEO. In that case I had to seek the approval of the Premier for his
transfer to the Treasury.

Point of Order
Mr C.J. BARNETT: The Leader of the Opposition referred to the Minister for

Labour Relations as telling lies.
The SPEAKER: Order! I could not hear what was said with the noise that was

going on, but if the Leader of the Opposition did make such an assertion I
call on him to withdraw it.

Mr McGINTY: I will repeat what I said and you can tell me whether that is
within the scope of your ruling. I said that the Minister cannot tell lies. If
that is offensive, I will withdraw it.

The SPEAKER: I do not request you to withdraw that.
Questions without Notice Resumed

DOCTORS - LOCUM SERVICE, AFTER HOURS PROBLEM
39. Mr W. SMITH to the Minister for Health:

I have received complaints from constituents in the Wanneroo electorate
regarding lack of after hours general practice locums. I believe this is a common
problem. Will the Minister comment on this?
Mr KIERATH replied:
This issue is not new. Doctors .are reluctant to work in the locurn service because
the Medicare rebate is $38.95. Members of the public have an expectation that
they should not pay any more. Members can compare that with the rates charged
by tradesmen. A washing machine mechanic who services a washing machine
will charge a lot more than $38.95. Doctors are reluctant to provide services after
hours, and people naturally drift to the hospitals. This adds pressure on hospitals,
and it is interesting that members of the Labor Party should be squealing.
Because of the crucial shortage in this area I have gazetted the after hours services
as an area of unmet need under the legislative powers available to me.
Ambulance services are under review at the federal level, and we are hoping for
some resolution of that matter. By paying a low Medicare rebate the Federal
Government is cost shifting what is rightly its responsibility in the Medicare
rebate system onto the State hospital system, which is our responsibility. The
Federal Minister for Health, Dr Carmen Lawrence, has been quick to accuse
States of cost shifting the other way yet she practices it in the worst form. I have
tried to approach Dr Lawrence; so far we have a blanket refusal to do anything to
increase the rebate. The AMA has also tried, but with no results.
The short answer is that while there is no financial incentive for doctors to work
after hours, it will be difficult to find doctors to work in the locum area. We then
must rely on overseas trained doctors. The problem could be fixed if it were more
financially attractive for doctors to work after hours. That is not likely, so we
need some other funding mechanisms. At the next ministerial conference I will
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raise the matter again with the Federal Minister. I can assure the member for
Wanneroo that the revamped Wanneroo Hospital will increase the after hours
service.

DRINK DRIVING OFFENCES - INCREASED PENALTIES; BLOOD
ALCOHOL EFFECTS

40. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:
I refer to the Minister's amazing backflip yesterday on drink driving. I remind
him of the National Party's disgraceful record of opposition to having even a 0.05
BAC offence, and then campaigning relentlessly to reduce the penalties proposed
by the former Labor Government to amend what were at the time the weakest
0.05 BAC laws in the country. I remind the Minister that the Labor Government
tried to introduce a 0.05 offence three times with a penalty of $500 and six
demerit points. The Leader of the National Party, and now Deputy Premier, in
Parliament on 4 June 1994 stated that the National Party was opposed to any
measure which reduced the blood alcohol level -

Point of Order
Mr TRENORDEN: It is evident that this is a statement and not a question.
The SPEAKER: Or-der! The member for Avon is correct. I had occasion earlier
this afternoon to raise the matter. If the member for Balcatta is able immediately
to narrow the words he is using and is specific, I will allow him to continue.

Questions without Notice Resumed
Mr CATANIA: Why did it take two years and the deaths of hundreds of Western
Australians before the Minister performed his backflip and took up the Labor
Party's proposal to crack down on drink driving?
Mr WIESE replied:
The member for Balcatta, like some of his colleagues, has some short term
memory problems, certainly in relation to 0.05.
Mr Catania: Did you oppose it, Minister?
Mr WIESE: Yes, I opposed 0.05. It is relevant to look at the situation on 0.08. If
the member were to do that, he would find that the National Party was out in front
leading the charge to have 0.08 legislation and the penalties included in it
implemented.
Yesterday I responded to the campaign that was launched by the Australian
Medical Association for stricter and more harsh penalties for drink driving
offences. That response was coincidental, but timely. Yesterday morning I spent
an hour and a half with my staff, finalising proposals for changes to drink driving
legislation and penalties. There is a long way to go with that because these
proposals have yet to go through Cabinet, the joint party process, and the
Parliament. What I am doing reflects the AMA proposal to increase the penalties
for a wide range of drink driving offences; something which I unequivocally
support following my two years of experience in this position as Minister for
Police. I would be surprised if any member in this Parliament did not feel the
same way.
I would be surprised also if the member for Balcatta did not support what I am
calling for because, as he would be aware, the report brought down last year by
the select committee which I moved to establish in this Parliament strongly
indicated support for changes to the drink driving legislation. The member for
Balcatta would support that. I intend to push forward with these proposals, but
there is a need for them to go through the necessary processes before they are able
to be brought to Parliament. I hope to bring them to this place before the end of
this session.
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MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES - REGIONAL AREAS
41. Mr BLOFFWITCH to the Minister for Health:

The inister has had much to say about what is being done to address the
problems with mental health services in the metropolitan area. Are mental health
issues in regional Western Australia being ignored in order to fix the problems in
the city?
Mr KIERATH replied:
It is unfortunate that with the problems with mental health in the city we have
overlooked the good news stories in regional Western Australia. The member for
Kimberley will be interested that in the far north of this State a community based
regional mental health service will be fully operational at the beginning of the
1995-96 financial year. The Derby based unit, which has been one year in the
making, will use funds from the country mental health program and savings
generated by management at Derby Regional Hospital. The community mental
health nursing services will be expanded from two positions in Derby and
Kununurra to another two positions, one in Broome and an additional position in
Kununurra where a Kimberley regional mental health service community outpost
has been established. That service is headed by a resident salaried psychiatrist
and Aboriginal staff will be employed in the unit. The northern health authority
has called for expressions of interest to deliver counselling training to a range of
health professionals. The Kimberley mental health project, based in Broome, is
managed by an Aboriginal person and obtains its professional advice and
direction from a resident consultant psychiatrist.

The' member for Pilbara would be interested to know that a number of mental
health positions have been established in the Pilbara under various arrangements.
It will also be enhanced by visiting psychiatrists from Perth.

Mr Graham: When?
Mr KIERATH: In the current Budget. The northern health authority plans to
invest in improvements in Pilbara mental health servicing in the current financial
year.
The central health authority is planning extensive expansion and development of
mental health services which include a doubling of the number of community
health staff. Kalgoorlie-Boulder and Esperance will get a 24-hour emergency
response service. I am sure the member for Roe will be interested in that. An
integrated community mental health service will be established and located with
other mainstream mental health services of community and public health.

The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order for the second time the member
for C6ckburn.
Mr KIERATH: Four acute beds will be established and assessment services to
the judiciary will be provided. Both of these measures will reduce the need for
people to travel- outside the region. There will be increased liaison and integration
with general practitioners and increased cultural training in mental health
services.
In the southern health authority, there has been purchasing of additional mental
health services to meet the rural and isolated community needs. Existing services
have been expanded to incorporate the seriously and chronically mentally ill.
Eight -additional mental health staff will be employed as part of that project.

Finally, I refer to the western health authority where the purchase of new and
expanded mental health services includes state funding totalling an extra
$400 000 which will provide a significant increase in clinical services to remote
and rural communities. Funding has been provided also for training of the mental
health work force.
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The national mental health incentive and reform program of last year resulted in
four projects being funded in the authority area. These new services have been
purchased from the Aboriginal Medical Service, Camnarvon, the Carnarvon
Family Support Service and a private consultant psychiatrist. From all of this and
much more which is happening in these areas of the State, members can see that
far from being neglected, people in regional Western Australia will get a far better
deal from mental health.


